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marshalled behind the appearance,
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every respect.
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records with Johnny Green. I did
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“I wai always an Astaire fan

San Francisco — Babs Gon'

told him I’d like to show it to 
hin He’d never heard about ine; 
said he wasn’t interested, but was 
curious as to why I wanted to do 
it. Well, he said he was going 
out of town for the weekend but 
to call him on Tuesday. When I 
hung up I knew I was dead and 
nothing would come of it.

“Well, that same night, Elling
ton played the Shrine auditorium 
in L.A.; I had nothing to do, it 
was u rainy night, and I went 
there. During intermission I took 
ed around and there right behind

(Turn to Page 23)

Fred Aolaire dance» for his

I found that he’d introduced more 
tunes that became standards than 
anybody, even including Crosby, 
After all, he performed in an era 
when there were so many great 
tunes.

“I’d never met Astaire, but I 
got this idea and decided I had 
to reach him. Mel Feirer got me 
his phone numbei. I had prepared 
a whole layout of my idea and

The following records represent the 
12 for complete record reviews.

the accompaniment. The two 
tenor* ar«* backed by tin eight' 
man Egyptian reed section'

Hollywood—James Stewart will 
play the role of Glenn Miller in 
Universal-International’s biofilm

Los Angeles—Peggy Lee, head 
ed for the most successful and 
eventful year of her career, was 
married Jan. 4 to Brad Dexter, 
young movie actor with whom her 
name had been linked romanti
cally for several months.

Peggy and her graom were due 
in New York this week for the 
Eastern premiere of her first War
ner Bros, vehicle, The Jazz Singer.

By Leonard Feather
New York—Normen Grunz, 

who can never Im* relie«! upon

SISTER ROSETTA THARPE MARIE KNIGHT Highway to Heaven (Decc. 28509)
JOE BURNER Still in Love (Atlantic 982)

Peggy Lee, 
Actor Wed

Appearance of the Marterie 
Beat orchestra at the Casa

(double), but in lavishness, in 
beauty, and most important, in 
musical success.

In its use of great jazz musi
cians to back a veteran musical 
comedy and movie artist in a ret
rospective anthology of this type, 
it is without precedent. It will 
sell Oscar Peterson, Charlie Shav 
ers, Flip Phillips, Barney Kessel, 
Ray Brown, and Alvin Stoller to 
Astaire fans who had never heard 
of them, who after enjoying this 
album will now g* out and buy 
records made by Peterson et al 
without Astaire. (Mrs. Astaire, 
previously anti-jazz, reacted pre
cisely this way.)

The story of how Norman real
ized this project, so significantly 
different from any previous Granz 
venture, was described to this re
porter when Norman brought over 
the first copy of the album last

release Imu sides 
Egypt early this

own label culled, tiddly enough 
Babs records. ’ " "

have been setup to run through 
the entire date. This marks the 
first time in recent years that a 
major recording firm, radio, news
papers, internal industry, and the 
press have been behind a dance 
promotion.

(January 13-18) marks the 
public appearance of the 

> in its role as spearhead for 
get ’em dancing’’ campaign.

Miller Role To 
Jimmy Stewart

New York -Ella Fitzgerald was resting comfortably at presstime 
in St. Vincert’s hospital here following a throat operation similar to 
the one undergone by Frankie Laine last spring, and perfomed by

Ghost of a Chance (Roost 5581
Pick Yourself Up
Summertime (Blue Noto 1600)

New York—Stan Kenton has been set for his first engage
ment at Birdland. The Kenton crew, which will be the largest 
outfit ever to play the spot, moves in April 23 for a two-week 
stay, with nightly broadcasts over NBC.

Because of this booking, n projected European tour for the Kenton- 
ians, which had been under consideration for an April jumpoff. may 
be postponed until the fall. But it is virtually certain that Stun and his. 
entire ensemble will make their first trek to Europe in 1953.

Nat Cole, Louis Jordan, and Stan have been set as a unit that 
will play one week of auditorium dates up and down the west coast 
starting Feb. 3.

New York — Concert packages 
will bloom like flowers this spring.

Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah 
Vaughan will jump in the line as 
soon as they return from their 
European louis. Ella is set to 
join the Woody Herman-Frankie 
Laine team, which kicks off April 
4 in California, then works its 
way east on a five-week jaunt.

Sarah is tentatively set for a 
unit with Billy May's orchestra 
and Nat Cole, assembled by Cress 
Courtney and Cailos Gastel. This 
threesome will make its Carnegie 
Hall bow April 5, sponsored by 
Patricia Music, and will proceed 
westward on a four-week tour.

Ella flew back here suddenly after canceling a date in Omaha, Neb. 
She had been plagued for some time by a sore throat.

Doctors predicted she would be able to resume work within two or 
three weeks.

Down Beat s Big Dance 
CampaignGetsUnderway

Thu program to bring dancing bark to its former heights 
which Down Bent announced in it*- last issue has taken on 
added emphasis with the setting up of a comprehensive drive 
in th«* ballroom field during the summer of 1953. This move

dull, displayed the most ainbiliou« 
venture of his decade-long record
ing career when he launched The 
Astaire Story, on the high Cs of 
the record market, with a $50 
splash last month.

Although the music is obtain
able on four 12-inch LPs available 
separately at $5.95 apiece, the 
main excitement about The As
taire Story is its release in a de
luxe $50 album a limited edition 
variously described in the press 
releases as comprising 1,188 
copies, in the album itself as 
1,384, indicating that Mr. Astaire 
inscribed his personal signature 
well over 1,000 times.

Down 
Loma 
week 
first 
group

the late bandleader.
Dan Dailey, who led all otheis 

as the choice of Down Beat read
ers in an “informal poll” made 
at the request of the film com
pany, said:

“Extend my thanks for the 
many letters. I would have been 
happy to do the role but my com
mitment» on other pictures this 
year w ould ha’ _ made it impos
sible. Jimmy will do a great job. 
He .s one of the finest actors in 
Hollywood or anywhere.”

Stewart could not be i eached 
foi comment, but lernie Williams, 
his representative said:

“Jimmy was one of Miller’s 
greatest fans. He’s still collect
ing records and feels this will be 
one of the finest things he has 
done in pictures.”

Fhe picture, tentatively titled 
Moonlight Serenade, will not go 
into production until March in 
all probability.

Spring To Bring 
Rash Of Concerts

EDDY ARNOLD 
FRED ASTAIRE 
©CIE FISHER 
JONI JAMES 
DANNY KAYE

planning to 
he cut in 
year with

POPULAR
Condemned Without Trial (Victor 20-5108).

The Astaire Story (Mercury MGC 1001,-2,-3.-4)
Even Now (Victor 20-5016).

Have You Heard (MGM 11390)
Hons Christian Andersen album (Decca DL 5433).

Birdland Booking Balks Trip 
To Europe For Stan Kenton

Merc Re-Signs Patti
Chicago- -Mercury has announced 

the re-signing of Patti Page, its 
top-selling artist, to a five-year con 
tract. Deal calls for 16 sides a

W ithout Fr« ee«lence
This album is without precedent

Ralph Marterie anil hie Down Beat 
orchestra. and will include one of 
th« most i oinprelienvive campaign« 

I ever attempted lo attract dancer- lo 
I each of the orchestra'« appearance«.

The coast-to-coast ballroom tour 
I will tee-off on the east coast, travel I lest tu California, then rcvcroc it 

aelf back to New York. In addition 
I tc the heavy publicity program 
I rhich will hi conducted, General 
J Artists Corporation, who will setup 

thi tour, Mercury Record* and the 
I National Ballroom Operators Asso- 
I ciation will all participate with 
| the Beat in this jihase of the pro- 
j gram.

Each of the ballroom dates will 
। be preceded by a local celebration, 
I with ii special promotion team in 
! charge. Radio appearances by Mar

terie and tie ins with local disc 
jockevs will dovetail with each date. 
In addition, records will b<* given 

I away to customer- who attend the 
j dances, and each of th«* promotions 

will be thoroughly covered by the 
i Beat.

। Another step in the major pro 
(ram, which will start at the col
ege and high school level, gets un- 
lerway in the next issue of Down 
teat. This will b< the most am- 
kitious prog) am ever attempted in 
,he music* business, one which will 
ilanket the high schools and col 
eges of the nation. Look for its
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By ARTIE SHAW
At that stage of my musical de-<*

Goggins pocketed the dif-apiece,

Robinson.

had made the complete
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that treatment was the only way 
to make anything out of them. 
Oh, I get a lot of fun oui of sing-

Sooner or later, it was inevitable 
that I should run into other aspir-

b< ing in a 
able to get

to see Goggins to inquire about the 
possibilities of getting some book
ings for our newly-organized saxo
phone and banjo duo.

I took lo attending ihe Saturday 
afternoon dances at Hillhouse High 
School arid hanging out around the

which gets a great big nod of 
approval from the entire family 
viewing circle. —writer

that first time, and

New 
on Shu

backed by this great

ing orchestra

orchestra. And.

In order, therefore.

be a niaj->i lure for listener
. Jimmy Durante, a« fine a

Sunset Strip

little trio of Joey Castro’s with 
which I’ve been working around

Incidentally, throughout the en 
tire life of this musical uggrega 
tion. the inattei of leadership wa; 
never fully or firmly established 
There was a lad in the outfit wht 
played fiddle, und to the bitter en<

(Turn to Page Ml
remember exactly how it happened 
but eventually I teamed up with

New York — Singer Julius La
Rosa is the first artist to be signed 
by the new’ Cadence label, a com
pany organized by Archie Bleyer, 
leader on the Godfrey shows.

gotter 
•Just 
Eekst

amateurs. During the course of the 
average Amateur Night, the level 
of performance was apt to go so 
low that it ceased to be even funny 
—which made it pretty low indeed.

business today, has turned more 
und more to music on his shows. 
And now, with Ray Bolger ap-

The 
tough 
shows.

three other twisted lads who hat 
the same gi neral idea about form 
ing an orchestra; and at that time 
musical history of some sort wat 
made. For, if this was not the bes 
four-piece dance band that hai 
ever coare along in New Haven, r 
could at least claim the distinctioi 
of being close to the worst.

We called ourselves the Pete’ 
Pan Novelty Orchestra and oddly 
enough managed to get ourselves 
engaged here anti there. We g<- 
eight bucks a night, two buck 
apiece, playing at occasional linei 
showers and weddings held b'_

here 
that

keep the 
prevent 

bored as 
walk out

TV waves, and, after putting on 
one of the best musical hours

was also a good singer of straight 
ballads.

And what happened? He didn’t 
get enough, votes to get his name 
mentioned in the Down Beat poll

ing that 
know I

Just a couple of Sundays ago,<S> 
a rather memorable occasion took 
place on television. One Ray Bol
ger, u song and flanee man of I

coast dates. They give 
, smooth, intimate but

his Easter Sunday show.
Overall, the Bolger show was 

one of music—the type of music 
which practically anyone could 
lister to and really enjoy. And 
when he brought on Rise Stevens, 
who is far more at home in the 
halls of the Metropolitan, and re
vealed a warm, talented perform
er in the pop medium as well as 
the classics, Bolger seemed just 
as pleased as the audience.

But the Caki walk Rag click 
is too late to do Champ any

this field than 
in the past, we 
to some more 
entertainment

of Down 
Eyes, ar.d 
peared he 
“New Star 
decided to

"I did thost Down Yonder and 
Them There Eyes things because

end of the year he knocked out 
another ricky-tick ragtime ripper 
in his Cakewalk Rag, a platter 
that was pushing right up on the 
sales charts at this deadline.
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they had some difficulty. Hei ar- 
Eddie Sauter and Bill

music to personalities ranging 
from puppets to gun-slinging cow
boys. Yet behind all shows, even 
those stressing news, somewhere 
ir the background there is music.

Now it seems that television is 
beginning to realize that music

bandstand, 
to hate ev

was far too bashful 
learned how to dance.

said, “T 
Louis

Sy the 
hat nig 

my hig 
Boston

“I’m going to make it this time 
as a giod, all-around singer— 
trick stuff is on the way out any-

velopment I couldn’t find any or
chestra that would be willing to 
have me as u gift. So I did the 
next best thing. I teamed up with 
another high school lad about my 
age, who, no doubt for his own 
misguided reasons, had learned to 
produce several lugubrious chords 
on the banjo. Through my one ex
perience in winning first prize at 
the Amateur Night performance, 
I had learned that there was a 
regular little Amateui Night cir
cuit, handled and booked by a man 
named Johnny Goggins, an agent 
of sorts, with an office in the same 
building as Poli’s Palace. I had 
been told about this man by an
other amateur performer with 
whom I had talked for a moment 
before going out onto the stage

swinging background with air up- 
to-date sound. That backing will 
be a big help in getting record 
buyers to realize that the Champ 
Butler of Down Yonder is not 
the only Champ Rutler.

ference between what he got from 
the theatre managers and what he 
had to pay out for his acts, and, 
presumably, everybody was happy.

In the coursf of the next few 
weeks my banjo-playing partner
in-crime and I appeared in ten 

| or twelve such semi black-marked 
Amateur Night shows. Now and 
then we even traveled as far afield 
as Meriden or Waterbury. All this 
was fine, as far as it went, but 
after a short time I looked ahead 
and saw that it was only a ques
tion of how long it would take be-

M Iio Parked ihe Cars?
Champ, it should be recalled, is 

the freckle-faced young singer who 
was a parking lot attendant at 
the Mocambo one night and vocal

good n 
maybe 
carried 
■>ffs on 
Champ 
says:

round of the circuit—after which 
it would obviously be impossible 
for us to play any return engage
ments without giving away the 
whole skullduggery. Although we 
were managing to make a few dol
lars, this was leading nowhere at 
all so far as My Career was con
cerned.

Metropolis, III.—It'» happened 
again—that story of the one re
quest too many thal broke the 
bandleader’» back, md boomer» 
anged right back on thr re
quester.

Vernon O'Daniel, an atomic 
plant engineer, liked a song 
called Behind The Eight Ball, 
He requested it m a night club

could not beg. borrow, or steal my 
way into any orchestra I knew of, 
I »larled lo look around school for 
other kids who played instruments 
and might be willing In join me 
in forming u little orchestra of

(Editor’s Note: This is the third installment of Artie 
Shaw’s book. Earlier chapters described his infancy on New 
York’s lower East Side, and his parents’ move, in his eighth 
year, to New Haven, where he practiced on his first saxo
phone and earned $5 for playing in an amateur show.)

lies and those of their friend.- 
and acquaintances who could b 
bludgeoned into hiring us, Afte 
hearing us play, some of then 
actually had to be threatened be 
fore they would pay us anythin», 
at all, let alone the eight buck- 
we demanded for our earnest ef
forts to make the night hideous.

with a certain 
stuck with it. 

can break away 
counting on my

album, which will be out next 
month, to do the trick. I’m doing 
a set of great old standards. Co
lumbia even let me pick the tunes.

customers amused and 
them from becoming so 
to break up the joint, or

while, very humbly thanked his 
audience for looking in. Actually, 
to many people the shoe was on 
the other foot.

Bolger, one of the- true1 greats 
of show business, hasn’t been 
known primarily as a singer, yet 
his Amy platter ranks with the 
all-time best sellers, and when he 
used the tune as his closer, he left

to myself ut the way the saxophon
ist played certain Kong» which were 
parl of my repertoire; bul inward
ly I wa» green with envy at his
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Chicago 16, III. Victory 2-03IC 
Norman Weiser, Publisher 

Jack Tracy, Editor 
Charles Suber, Advertising Mgr. 

Walter Nohstadt Jr., 
Circulation Mgr. Goggins consented to put us 

in with a couple of other of his 
•’amateurs”—a term which I now 
began to discover had many shades 
and degrees of meaning. For these 
were what I can only call, for want

the 1952 standings. Or 
Down Beat readers aren’t 

away by Champ’s take- 
the oldtnne “jazz singers.” 
isn’t, that’s certain. He

bandleader, played it. O'Daniel 
requested it again. Robinson 
played it again.

O'Daniel requested it a third 
time. Robinson shot him.

O'Daniel died on his way lo 
the hospital. Police all over the 
stale were hunting for Robinson 
a« Doirn Beat, whose staff haw 
learned never to make request«, 
wenl to press.

straight ballad because I’m doing 
it regularly on my nightclub 
dates Club audiences seem to 
enjoy variety, but record buyers
get you stamped 
style and you’re 

“But I know I 
from it, and I’m

WEST COAST OFFICE 
6124 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Loi Angelas, Calif. Granite 5OC2 
Charles E-ge Manager

Louis Armstrong to the list.
“I was trying for something I 

wasn’t certain I could do,” Miss 
Kirk told us later. "I was trying 
for a really low down jazz quality. 
I was recapturing something I had 
once, back when 1 was singing with 
bands in Pennsylvania. You know, 
my favorite singer of them all is 
not a Broadway star, but a great 
jazz singer — the greatest, Ella 
Fitzgerald.”

At the recording session of How 
Come You Do Me, she went on,

dissin 
Spani 
statio

Thei 
City b 
Aelcoir 
That i 
set at 
Ray R

/ Want To Prove I Can Sing 
Ballads, Too, Protests Champ

swankspot the next. And while 
this story, as given out by the 
Micambo’s publicity-wise operator 
Charlie Morrison, might not en
dure careful investigation, the 
main facts on Champ’s curious 
career will.

At the start of 1952 he was 
coming up so fast on the strength 
of his lazz-a-ma tazz treatments

Yonder, Them There 
the like, that it ap- 
might well be the 

of 1952.” Then Champ 
demonstrate that he

Louis - 
with a 
All-Col 
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college 
land T 
.nated 
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Nat 
collect

By Don Freeman
Las Vegas. Nev. — In this 

f—iMtif loyu <e>nipo»ed of 
house« that jack ba;’l—yours 
and mine—a new hotel named 
the Sahara recently had < i- Kirk 
on the program. Mis« Kirk, of 
course, was the star of A’iss Me, 
Kate and her songs from the musi
cal were featured. But ar even 
greater response was gained from 
How Come You Do Me Like You 
Do. As on her RCA-Victor record, 
she sings this jazz evergreen with 
plenty of sock.

Miss Kirk sings the song not as 
a Broadway star, but in an old 
tradition, that of the blues shouter. 
It’s a tradition that stems from 
Chippie Hill and Ma Rainey and 
Bessie Smith. And you car add

video world has been a 
one for many musical 
actually subordinating

Subscription rates $5 a year, $8 two yaars, 
$11 three years in advance. Add $1 per 
year to these prices for foreign subscrip
tion. Special school, library rates M a 
year. Change of address notice must reach 
us before date effective. Send old address 
with your new. Duplicate copies cannot be 
sent and post office will not forward copies. 
Circulation Dept., 2001 Calumet Ave., Chi
cago 14, Illinois. Printed in U.S.A. Entered 
as second class matter October 4, 1939 at 
the post office in Chicago, Illinois, under
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all the i 
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loca1 D 
ushered 
•uon« w 
* press

I’ll admit. But I 
put over a good

’laikeiif 
throbbe 
«ourse 
her reci

Then 
man of 
lege C 
scroll ti 
honor 1 
all his

parently destined 
greater career in 
he has ever known 
can look forward 
of the type of

and never come back again, various 
theatre managers resorted to pro
fessional “amateur” acts supplied 
by Goggins. In this way the cus
tomers were given an occasional 
performance which was at least 
not too bad (although plenty bad 
enough to avoid undue suspicion 
as tn the amateur status of the 
performers). The "amateui" per
formers received five dollars or so

By Charles Emqe
Hollywood—“Maybe it means I’ll 

be back on my old job parking 
cars at the Mocambo, but I’m 
determined to prove that I can 
sing good straight ballads as well 
as those Dixie takeoffs and jazzed- 
up rhythm numbers."

The speaker was Champ Butler, 
caught by a Down Beat reporter 
shortly before he pulled out from 
here for a camp show tour of the 
Pacific fighting fronts.

Lisa Kirk Turns Shouter 
To Sing Jazz Evergreen

Finegan, were at a loss how to 
open the song. She wanted an 
exciting, novel beginning. They 
couldn’t provide exactly what she 
wanted.

‘Then,” said Lisa, “I got up kind 
of restlessly and sang out, Well, 
do it!” We just looked at each all 
at once and knew that was it. That 
was the way to begin the song. 
After that, it was easy.”

It is regarded in our set as a 
rather sexy song, we suggested.

“Yes, it is,” she said. “I made 
sure of that.”

Capi 
enou 
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Meanwhile Birdland continues to

on

Joan Howe, still 
vocal find since

to be replaced by Ca' Tjader . . . 
slow progress following a second

. . Hazel Scott decided to return to 
at Monte Proser’s La Vie En Rose 
drummer, underwent a serious eye

recent Birdland stint and was 
Fletcher Henderson is making 
heart attack suffered recently . 
the night club whirl, towing xn

. . Specs Powell, CBS staff

he 
irI 
on

nc
OK 
ll.

the last-named, will be talent con
sultant to operator Bill Levine on 
the new venture.

The club opens Jan. 16 with a

Why did he do il?
The answer is simple. Nat Cole 

simply wanted to jog a few mem-

in her teens, being hailed as "most talented Canadian 
Gisele.” Not quite, but on her way.

City, Birdland-, and the Rhythm 
Room in t' ' '

do a thriving business, and has pre
pared for the new situation by 
signing up talent as far ahead as 
next October.

that order and only re- jockey to be Slim Gaillard, 
cently severed his connection- with Meanwhile Birdland cont

Bob Garrity’s nightly six-hour 
stint for Birdland from the WJZ 
studios, will be broadcast from the 
Band Box premises nightly from

Chicago. January 28, 1953

The Real Reason Nat Cole 
Cut His Piano-Only Album

U what uppearb to hr his peak a> a vocalist« Nat Cole‘S 
has turned out a long-playing record of piano solos for 
Capitol. This may seem a curious bit of timing—curious 
enough, in fuel, to prompt us tu put the question lo Nat.

ow 
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Wk 
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of 
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Don’t Forget
Specifically, he doesn’t want it 

forgotten that Nat Cble was once 
.i spectacularly efficient pianist 
with a lode of jazz ideas.

"Everybody seems to have for 
gotten about my piano,” said Nat. 
‘"Just as they forget that Billy 
Eckstine was a pretty fair mu
sician and bandleader, people think 
I’ve always been a vocalist.

“The j oung kids more than 
anyone else, they’re even sur
prised that I play a piano at all. 
I mean the kids who started buy
ing records a few years ago when 
Mona Lisa wai popular. All 
they’ve ever heard tne do is sing 
nith big bands and strings in the 
background.”

Nat also aimed his new piano 
collection at some of his critics,

some of whom are shaking their 
heads at his apparent forsaking 
of jazz in favor of lushly arrang 
ed vocals—plus the accompanying 
dollar.

I’ll Never Leave
“ People who know me know 

I’ll never leave jazz,” said Nat. 
“My roots are in jazz und that’s 
the music I love. But I can please 
a lot of people with other kinds 
of music and also throw in some 
jazz—and they like it because 
they’ve accepted me as a popular 
performer.”

That, contends Nat, is the way 
tn serve jazz to the general public, 
in gentle, sugar-coated doses—in 
opposition to the pour-it-down-the- 
squares’-throats school.

The view here is that Nat Cole
-an excellent jazz pianist and 

just ar good a popular singer—is 
very right.

Nut Cole

B2
Pi11 - b u r g h — Nobody ever 

called Billy Eckstine a square, 
but the converse is nol true. 
Somebody just called a square 
Billy Eckstine.

Part of the week-long cele
brations here honoring Pitts
burgh's local vocal son included 
the renaming of Fullerton 
street as Billy Eckstine Square.

Satchmo Storms Boston; 
Gets Plaque, Scroll, Etc.

Boston—Louis Armstrong hit Boston with an impact not 
dissimilar to the hurricane of ’38. It began when Muggsy 
Spanier’s hand—with instruments—met him at Back Bay 
station the morning of Wednesday, Dec. 10.
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Thence Louis was trundled tof- 
City Hall, where hi was officially 
welcomed by Mayor John B. Hynes. 
That night, right after his first 
set al Storyville, Louis and Sugai- 
Ray Robinson performed for ser
vicemen at the Buddies' club on 
Boston Common.

Gets roll
On Sunday afternoon, the 14th, 

Louis was presented at Storyville 
with a scroll by the New England 
All-College Conference, an nrgani- 
zation comprising every major ( 
college and- university in New Eng 
and, The idea of the scroll orig
inated with Reverend Norman ' 
O’Connor, Catholic chaplain at ‘ 
Boston university.

Tallulah Bankhead had been 
scheduled to present the award 
pers mally, but last-minute TV 
production hassels prevented her j 
coming. She sent a recording, how
ever, und as tht* packed room- was ( 
darkened, her lustily husky voice 
throbbed a tribute to Louis in the _ 
course of which she quoted from ‘ 
her recent Ebony article on him. ,

Then Richard T. Watson, Chair- , 
man of the New England All-Cd- 
’egi Conference, presented the 
scroll to Louis —the first academic ‘ 
honor Louis has collected among 
all his other accolades.

New Nitery Makes Broadway 
Look Like 52nd St. Used To

New York—Iceland, right next door to Birdland, has 
become the Banti Box—and the booking agents, notably' 
those who control the big jazz attractions, are licking their 
chops over what promises to be the most keenly-fought 
contest for talent since- 52nd St.
days.

The Band Box will differ from 
Birdland in several ways. It is 
much larger (1,000 capacity) and 
can therefore book more big hands; 
it will also lean« mure heavily on 
name singers. It will have no ad
mission price.

Monte Kay, the young jazz aficio
nado who was a key figure in the 
founding of the Royal Roost, Bop

group of JATP stars including 
Flip Phillips, Buddy Rich, and 
the Oscar Peterson trio. A name 
singer will also be included in the 
opening bill, which will hold for 
two weeks.

A deejay show, competing with
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Meel the Press
That evening Loui- was trans

ported to a Boston university 
fraternity house where for a half
hour he mesmerized a press con
ference composed of the editors of 
all the major New England college 
newspapers. After a serenade by a 
loca’ Dixieland band, Louis was 
ushered into an upstairs conference 
room where he sat at the heal of 
a press table. Instead of asking 
hin. questions, the editors simply 
said, “Talk.” And he did.

Luuis himself wa.< much moved 
vy the proceedings iind said later 
that light, “Man, today for me wa;- 
my highlight of 1952.” Nor will 
Boston soon forget Pops.

(Ed. Note: See page 11 for pic
tures of Loui« in Boston.)

Joey Bishop Repays A Debt
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Hayes In Musical Role
New York- Bill Hayes, singer 

on Show of Shows and MGM rec- 
otdi, will have a role in the up
coming Rodgers and Hart musical, 
•Ie and Juliet. Show opens in 
March.

Just about four years ago a young, comic nervously step
ped out on the tiny floor of Chicago’s Vine Gardens night 
club, took une long look at the packed house, then went into 
his routine. Even on the small stage Joey Bishop looked 
lost, for his diminutive size and sad expression belied the load of 
talent he possessed.

What started < ut as a trial run at the Vine Gardens for Joey, 
set up by owner Jimmy Pappas who had given more than one present 
day star his start in -show business, turned into a 48-week stand. 
Ani when Bishop finally moved on to greener pastures which in
cluded the Chez Paree, New York’s Latin Quarter, and Milwaukee’s 
noted Tic Toe club, he left behind one of the largest group of fans 
ever built up through sheer haid work, a bit of singing, a few »oft 
shoe steps, and- some good, sharp comedy routines.

A few weeks ago Bishop, working night clubs and television in 
New York, his salary now up irr the four figures a week bracket, 
heard that Pappas was in the hospital, seriously ill, and that the 
Vine Gardens, which had slipped from a “name” policy to semi 
names, then on down the ladder, was in precarious shape.

A quick call to Chicago, then some long hours with his agent, and 
Bishop was on his way back to the Windy City.

“Just pay me what you can, Jimmy,” Bishop told Pappas at the 
hospital, and don’t worry.

Then Joey w^ent back to the Vine Gardens.
Fo> the first time in months there were lines waiting to get it 

the Vine Gardens, and Bishop, who was never better, gave the cus 
tomers more than they could possibly have anticipated.

One of America’s young show business greats had paid back a 
debt that few other performers would have thought they even owed.

—waiter

News—Features DOWN BEAI

NEW YORK
Joe Roland is the latest sideman to quit the George Shearing 

Quintet. The vibes star handed in his notice during the group’s

operation and was in the hospital at presstime.
Richard Hayes'out of hospital following surgery necessitated by in 

juries sustained in a Brooklyn mugging some time ago . . . Henry (Hot- 
lips) Levine, trumpeter and'network bandleader, best known as original 
maestro of the Lower Basin Street show, to Cleveland as director of 
the WTYM house band effective Jin. 16, succeeding Seth Carey . . . 
Doug Duke opens at the Meadowbrook Jan. 16 with a trio (himself, 
drums, and bass) . . . Candido, Cuban «bongo-conga sensation discovered 
by the Rhythm Room and now almost an institution- there, plays his 
first theatei week at the Apollo Jan. 16.

Rudy Vallee und Cas* Harrison's New Yorker«, the latter featuring 
blonde «ongstre** Sherri Rogers, to Panama to open Jan. 16 at the 
Hotel El Panama . . . Rosita Davis, who sang with Duke Ellington’s 
1945 band, has changed her name to Roszetta and signed with Shaw 
irtists for a buildup as a single... Bull «Ruther, forme I Brubeck bassist, 

and Fats Heard, Cleveland drumm«r have joined Erroll Garner to form 
the late*! Garner Trio . . . Harry Belafonte spent an unexpected Christ
mas in New York when Ciro's in'Miami Beach folded just as he was due 
to open there.

CHICAGO
Things were booming here for the first time in weeks as the new 

year came in. Duke Ellington rocked» the Blue Note, followed oi. 
Jan. 2 by Dave Brubeck and Buddy DeFranco. then George Shear
ing, due on the 16th. Herbie Fields continued at the Silhouette, as 
did Serge Chaloff -at the far south Pla-Bowl. Josh White and Jeri 
Southern opent d the Black Orchid (formerly tne Gotham) on Dec. 30, 
while Ralph Marterie was at the Melody Mill -ballroom.

Former band singers Buddy DiVito and Harry Cool at the Melody 
Manor and Silver Dome respectively; Yma Sumac at the Edgewater 
Beach hotel, to be trailed by Denise Darrel: Ronalds Brothers stet 
at the Cairo, where they’ve been for weeks; Stan Free’s modern trio 
stays at the Sheraton lounge of that hotel, and the perennial Red 
Saunders of course remains at the DeLisa.

Dixieland still u big thing hereabouts, with Irt Hodfs al the Capitol: 
Jimmy Ilie at the Brass Bad; Miff Mole at Jazz Ltd.; Johnny Lane, 
whose band includes Floyd O'Brien, at the Famous Tap, and Booker 
T. Washington at the Bee Hiu.

HOLLYWOOD
Ben Pollack, veteran bandsman now serving up meals instead of 

music, inaugurated his long promised Sunday sessions for two-beat 
touters at his Sunset Strip nook, the Streetcombers. Jazzmen of 
long standing (and still going strong) who blew out 1952 at the 
head of their own outfits hereabouts included Jack Teagarden (Royal 
Room), Kid Ory (Beverly Cavern), Red Nichols (Mike Lyman’s), 
Joe Venuti (Lindy’s), Nappy Lamare (Astor’s), Pete Daily (Mali
bar), and Rosy McHargue (Hangover) . . . For avartists, the best 
was Jerry- Mulligan and his quartet, who have been building a real 
following at the Haig; and, of course, Rumsey’s Lighthouse lads at 
Hermosa Beach. ,

Looks like wedding bells in the offing for Rosemary Clooney and 
Jose Ferrer . . . Staffer or. an I,.A. daily paper who has been essaying 
a weekly column, “The Jazz Beat,” had good words for Julius 
Gubenko’s vibes on Woody’s Keeper of the Flame—but obviously 
didn’t know that Julius Gubenko is Terry Gibbs . . . Neil Cunningham, 
hailed by newspapers as “prominent arranger for many famous name 
bands,” in trouble here on the usual charge.

BOSTON
Louis broke all house records at Storyville despite a $1.80 admission 

. . . Garner and Shearing completed the month there . . Muggsy
Spanier’s business at Mahogany Hal’ held up during Louis’ week 
Muggsy’s crew was followed on Dec. 22 by Vic Dickenson’s bard with 
Doc Cheatham, Buzzy Drootin, Sam Margolis, John Field, and George 
Wein . . . Red Allen’s unit finished out the year at the Savoy

A fter two weeks of Slim Gaillard and Milt Buckner, the H’-Hat re
turned to normal sound level with Stan Getz on Jan. 5 Arnett Cobb was 
tentatively set for the 12th with Oscar Peterson on the 19th . . . Bassist 
Bonnie Wetzel still in town with the Soft Winds at the plush Darbury 
Room. She’s been there six months . . . Ernie Anderson, now Jose 
Ferrer's personal manager, returned briefly to the jazz concert field 
by bringing the Condon band plus assorted guest stars to Symphony 
Hall on Jan. 11.

SAN FRANCISCO
Vido Musso brought a- small band into the Black Hawk during the 

Christmas holidays and added Allen Smith and Charles Etter, on 
trumpet and trombone. The clul also has signed Coleman Hawkins' 
and Roy Eldridge’s group to follow Arthur Prysock into the club at 
the end of January . . Shearing, Garner, Earl Bostic, and Ben Light 
are all slated for appearances at the spot later in the spring.

W ild Bill Davison opened with hi* own band at the Hangover Jan. 5 
for three week* with options. Louis Armstrong is expected lo follow 
Wild Bill in -February . . . Nick Esposito joined the Cal Tjader group 
at Fack’s . . Pianist Donn Trenner. long a local favorite, rternllv 
corded with Georgie Auld's group for Coral.

MONTREAL
Larry Ydler appears at Her Majesty’s theater on Jan. 26th 

part of Fasten Your Belts . . . Frank Sinatra finally inked to .... 
appearance at the Chez Paree starting Feb. 6 . . . George Owen and 
Frank Murray finished out the year for Ruby Foo’s eatery on Mont
real’s version of the Sunset Strip, Decarie boulevard . . . Vocalist

as 
an

LONDON
The MU has lifted its ban on British bands playing Holland 

Reciprocal exchanges may now be resumed . . . The BBC plans t 
restore regular band shows nightly . . . Lita Roza’s sister, Alin ’ 
Warren, is Geraldo’s new singer . . . Peter Coleman, drum star witi 
Vic Lewis for six years, has left to join Jack Nathan at the Coconut 
Grove . . . Traditional leader Freddy Randall ia borrowing aeon 
written for the old Cyril Stapleton band foi a big band he takes 
on tour this month.
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Graettinger Hailed CLASSICS IN CAPSULE
City Of Glass' Gets Great
Treatment On Kenton LP STANDARD WARHORSES

»

Instruments On LP—VIII

S Tidin' Into The Big Trombone
And The Ganged-Up Brasses

b

X31 . Hindemith’s Trombone

the 
own

«AL3O9, 3-13'
M1UIU 1

ever. Serly’» own concerto 
nnd prcemed la«t summer 
Sliuiuun may be along any 
now.

Shuman also stars (with 
“angular” instrument of his

for, 
by. 
day

tee ♦♦ ♦ I Recording ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ .
•••ayI GIBBONS: Tw» Fintéelas । LOCKE: Concert N». B.

Reaching at last the noble 
patriarch of all horns, the 
trombone, it's sail to relate 
that we have only one con
certo «n far on LPs Kim«kv-Kor 
■akov’a, played by Davi» Shuman 
with the Symphonic Artists Band 
under Tibor Serly, nn Circle LSI- 
103 (Beat-reviewed June 4). How-

>.RAErnNt.Mi< at} ef Clw- Aagaianlad 
11353 IO", Parfariaaa»» I Reaar ding « * « « .

By ROB DARRELL
if your nerves are still raw and twitchin' from New 

Year's . . If a kitten daintily padding across an inch-deep 
rug-nap sets you groanin' "Pul-lease quit that stompin' 
around!” . . . Then you're iu no litten shape for such rackety-

orahaalra. UWITUl

Are you troubled by high blood-pressure and depressed 
spirits, falling hair and arches, a Monday-morning giddyuess. 
bunions, memory lapses, diuresis, furry tongue, obesity, flatu
lence, and a general feeling of lassitudinou- slopitude? If so.

Current due album releases, with ratings and once-over-lightly commentary by classic specialist, 
R. R. Darrell. LP*s only are listed. The ratings (separate for musical performance and technical record
ing quality) are WAAAA Excellent, hkhk Very Good, WArA Good, kk Fair, A Poor.

rax aural eulesthenic- os I'm pre-<s- 
«cribing today. For I’ve got u rug
ged workout for ya, man, and no 
.oftiea or kida are gonnu stand 1 
the guff.

But if you’ve got tough ears 
nnd constitutions, I can promise 
you an adventure in new sound ( 
you’ll never forget . . . and more . 
fun than you’ve had since that ( 
great day when you learned to 
pitch sliders and knucklers with J 
a pile of rocks in grandpaw' hot- , 
house 1 ,

You’ll be feeling no pane either i 
when Stan Kenton gets through 1 
with Bob Graettinger’s City of 
Glass—probably the most excit- , 
ing, maybe one if the most vital, 
and certainly the noisiest sym
phonic experiment yet ichievcd by , 
a jazz composer nnd conductor.

Actually, there’s no jazz in it I 
(except fur nn echo or two in the 
Dance Before a Mirror third 
movement) but it sure is as “mod 
era” as you ean get. It’s out of 1 
Schocnbergian and Bartokian 
blood-lines, perhaps, as far as ' 
the music itself goes, but all dol- : 
led up with the very latest in । 
Graettinger and Kenton-style in
novations where the frenzied but 
dazzling interplay of sonorities is 
concerned. ■

Rob Concocts Rx For 
Tonal Diet Deficiencies

don't reach for that economy ■ 
•ised tube of chlorophyl or bottle 
of Dr. Glover’s mange-curc . . . 
dint you need is a change of 
tonal diet lo «omr roughage you 
can really chomp on . . . And along 
with that, a complete change in 
musical scenery, too, will work 
miracles in getting »ou back both 
on your feel and feed.

For your common rundown com
plaints. I can prescribe nothing 
to perk you up faster than the 
electrifying jolts you can get iron, 
the iron and dynamite packed 
Brandenburgs.

Ready to leap
For inyself, I can be till but 

creeping into a complete coma 
one minute, yet leap up ready to 
take on Zatopek in the 10,000 
meters after a brief workout with 
say the first movements alone of 
the Fifth or First Concertos. But 
every bit of all six has something 
for what ails us — something 
you just can’t get from any other 
musical, medical, or psychological 
therapy.

Here they are again, for at 
least the fifth time in complete 
LPs, as dished up by Karl Haas 
and his Baroque Londoners. I 
wrote at some length about the 
Fourth and Second (the latter 
misprinted as “Fifth”) when they 
were released separately and 
Beat-reviewed last Oct. 8, so 
there isn’t too much to add n<>w 
that his edition is completed . . . 
and given handsome album-set 
publication, complete (mirabile 
dictu:) with Lea pocket scores.

Kgain the Haas* performances 
are rough, sometimes heavy-hand
ed or unsteady, but always chock 
full of exuberant energy. I rank 
them with undue severity, partly

It’s almost intolerably harsh 
and shrill in stretches. Some of 
the stunts are beaten to exhaus
tion, a few are thrown away be 
fore they really get going, and 
oftentimes the use of too many 
effects at once tends to tancel 
out much of their impact I wish 
Graettinger were as clever a 
dramatic psychologist as he is a 
sound-pattern weaver, foi his 
work needs more astute editing 
and organization. Yet, for all 
that, he’s got something here 
that’s brashly alive and at its 
best tremendously exciting.

Many of his strictly musical 
ideas might have come straight 
out >f the futurismus experiments 
of the .ymphonic enfant, tcrribles 
of the ’20s—and he could profit by 
a refresher course in Stravinsky’s 
later works to learn more about 
thinning out these ideas and de
veloping the best of them either 
more tersely or more fully, ac
cording to their demands.

But in clothing these ideas in 
brittle, acrid, but always electri
fying sounds, Graettinger is a 
genuine pioneer in his own right. 
And in capturing Stan’s intensely 
driving performance on LP, Capi
tol mak< s a sizzling contribution 
of its own.

in comparison with Muenchinger’- 
far more precise and buoyant 
readings for London . . . partly 
in comparison with what I feel 
Haas is capable of doing if he 
took more pains and thought.

The next course is u real old- 
fashioned one ... so old indeed 
that it’ll be brand-new to most 
ears and pack more, if quieter, 
novelty than anything the latest 
12-ton< boys could even dream 
of cooking up. It’s a batch of 
pieces originally written for what 
the Elizabethans called a “con
sort” of viols, but which prove 
to be legitimate ancestors of 
string quartets—except that very 
few of their descendants evei can 
cope with the founding fathers 
in either subtlety or restrained 
strength.

The bojs that make even four 
strings sound good to my ears, 
the New Musicers, add these 
pieces to their historical series 
oegur with A. Scarlatti, Tartini. 
and Boccherini (Bartok BRS911, 
Beat-reviewed Dec 3). My only 
complaint is that they didn’t dig 
un authentic vinls and learn to 
play ’em as well as they do mod
ern instruments. The music here 
does lose plenty by the change . . . 
and authority Sidney Beck, who 
writes the illuminating notes for 
this disc, has an obviously un
happy moment trying to squirm 
out of making the same admission 
But so what! Here's the music,— 
as fresh, imaginative, and superb
ly expressive as if it had been 
written this morning instead of 
more than two and a half cen
turies ago.

DISC DATA RATINGS COMMENTS

BRAHMS: 1st Symphony, Op. 
68. NBC Symphony —• Arturo 
Toscanini.

RCA VICTOR Ufi 702, 12*.

CHOPIN: 4 Bailados, Opp. 23, 
38, 47 A 82. Ginette Doyon, 
piano.

WESTMINSTER WLSI69, 12*.

CHOPIN : 3rd Sonata, Op. 88 
& IO Masurkas. William Kapell, 
piano.

RCA VICTOR LM1715, 12*.

R. STRAUSS: Ein Holdenleben. 
Vienna Philharmonie Clemens 
Krauss.

LONDON LL6S9, 12*.

I CHAIKOVSKVi Sleeping Beaut, 
Ballet. Paris Conservatory Or eh. 
—Fistoulari.

LONDON UM6/7, 2-12*.

Periormane» 
★★★★ 
Recording

Performance
★★★★ 
Recording

Performance
★★★
Recording

**★*
Perf ormane»
★★★★ 
Recording

Perf ormano»

Recording

• Pendulum-Bob, they call me! By the Beet for Oct. 22 you gotta figuro me 
a Toscanini idolator... but that for Nov. 19 incited at least one Toseaninny 
to denounce m» as a heretic, deaf-mute, and downright skunk. Woll, I J net 
gotto call 'em os I hear 'em" -and I hear them all too dourly at timos. So 
I'm back on the bandwagon again with the Master's Brahma First, like hia 
Fourth, clean and expansive, free from both vehemence and grandiloquence.

• If I've made anide cracks about women pianny players in the past, I don't 
dare repeat them here, even if some of the magnificent strength of these per* 
forman eos owes as much to the engineers as to the pianist herself. For Mlle. 
Doyen not only has the genuine, bold, grand manner, but a fine sense of 
rom untie poetry and amazingly communicative eloquence.

• Kapell, from whom bold strength ia to be expected, keeps himself under 
almost too tight control. He does a brilliantly clean Job with the B minor 
Sonata and each of his Mazurkas is a lustrously polished gem. Yet oven hie 
touches of waywardness seem deliberately contrived and 1 mise a good deal ef 
the glowing warmth demanded by the latter pieces in particular.

• Add to the admirable Krauss-London series of Straussian ton»-poem hit» 
this most famous of all autobiographios-in-ton» ... and credit it with being 
everything it should be, except youthfully impetuous. Or can II be that the 
old magic has gone stale, at least for me? If you don't remember Mongelberg 
or if the worh's now to you, you may get much more kick out of it.

• 1 doubt that this ie literally “complete,*' but it's surely the biggest slice 
yet of Tchaikovsky's many-layered fruit-cake. Fistoulari serves it up with all 
the flourishes, hut I'm afraid he loft It in the even Just e shade tee long, 
for there's a heaviness her» •»• never gets from a lighter-handed shef ... 
Even so, what a superb dance end theater dish It is!

RARE VINTAGES

GESUALDO A MONTEVERDI t 
1 talian Madrigals. Randolph 
Singers, unaee.

; WESTMINSTER WL3171, 12*.

MOZART: Sth Violin Concerto, 
K. 219. Heifetz A London Sym- 

j phony—Sargent.
RCA VICTOR LM9014, IS*.

MOZART: 16th Sonata, K. 57®, 
ate. Ralph Kirkpatrick, “Chal
lis*' piano.

BARTOK BRS91S, IS*.

CATHEDRAL VOLUNTARIES, 
etc. E. Power Biggs, organ 
(Symphony Hall, Boston).

COLUMBIA ML4O63, IS*.

Perf ormone» 

Recording

Recording

★★★
Performance

Recording

Per formane»
*★★★
Recording

• High time! These ere the long-awaited snbetantial collections of mostly ms- 
familiar Monteverdi madrigals and th» »ven more legendary ones of the Prine» 
of Murderor*, Geaualdo . . . thankfully wi h elaborate notes by longhair d. j. 
Randolph and complete Italian A English texts essential keys to this asten- 
Ishingly descriptive early music. The singing Itself, sincere as It may ba, falls 
considerably short of the ideal 1 but so you want everything?

• Replacing Jascha's popular 1935 edition (with Berbir»l!i), this ^Turkish* 
Concerto should please those who llko the silkiest, most courtly and polished 
•f Mozarts. But that's not my hoy! The Boe th even Bomences overside for 
•neo fail t» enrage me • . . they're just t»» blandly Innocuous, despite better 
recording and the life Steinberg's orchestra vainly tries to pump into them.

• Built (or reconstructed) ou 18th>oentwv principles, the snstrument hero 
boasts fascinating tone qualities ■ sometimes hollow, s»asotlmes wiry and harsh» 
but always a piquant delight as well as Ideal for the mneie Itself. Besides the 
Senate, this includes the wonderful FenSesie A Fugue, K.394 end queel« 
Handelian Suite, K.399. K's per form an ees are characteristically reserved, per* 
haps even prosaic at times, but no wh»le-heertod Mosartian ean afford t» mice 
thio—or fall t» compare it with th» r»eent Weetminster »xampl«o iBMi f«r 
Nov. 19) »f Mezart aa h» may have rounded la hie own day.

• IngrbUat1«« aad somewhat sentimental, as always, Biggs offers here s»mo 
unusually In teres mostly unhackneyed organ-far»: Britishers fr»m Purcell
•• V.ugh.» Willi.a. .. «• .M.I far ih. m..l ,urt, fr.m B-xttliada
t. B. Strain^ aa Iha athar. fc: »U «ha alaaaa aw .aawqaa-tlal, bat at laa.« 
tha ratardad Maad-taxtaraa far aaaa hrlght aad aiaaa.

NEW DIRECTIONS

BERNERS: Triumph of Neptun» 
Ballot. Philadelphia Orshectro—> 
Beecham.

COLUMBIA MLA593, IS*.

OH

Bw.nl> .g

• Ballai--humar*. anali* nd «tu*, bai tba .aia^wi af fuRaral Ma*, .i far a 
Blrh daal raally pul HM «aad ritarda^ alaa, wilh wialfal mu>la-baU aa» 
tal^a lata bla .apnaa*. THiua.h. 5lr Tarn <Ud II wall da ?«’• la IMI aad 
aaw Wilh tha hai, af «ha Phlladalphlaa. daaa II a*aa ballar, If parha^ laaa 
mimII,. Bui amdr hi. Faa«h aad Iha CiUU, b* Binarli Araall. ulayad wilh 
«ha Boral rhllharwaala, la laa« «a ahlldiibaaia aad aharl aa paaab

devising) in Beethoven’s Sonata, 
Op. 17 (originally for French 
horn), played with Sam Raphling, 
piano, and coupled with Beeth
oven’s Three Equali for four trom
bones, with members of the Shu
man brasH choir, on Renaissance

Sonata, again with Raphling at 
the piano, and the Trauermusik 
for trombone (originally viola) 
and strings, with the Radi*' Art 
ists Ensemble, on Circle L51-100 
. . . Also Haydn’s Divertimente’s 
No. 6 in D and No. 82 in C, in 
which Shuman is backed ur- by 
Maxine Johnson, viola, and Ber
nard Greenhouse, cello, on Para
dox 1000.

Never Redone
For the rest, there seems to be 

only another (and generally ac
claimed better) version of the 
Hindemith Sonata above- -this one 
by Roger Smith with Theodore

Lettvin, piano, cn Elaine EMS 
4 . . . plus the Villa-Loboa Chores 
No. 4. by Harold Diner, trombone, 
with three French horns from the 
Janssen Orchestra, on Capitol 
P8147 . . . Unfortunately, a 78 
album of solo works by the Boston 
Symphony’s first trombonist, Ja
cob Raichman, has never been 
transferred to or redone* on LP’s. 
Trumpet and Trombone

Music that stars one or two 
trombones with one or mure trum 
pets includes Poulenc’s Sonata for 
Trumpet, Trombone, and French 
Horn —probably now available on 
LP in a performance by Harry 
Glanz, Gordon Pulis, and Arthur 
Berv, on Stradivardi STR605 
Beat-reviewed May 7), al
though it also was done once on 
Night Music 78’s by Georges 
Mager, Jacob Raichman. and 
Willen Valkenier of the Boston 
Symphony . . . However, the Bos
tonians are well LP-re irencnted 
on RCA Victor LM1078, where 
Lennie Bernstein conducts the 
Stravinsky L’Histoire d’un Soldat 
(with Roger Voisin on trumpet 
and Raichman on trombone) and 
Octet for Wind Instruments (in
cluding Georges Mager and Mar
cel lafosse, trumpets; Raichman 
and John Coffee, trombones) . . .

Other Example«
Two other fine examples are 

Varese’s Octandre and Integrates, 
too often overshadowed by the 
notorious Ionisation in that great

est of all “demonstration” records, 
Elaine EMS 401. Members of 
the N. Y. Wind Ensemble partici
pate in both of these—notably 
Armand Ghitala. trumpet, and 
Irwin Price, trombone, in the for
mer; and the same men plus Theo
dore Weiss, second trumpet, Julian 
Menken, bass trombone, and Wil
liam Barber, tuba, in the latter.

But mention also should go to 
Stravinsky’s Ragtime, conducted 
by the composer on Columbia ML- 
4398, and played by a N. Y. Phfl- 
haimonic-Symphony ensemble, 
including parts for cornet and 
trombone . . . Berg’s Concerto for 
Violin, Piano, and IS Wind In
struments (including trumpet and 
trombone), by the Paris Chamber 
Orchestra under Leibow.tz, on 
Dial • . . . Francaix’s Serenade 
for 12 Instruments (again includ
ing trumpet uni trombone), by 
the Hamburg Chamber Orchestra 
under Jochum, on Capitol L8051

Frantic Franz
Philadelphia —When Billy 

Eckstine played at the eentury- 
old Academy of Music here dur. 
inf his recent concert tour, he 
sang Jdly Jelly. During the per
formance, a portrait of Franc 
Schubert fell gracefully front a 
wall.
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Swingin The Golden Gafe

A Network Band Show? 
Why Not, Asks Gleason

By RALPH J. GLEASON
San Francisco—The phone rang late one night. It was 

a nou-jazz guy, a lawyer, but an Ellington fan. He was 
pretty upset. The cause of his disturbance, it turned out, 
was that the local NBC station couldn't tell him whether or 
not the Duke Ellington Silver Jubilee concert was to be broadcast.

"It’s a mortal shame," he said, ‘‘when a man of Duke’s stature 
in music, not just in jazz—is not accorded the respect he should be. 
And furthermore, it is a shame that he should be denied an au
dience for his music. With the networks broadcasting those in-

a week, you would think some 
time could be granted for a truly 
great American. In fact, why is 
it so impossible for Duke to have 
a radio show all his own?”

V a» Carried
Why indeed! Of course it 

turned out that NBC uid carry 
the remote from Birdland the 
night Duke opened, but my law
yer friend has a very good point 
and it is, furthermore, a situation 
I think we can do something 
about It shouldn’t take a crystal 
ball to tell the radio industry that; 
there is a great audience for 
good music.

The Stan Kenton show would 
remind them; the Nat Cole and 
Woody Herman shows for Wild
root; the great, unbelieveably 
wonderful Treasury Show of El
lington; the Saturday night swing 
session; the Camel Caravan, the 
Coca Cola show, etc, etc, etc. Who 
remembers what soap opera was 
on in 1937, but who doesn’t re
member the Camel Caravan? The 
recent whooping grosses of JATP 
are a solid indication of the au
dience interest, too.

The nut would be high? So 
what It’s high for any radio 
■how. Let the treasury depa’** 
ment soongor it instos/l v* some 
of those ridiculous bands (oh 
there’s occasionally a good one, 
I admit) they’re now using. Let 
the AFM sponsor it as a public 
relations project, and brother they 
need some good public relations.

How do we go about getting 
this done? Well, for one thing, I 
believe Down Beat and its read
ers could really start something. 
Just send in a card Uj the editor 
supporting a network radio show 
featuring Duke Ellington. Once 
a week. Guest stars. Maybe 
other bands. Whatever. Get 
enough of those letters and post 
cards in the mail and you’ll get 
action. Way out here in San 
Francisco we got up petitions to 
have NBC carry the Herman 
broadcasts from the Palladium 
and they did it. We wrote and 
phoned for them to carry the Duke 
broadcast and they sent east for 
the tapes to put it on delayed.

Is it worth it to you to have 
Duke on, say half an hour or an 
hour a week? Or a weekly jazz 
concert coast-to-coast? Okay. 
Then get busy. Get petitions go
ing and write letters. You’ll be 
surprised how much action you 
can get from a little applied pub
lic pressure.

Jo Ann Greer 
Joins Anthony

Hollywood—Jo Ann Greer, who 
has been doing elub dates here 
as a single and studio work 
(vocals for Rita Hayworth in 
Affair in Trinidad) left here lat
ter part of December to take over 
featured vocalist’s spot with Ray 
Anthony. She replaced Marcie 
Miller.

Film Score For Mottola
New York—Tony Mottola will 

write the score for a recently-com
pleted movie made by Panther Pro
ductions, to be distributed by 
United Artists. Film is still un
titled.

Frank Remarks
Korea—The Communists are 

playing Frank Sinatra records 
for front line American troops 
in Korea.

Almost nightly the voices of 
Sinatra and other popular vocal- 

to aoldier» a* part of the Com
munist psychological warfare 
program, planned to make Amer
ican soldiers homesick.

But the trick isn’t having the 
effect obviously expected.

Army Cpl. Thomas B. Hill Jr., 
of Wichita Falls, Texas, says:

“I appreciate the music, but 
the records are kind of old. I 
sure would like to know where 
Io send requests."

only a 

CONN 
will do ...

R L D'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER O BAND INSTRUMENT

Créât Trumpet
Jan Garber's

Pictured above, left to right, JAN GARBER listens to praise of CONN 22B trumpets by SAM SCHRAMM, BILL KLEEB and ART TA YLOR.

..they agree 100% on Conn 220 trumpet
Jan Garber, above, the "Idol of the Airlanes” for more than twenty 

years, is shown with his fine trumpet section composed of Sam Schramm, 

Bill Kleeb and Art Taylor— all proud users of CONN 22B trumpets. All 

agree that CONN trumpets are tops, with just the right resistance to 

produce tone with a fine "edge.”

This great trumpet section is noted for perfect "blend” of tone . . . that 
very’ important quality so necessary to modern playing. Much credit for 

their playing success is given to the fine intonation and general tone 

qualities of Conn trumpets. They feel that there is a great advantage in 

using all Conns, built to the same perfect pitch and intonation standards.

No matter what your playing requirements, you'll 
find a CONN instrument just right for you and 
your section! Try one of the many Conn models 
today. See your dealer, or write for free literature. 

CONN BAND INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
C. G. CONN LTD., Dept. 171 Elkhan, Indiana
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Who Buys What Records? 
RIAA Means To Find Out

New’ York—What makes Sammy run to the music store
and buy records?

The answer to this and many re
lated questions is expected to be 
unearthed a few months from now
as a result of the latest project 
undertaken by the Record Indus
try Association of America.

After selecting an average 
American city of from 250,000 to 
500,000 population, the RIAA will 
start a big campaign to sell as 
many record playing units of all 
types as they can, with manufac
turers giving local cooperation for 

a specified period.
A few months later the RIAA 

will conduct a survey among peo
ple who bought recoras during the 
test period. They’ll be asked: how 
much have they used the phono
graph since they bought it* How 
many and whicn size and speed 
records did they buy during the 
months since they bought it?

Whatever their answers, the 
RIAA hopes the information will 
help everyone to sell more records 
and make Sammy run more often.
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Peggy Lees Progress 
Shows Flair Of Ferrer

lui Jolla, Calif.—It seems 
capable linger, has developed 
ing entertainer. And an assist 
go to a versatile fellow name 
director, a producer, guiding hand 
st La Jolla Playhouse here and a 
jazz enthusiast.

it was Ferrer who staged Peg
gy’s appearance at Cairo’s some 
time back , emphasizing dramatic 
as well aa musical values, show
manship as well as songs.

Ferrer is inclined to take little 
credit for what appears to be s 
masterful stroke. He contends that 
he merely offered slight aid at a 
point in Peg’s career which she had 
reached by her own devices. This 
is possible, but investigation proves 
it an understatement based less on 
facts than on modesty.

Movie Break Followed
For it is a fact that Peggy was 

given an important movie role after

her Ciro’s engagement, the role of 
Danny Thomas’ wife in The Jazz 
Singer. The sense of drama added 
to her singing could have been re
sponsible. It seems likely.

What Peggy needed more than 
anything else, according to Ferrer, 
was discipline.

“It seemed to me,” said Ferrer, 
“that Peggy was singing too long, 
talking too much between songs, 
and not singing the right songs. 
Every musician liked her, but not 
the general public.

“Another thing, she was too fat. 
Right away I put her on a high 
protein diet, slimmed her down. 
She felt better, too. She had more 
stamina and sne was able to put 
more into her singing.”

Movie Musk

that Peggy Lee. always a very 
into an extraordinarily appeal- 
for the transformation should 
il Mel Ferrer, an actor, also a

Hans Christian Andersen 
Mixes Liszt And Loesser

By CHARLES EMGE
Hollywood—In Hans Christian Änderten (Danny Kaye, 

Jeanmaire, Farley Granger) Sam Goldwyn is gambling mv-
eral million dollars on the theory that, with video draining 
off the audience to whom quality in films mattered little,

Peggy I er
Thus, Ferrer provided a com

bination of subtleties which com
pletely altered her presentation. He 
taught her how to project her per
sonality in the manner of musical 
comedy singers—but without losing 
any basic musicianship. In essence, 
he showed Peggy how to widen her 
appeal.

“A lot of little tricks,” said Fer
rer. “One was bridging every song 
in her act, kind of a segue, with 
Peggy talking to the audience very 
briefly—getting them to like her 
personally—and with the music in 
the background, changing into the 
key of her next song. And all in 
split second timing.”

Mel. who used to produce Hi Ide- 
garde's radio program and stage 
some of her other appearances re
called how lighting helped the Mil
waukee chanteuse. So he brought in 
an expert, Jimmy Neilson—a direc
tor at Columbia Studios—to han
dle lighting. This offered more in
tense drama.

Handy Gestures
“A lot of little things,” he said. 

"Like having the drummer stand 
at certain points in her act, and 
having Pete Candoli—a great horn 
man—help out on the bongos, and 
Peggy’s small but dramatic ges
tures with her hands.

“Frankly, it’s a commercial move. 
Sure, but Peggy has a kid and she

thrre ia now a bigger
market for better picture«.

Few will deny tnat Hans, in 
which Danny Kaye enacts a com
pletely fairy-tale incident in the 
life of the great teller of fairy 
tales, is a production Hollywood 
can be proud uf. The simplicity 
of the little story on which picture 
is based is in its favor.

The Plot
The title character is portrayed 

as a cobbler with a bent for tell
ing tall tales to children; he 
makes a pair of slippers for a 
ballerina, falls in love with her 
thinking—mistakenly—t hat the 
temperamental outbursts between 
her and her balletmaster husband 
indicate a broken marriage. 
When he learns the truth, Hans 
returns to mending shoes and 
mends his heart by pouring out 
more tales for the village children.

Hans Christian Andersen will 
stand or fall on its appeal to the 
eye and ear—particularly the ear. 
Frank Loesser, one of the few 
Hollywood-based songwriters still 
able to turn out hit-caliber songs, 
provided eight songs of which at 
least two, Thumbelina and No 
Two People, are bright and catchy 
enough to hold up for several 
hearings. (Kaye does virtually 
all of the singing.)

Highs pot
Loesser’s themes also were neat

ly woven into the background 
scoring by orchestrator Jerome 
Moross. But for the 17-minute 
"Little Mermaid” ballet sequence, 
which marks the film’s musical 
high point, music director Walter 
Scharf and Moross (according to 
the official credit listing) came up 
with a very competently concocted 
suite utilizing some of the less 
familiar compositions of Franz 
Liszt (Gnomenreiger, Tasso La
mento, Pas d’Damour, et al).

needs to make money, the big mon
ey that she’s capable of earning. 
This’ll help her. Yes, I think this 
will really help her.”

—Don Freeman

And now, having concurred with 
those who hold Hane Christian 
Andersen to be a notable effort 
at artistic achievement, we must 
admit that some of it is very dull 
entertainment.

STUDIO NOTES: There’s ir
ritation at Universal-International 
over fact that some former band
mates of the late Glenn Miller, 
when called as consultants on the 
forthcoming Miller biofilm, asked: 
“What’s in this for us?” Consider-
ing how many people have made 
money on Miller since his death, 
can you blame them? . . . The 
Johnnie Ray picture, now figured 
to start at 20th-Fox around April 
1, will probably concern a musi
cian handicapped by loss of hear
ing (like Beethoven, maybe?) . . . 
Judy Garland’s return to the 
screen in a musical re-make of 
A Star is Bom now definitely on 
schedule at Warner Brothers, with 
songs by Ira Gershwin and Harold 
Arlen.

Heart Attack Kills 
Fletch Henderson

New York—Fletcher Henderson, 
bandleader, and poll-winning ar
ranger for the Benny Goodman 
band in the 1930s, died here at 
Harlem hospital on Dec. 29 of a 
heart attack.

Henderson, who was earlier re
ported improving, as iue^.ed on 
page 3, was 54. The full story of 
the Fletcher Henderson career will 
appear in the next (Feb. 11) issue 
of Down Beat.

Manuscripts Shown
Toledo—An exhibition of me

dieval and renaissance musical 
manuscripts, believed to be the 
first of its kind and scope ever 
held in America, opened Jan. 11 
at the Toledo Museum of Art. It 
will continue for two months.

TO REMEMBER

* FLUTES and PICCOLOS

f » *3

Gvitor design by 
LoM, Silversmith

Leading 
the Field

*
Matchless craftsmanship in flutes 

and piccolos of silver plate, or with bodies and 

heads of sterling silver.

W. T. ARMSTRONG COMPANY ELKHART, INDIANA
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What Is A Disc Jockey? 
A Deejay Gives His Idea

By FRED REYNOLDS
A Down Beat staffer and I were at a dissonant cocktail 

party the other day, given for I forget just whom, and 
among other things we discussed through the haze and 
mist was “Just what is a disc jockey?” Well, I’m darned
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If they had just a small portion 
of the genuine talent, personality 
and showmanship that Fran War
ren and Frank Sinatra possess 
then perhaps your reviews on 
these singer s would be legitimate 
and acceptable.

As it is now, the records you 
have praised highly are the very 
lowest and worst! Their voices, 
deliveries, and breathing are hor
rible.

What exactly do Fran and 
Frank have to do to get your rave? 
and orchids anyhow?? Sing and 
act like high school amateurs?

Barbara Coogins

(Ed. Notes Fred Reynold» it 
a dite jockey on WGN, Chicago. 
He'i on for an hour five night» 
• ««rk alto ha» a Saturday after
noon »how called CuUrrtur's (or 
oci Too, he’» the pop» and jazz

two great start. What’s ths bit 
anyhow?? I’d really like to know

You are f »rever giving the 
greatest record reviews to medi
ocre performers as /»oris Day; 
Patti Page; Ella Mae Morse (who 
in my opinion doesn’t know what 
the word singing means! She’s 
from nowhere and she should go 
back as soon as she canl). Et cet-

Choices
As I firmly believe 

jockey should let his

To The Editors:
Until recently you’ve had a fine 

magazine, but it’s not going to last 
long if you prirt a feu more arti
cles like The Blindfold Test in 
which Percy Faith took part.

Leonard Feather states that 
Faith’s comments bear an air if 
authority . After reading that arti
cle it is obvi lus Faith doesn’t know 
what he’s talking about.

On record number five (Duke 
Ellington) he says it’s corny! El
lington corny? GET HIM!! On 
record number 9 (Slim Gaillard) 
he says it sounds like a boy who 
was with Mr. Cugat, and that the 
.est of them must be Latin fel
low?. NOT the rest ol them, ONLY 
ONE of them. And this one takes 
the cake. After using Machito’s 
rhythm section on a number of 
occasion? for his receding work 
because these men thrilled him to 
n end, he says record number 10 
might be by Woody or Kenton and 
he feels ’he rhythm is a little la
bored. What’s wrong with that? 
Oh nothing 1 guess, only, THAT 
RECORD WAS CUT BY MA 
CHITO YND THE VERY MEN 
MR FAITH USES HIMSELF 
ON RECORDING DATES.

I think Mr. Feather should look 
up the word authority in the dic
tionary and what it really 
means. And as for Mr. Faith, well,
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New York — Lauritz Melchior, 
Paramount Pictures, and the Na
tional Federation of Music Clubs 
are partners in the nationwide 
talent hunt for new singers.

Search will be held in 104 cities 
where a young man and woman 
will be selected as guests in each 
town to appear with The Lauritz 
Melchior show, a traveling unit 
which is set to start n five-month 
tour beginning Jan. 17 in Hous 
ton. Texas.

Melchior, Rosemary Clooney 
and Anna Maria Alberghetti, all 
seen in Paramount’s new Techni
color musical, The Stars Ara 
Singing, head the committee that 
will judge the contestants from 
recordings and photographs. Na
tional winners will be flown to 
Hollywood and screen tested by 
Paramount.

The Melchior tour, a departure 
from his regular concert format, 
will include Shirlee Emmons and 
Angeline Collins, sopranos; Vai 
Valente and Allen Werner, ten
ors; Michael Roberts, baritone; 
Edward Williams, bass, and 
George Roth & Ted Sadlowski, 
duo-piano team.

New Y’ork City 
T o The Editors:

Thank you for your generous 
review of my Ecstasy album. May 
I. however, take exception to one 
thing — the implication that my 
familiarity with jazz is casual.

Years ago I used to sit in the 
great King Oliver’s band when 
Louis Armstrong was playing slide

Louis’ wife Lil Ha* din played pi
ano for the group. I have followed 
the ioremuat protagonists of jazz 
and have known them personally 
for many, many years, and if I do 
not use jazz in its aboriginal form 
it is because I feel that the best 
way lo foster it, is to aid in its 
growth.

While the classics have become 
senile, the virility of naked jazz 
cam b»- -rdmitted to proper society 
only if it is properly clothed, and 
that was the intent in my “Sym
phony in Jazz.”

Sincerely yours,
Otto Ccsarm

by Goodman, Bix. TD, Dinah 
Shore, the Crosbys, Luneeford, El
lington, and Ella, to name a few, 
for the main and simple reason 
they’ve made marvelous records. 
There's not a reason in the world 
a disc shouldn’t be a,red just be
cause it’s old, >r because it swings 
or happens to be jazz.

So the artists who nave been at 
it a long time go right along such 
nice people as Rosemary Cl >oney, 
Johnny Desmond, Ray Anthony, 
Sauter-Finegan, and others whom 
I iidmire.

I pay little attention to requests. 
I haven’t an idea how a new 
record is “going with my audi
ence.” I don’t care. If it is good 
it belongs; if it isn’t, it doesn’t. 
So, I don’t get much of the “play- 
such-and-such- for-so-and-so” 
mail. I do get a good many 
cards and letters asking about 
records, who iv on them, where 
they can be found, where old ones

Drexel Hill, Penna. 
To the Editors:

First you’re on the “sink Sina
tra kick” und now you are doing 
everything in you’re power to sink 
the greatest canary in the busi
ness, Fran Warren.

Really, how low can you get? 
For the last year or so, in prac
tically every issus of the Beat, 
you’ve left go with some of the 
worst digs imaginable on these
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Melchior Heads 
Big Talent Hunt 
For New Singers

1 NAME ...
! ADDRESS 

I
I CITY_____

Phila., Penna. 
T । The Editors:

We always thought show I usi- 
ncss Lad a code of ethics! Just 
who does Ella Mae Morse think 
she is that she ean s i disrespect
fully criticize a fellow vocalist? 
Ella was very rude and crude in 
her attack on Frat. Warren.

It appears Ella likes no one but 
Ella. She’s a poor judge and be
cause of her lack of ethics, Fran 
has won two more fans.

Nancy and John Parker

For solid, swinging beat and supr-b taste, the drumming of Alvin Stoller, now 
starring with the sensational Billy May band, is really fops.

His drums are fops fool Like ell discriminating professionals, Alvin knows that 
the famous WFL keystone trademark stands for the finest that money can buy.

ahou-d be So here goes nothing.
First, I don’t think there’s any

thing more monotonous than those 
programs that simply feature the 
top-selling records over and over 
again Apparently that happens 
on the majority of programs No 
matter who it’s by or how good 
it is, I like to play a record no 
more than once a week. Oddly 
enough, I enjoy old records as 
much—no. perhaps even mere— 
than I do new records, and on 
all of my shows the old platters 
are mixed liberally with the very 
latest

A Collector
I suppose this happens because 

I am essentially a record collector. 
I’d much rather spend my spare 
time at I ime listening to music 
via '«cords and radio than I 
would killing it before a TV set.

Because of thia I usually man
age to spend several hours each 
day just making out programs. 
To me a program should have 
balance. It should have variety. 
It should have as many instru
mentals as vocals, with all types 
of music represented. It should 
offer both inf" .-matron and en
tertainment.

Stra”gely, I thoroughly enjoy 
jazz Not the so-called modern 
jazz, especially, but I’m learning 
I think Les Brown has the best 
dance rand in America. I find 
many things good in a George 
Shearing etching. But I cannot 
enjoy what Maynard Ferguson 
does to s melodj any more than 
I ean like Johnnie Ray’s howhng, 
Slim Whitman’i. Indian Love Call,

can be sold, etc. These I like to 
receive and answer meticulously.

The ‘Stories*
An item I find most interesting 

to do is our so-called “stories.” 
They are major salutes to de
serving composers and performers, 
and consist of an extensive bi
ography intertwined with repre
sentative and related recordings 
Among »-thers who have been 
saluted in thir form are Glenn 
Miller, Cole Porter, Ricnard Rod
gers, Bi nny Goodman, Irving Ber
lin, and Bing Crosby.

Contemplated for the future are 
“stories” n Duke, the Dorsey 
Brothers, Louis Armstrong, and 
Johnny Mercer.

So maybe all of this is what I 
consider being a disc jockey 
means. I’m probably dead wrong, 
and so I'd like to near what you 
think about it. But at least let’s 
start off on one great common 
premise—music is wonderful and 
what we need is more and better 
of same.
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leader for any orchestra was the 
fiddle-player. I, on the other hand, 
had several objections to this the
ory. In the first place I had no 
great appreciation for either the 
fiddle or the way he played it. In 
the second place the name of the 
orchestra was my idea. Somewhere 
along in my youth 1 had learned 
to draw a picture of what pur
ported to be Peter Pan. Having 
painted it on the front of our 
drummer’s bass drum, T thought 
it only fitting that we name the 
orchestra after this piece of un
dying art. Where the word "Novel
ty” came from I still have no idea. 
I suppose it must have sounded 
classy to us. Or something. At 
any rate it came to have meaning 
enough, for it was always an un
questionable novelty if, at the end 
of any engagement, we managed 
to get paid without too much of 
a squawk.

Simplicity
Anyway, we eventually contrived 

a rather ingenious method of set
tling the knotty problem of who 
the leader would be. It was simple 
enough at that, as all Great Ideas 
are.

The only actual difference be
tween the leader and any other 
member of the orchestra consisted 
in the fact that the leader was 
allowed to stand up. And since 
neither the piano player nor the 
drummer was able to stand up 
while playing, that left only the 
fiddle player and myself. The way 
we finally worked it was this: if 
the engagement was procured by 
the fiddle player he was allowed 
to stand up and be leader for that 
night — if the engagement was 
mine, I got to stand and be leader. 
On any other job we got, through 
either of the two other members 
of the band—well, that night that 
member was the leader, but since 
he couldn’t stand up and lead and 
still continue to play, we all played 
sitting down.

I still have a very warm place 
in my memories for the Peter Pan 
Novelty Orchestra. For although I 
had no way of knowing it at the 
time, I was never going to have as 
much fun playing in any orchestra 
again. More money, yes. More mu
sical experience and kicks, unques
tionably. But more innocent, sim
ple pleasure—which is, after all, 
one of the things a fellow ought 
to be able to get out of playing 
music—and more downright fun. 
even in spite of the struggle to 
settle who was allowed to stand up 
and lead, I have never had since

't
. and never expect to have again. 

Not as a musician anyway. . . .

During the six or seven months 
the Peter Pan outfit stayed to
gether we were occasionally en
gaged to play at functions where 
we were required to furnish a five- 
or six-piece band. On such occa
sions we would get hold of some 
kid out of one of the other ama
teur dance bands around town. It 
didn’t matter much what instru
ments we added, for nothing would 
have made us sound much better; 
however, at such times we were 
at least a good deal louder than 
usual—and I guess that was the 
whole idea in the first place.

Sometimes we’d hire my old 
banjo-playing sidekick of the Ama
teur Night circuit. When we could 
we would also get hold of a trum
pet, although these were scarce. 
Halfway decent brass men were 
in such demand that as soon as 
any trumpet player was even able 
to hold his instrument properly he 
had little difficulty getting into the 
ranks of the professionals, which 
entailed joining the musicians’ 
union and consequently not being 
permitted to work with amateur 
bands like ours.

We, of course, had to remain 
strictly nonunion in order to get 
any work at all. It wasn’t that we 
had anything against joining the 
union. Far from it. We’d have been 
only too happy to get in. But in 
the first place we couldn’t afford 
the twenty-five dollar initiation fee 
each of us would have had to lay 
out to become a member; in the 
second place, since we weren’t good 
enough to demand the union mini
mum scale for our services, join
ing the union would have meant 
not playing at all. As I said, two 
bucks apiece was all we gob—and 
even at that, not always without 
a scuffle—whereas union scale for 
the same work would have run 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 
ten or more dollars per musician. 
And since we knew damn well we 
didn’t have a chance to get up into 
those stratospheric financial brack
ets, we let well enough alone and 
continued to scuffle around for our 
regular two bucks per night rather 
than nothing at all. Besides, we all 
wanted—and badly needed—the ex
perience.

Force of Circumstance«
However, since we occasionally 

hired some of these other musi
cians from similar groups, it was 
only natural that these groups re
ciprocated by hiring one of us 
from time to time. And since most
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of these had their own nucleus of 
three or four instruments, which 
almost certainly meant that they 
had their own piano player and 
drummer — and since our fiddle 
player was by no means a budding 
Heifetz or even a Joe Venuti— 
that left only myself.

As a result, after several months 
I began to build up a small repu
tation in local amateur dance band 
circles. I worked around town with 
lots of these little groups, lugging 
my saxophone from one festive oc
casion to another—weddings, small 
local dances, lodge benefits, various 
charity affairs, all sorts of func
tions where the finances were too 
low to warrant the services of pro
fessional musicians.

Meantime, my playing was im
proving. All this practical experi
ence was doing me a lot of good. 
In addition, I kept on practicing 
like a madman at home, listening 
to one record after another and 
patterning my style first after one 
and then after another of the vari
ous recording saxophonists of that 
era. And not only saxophonists but 
any other instrumentalists from 
whom I could pick up some little 
trick. In time I began to develop 
a sort of eclectic style of my own 
and was able, after a while, to 
improvise well enough to attract 
a little attention—still, of course, 
only on an amateur level.

By now I had learned enough to 
have developed a vast respect, prac
tically a downright awe, for pro
fessional musicians. On nights 
when 1 wasn’t working. I took to 
hanging out on the corner of 
Orange and Court Streets, hiding 
in the darkness of a store entrance 
across the street from the seduc
tively-lighted local dance hall listen
ing to one of New Haven’s leading 
dance bands, Johnny Cavallaro's 
orchestra. In those days this band 
was made up of some of the best 
professional musicians in town. The 
name of this local dance hall, inci
dentally, wu the Cinderella Ball
room!

So things went for a while. I 
continued to improve, and ulti
mately I must have become fairly 
good, for after some six or seven 
months, I was “discovered.’’ Here’s 
how that happened.

One night, while playing with 
one of the little amateur outfits 
I was now working with three or 
four nights every week, I noticed 
a fellow standing down in front 
of the bandstand listening intently, 
and occasionally grinning appreci 
atively at something I played. I 
had no idea who he was, but he 
seemed to grin at the right times, 
mostly at some little phrase I had 
copied from one of the records I 
was constantly cribbing stuff from. 
I figured he must know something 
about music. But I was too occu-

pied to pay much attention to him 
and after a while he disappeared. 
It was just as well for me that I 
didn’t know who he was, or I’d 
probably have been scared stiff 
and unable to play anything at all. 
He was nothing less than one of 
those exalted personages for whom 
I had conceived such awe and re
spect—a professional musician.

His name was Dave Yudkin, he 
played the drums, and he occa
sionally substituted for the regu
lar drummer in Johnny Cavallaro’s 
orchestra, that same band I had 
listened to for so many nights from 
my little hideout across from the 
Cinderella Ballroom.

The Travel to Cinderella
I learned all this when he came 

back to pick me up after we had 
finished that night’s stint. I was 
packing my saxophone into its case 
when he showed up again and 
told me who he was. I was so 
impressed that I stopped and 
stared at him, forgetting my saxo
phone, forgetting everything but 
the fact that this fellow had, for 
some peculiar reason, come back to 
talk to me.

After a few minutes he said, 
“Come on, kid—you’re coming with 
me.”

It was after twelve-thirty A.M. 
I stared at him in bewilderment. 
“Where?” I asked.

“Up to the Cinderella,” he said 
calmly.

“The Cinderella—Ballroom?”
“That’s right. Come on, hurry 

up. I just came from talking to 
Cavallaro”—to me, at that mo
ment, he might just as well have 
told me he had been talking to 
God!

“You did?” I said.
“Sure I did,” he said impatient

ly. “Come on, let’s go—you’re go
ing to make an audition for Cav
allaro’s band.”

“I’m going to—what?”
“You heard me. Johnny Caval

laro,” he said. “Come on, come on 
—hurry up—pack your horn.”

Fast Work
I was speechless. I was scared 

out of my wits. But you never saw 
a kid pack an instrument into a 
case as fast as I did.

At the Cinderella Ballroom, Cav
allaro’s band was just finishing its 
last dance set of the evening. 
Hearing that much, I was even 
more scared, if that’s possible, for, 
heard up close, these musicians 
seemed to tne to be the absolute 
pinnacle of professional perfec
tion. Most of them were men of 
twenty-five to thirty. And to me, 
the ease with which they handled 
their instruments, the completely 
relaxed manner in which they all 
went about their business up there 
on the bandstand — all this was 
simply too much. It was fright
ening.

I stood over to one side, gaping 
at them, until they were through. 
After they finished and straggled 
off the bandstand I waited around,

not knowing what to do with my
self. I was panic-stricken at the 
thought of having to go up on 
the same bandstand with such mu* 
sicians as these.

Presently, my “discoverer” came 
back, and a few seconds later we 
were joined by Cavallaro himself. 
At that time Johnny Cavallaro 
must have been in his late thirties, 
which seemed to me pretty elderly 
for a musician—for I had just 
turned fifteen. He was rather stout 
and very dark-skinned, with jet- 
black hair and a gleaming white 
grin.

We were introduced by my spon
sor—although introduced is hard
ly the word. What Yudkin said 
was, “Here’s the kid I told you 
about, John.”

I was staring at Cavallaro as if 
he were some sort of supernatural 
phenomenon—which indeed, to me 
at that moment, he was.

He grinned at me and said, 
“Hello, kid.” His manner was com
pletely casual. He didn't seem to 
realize that this was probably the 
most momentous occasion of my 
entire life.

I mumbled some reply, and he 
chatted with Yudkin and me for 
a moment. Then, suddenly becom
ing brisk and businesslike, he 
turned and said, “Well—you all 
set?”
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“O.K. Get out your horn and 
let’s go.” While he called the musi
cians together, I hurriedly un
packed my saxophone and awk
wardly climbed up onto the band
stand.

Since Cavallaro played banjo 
and never led his own band, Si 
Byers, the fiddle player, acted as 
conductor-leader. Byers called out 
a tune now. As the rest of the 
men got out their parts, they 
glanced over at me with amused 
curiosity. Nobody bothered with any 
introductions. I fumbled around in 
the pile of saxophone parts trying 
to find my part for the tune Byers 
had called out, but I was so numb 
that my fingers would scarcely 
work. Eventually Byers himself 
helped me find it and spread it out 
on my music stand. I stared at it, 
hardly seeing it.

Actually it was nothing but a 
stock arrangement — the kind of 
simple printed orchestration put 
out by publishers of popular mu
sic in order to get their songs 
played by bands which cannot Af
ford their own arrangers. But to 
me, at that moment, it looked 
formidable enough to spell out the 
word “doom” rather than what
ever the title of the tune was.

The Reading Problem
The plain truth is that, although 

I had learned something about 
playing my instrument and had 
even begun to develop a fair de
gree of improvisational skill, no 
one had ever bothered to inform 
me that I should also try to learn 
something about sight-reading. In 
the amateur groups I’d been play
ing with there had never been any 
necessity for it, since none of the 
other members of these groups 
could read at sight either. Our 
method had always been to go 
over and over our parts, even with 
the simplest stock arrangement, 
until we were all familiar enough 
with them to try putting them 
together. If any of us had ever 
had to sit down cold and play 
some piece he had never seen be
fore, the result would have been 
something pretty fearful.

And “fearful” is a good enough 
description for the result of this 
first attempt of mine to read a 
Piece of music at sight. Naturally, 

couldn’t make it at all. After 
the first few bars I was hopelessly 
lost. I floundered along, trying to 
fake my way through, but it was 
no use. The rest of the men were 
so embarrassed for me that they 
didn’t look up from their parts. 
Somewhere in the middle of ths 
first chorus Byers stopped us. He 
asked me if I’d like to try it 
again, but I knew it was out of 
the question. I shook my head. I 
felt terrible.

The men were all quite nice 
about it. No one made any com
ment at all. But it was plain that 
Cavallaro, who had been «tending 
down in front of the bandstand.

to call it quits myself.
(Turn to Page 10)
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I don’t know quite how I did 
it. All I know is, that if I had 
worked hard before that, from 
now on I went at it like a little

Laine, Sinatra Play 
Rival Boston Clubs

you, Mr. Cavallaro? Will that be 
quick enough?”

He gave me that grin of his. 
“Think you can do it that fast.

(Copyright 1952 By Artie Shaw) 
(To be Continued)

demon And

card. Themy brand-new
had it again. '

\ot long ago when Kinger Jounne 
Gilbert opened for a short stand as 
solo attraction at the Mocambo, we 
inquired of each other, without too 
much interest: “Who's this Joanne 
Gilbert’”

The night after her opening,

Boston—A big .urynx war is in 
pro-pect l.ere in about a week when 
Frankie Laine open: at Blinstrub’s 
on Jan 19 and Frank Sinatra re- 
tums from his African safari to 
headline the show at the Latin 
Quarter the rext day.

Laine had been booked for 
months, the Sinatra signing was 
rather sudden.

Getting A Start 
Staying On Top

(Jumped from Page 9)
However, my friend Yudkin was 

not «rilling to give up. I suppose, 
as the fellow who had brought me 
there in the first place, he felt 
involved. He spoke up and told 
CaMilla* that as 1. ng az we were 
all there he might just as well get 
some idea if how I piayed when 
I was on my own. “What the hell, 
John,” he concluded optimistically, 
“the kid can always ¡earn how to 
read, can’t he? Why don’t you 
listen to him play some jazz?”

“All right,” Cavallaro finally 
said “What do you want to play.

month from that night I again 
presented myself at the Cinder
ella Ballroom.

This time I made it.
Next day Cavallaro took me over 

to the local headquarters f the 
musicians’ union, where I went 
through my formal examination 
ano found that it was fairly easy 
stuff liter all. Cavallaro then ad 
vanced me the initiation fee and 
in a few minutes they handed me

next thing I had to do was to 
get outfitted. The band wore din
ner jackets at work — although 
anyone who ever called a “tuxedo” 
a dinner jacket around that band 
would undoubtedly have been 
brained on the spot—so I had to 
get one of those, too. My first 
tuxedo was a number we picked 
up for twelve-fifty in a sicona- 
hand clothing store, It could hard
ly be said to have fitted me very 
well, and it had a bit of a shine 
here and there, around the hack 
of the coat and the seat of the 
pants. But to me it looked breath- 
takingly beautiful. For not only 
was it my first tuxedo but it was 
my first pair of long trousers as 
well.

TTi'ii fait? Was he crazy? To get 
into that band. I’d have been ready 
to learn to do a sUmding-sitting- 
one - and - a - half * with • a - triple - 
twist from the top of the Cinder
ella Ballroom roof into a thimble 
of sawdust! That fait? A whole 
month?

“Ju»t you wait and wee,” I said. 
“I'll be back in a month, don't 
forget.’

I grabbed my saxophone case, 
lore out of there, and ran like

New York — The second Eu
ropean tour of Jazz at thi Phil
harmonic wiL play its first date in 
Stockholm either Feb. 16 or 23.

This year’s tour is expected tr 
take in more territory and will 
last at least six weeks.

The unit will comprise Ella Fitz
gerald, Roy Eldridge, Charlie 
Shavers, Lester Yourg. Flip Phil
lips, Buddy Rich, Gene Krupa 
Oscar Petersen, Barney Kessel, 
Ray Brown. Hank Jones, and pos 
sib’y Teddy Napoleon and Willie 
Smith.

things really started to happen
If, a» now seem- more than prob

able, Joanne Gilbert is the next 
musical personality to become a 
top bracket rcrcen performer, the 
most interesting aspect is that she 
will be the first recently to make 
it with ro assistance from the 
phonograph record industry. And 
now, she’s just not too interested 
in offers from the platter factories.

“The recording companies want 
their singers to be highly stylized, 
but easily-typed singers wilt* fall 
naturally into a pre-conceived idea 
of what the public will buy,” Jo
anne told ue in a brief chat. "But 
you can be sure I’ll be happy to 
try anything that Dad thinks is 
’■ight for me.”

Dad Know» Beat
Joanne’s dad ought to know. He 

is Ray Gilbert, successful song 
writer (You Belong to Mu Heart. 
Bahia, ZipA-Dee-Doo-Dah et 31), 
and coach who has developed the 
personal-appearance acts of sing

ers from Carmen Miranda to Tony 
Martin. For Joanne’s Mocambo 
date, her first nitery appearance 
with the exception of a benefit 
there some weeks before that led 
to the big break Ray not only pro
vided the special material that 
makes every one of her numbers a 
dramatic production in miniature, 
but arranged the music settings 
played by Eddie Olive’s house ork, 
to which Mocambo operator Char
lie Morrison, though gambling on 
a complete unknown, had !«een 
moved by his enthusiasm to add • 
string section for Joanne.

Most assumed that Jonnr.e. who 
has just turned 20, had been 
trained by her dad from childhood. 
We were surprised when Ray told

everyone in Hollywood, who is con
cerned with such matte s, was 
babbling about Joanne Gilbert.

When she finished her first turn 
on opening night, Don Hartman, 
the former songwriter who is now 
Paramount studio production chief, 
rushed to Joanne’s dressing room 
to sign her up—and discovered she 
ivas already under contract to 
Paramount. This part of the story 
may be a trifle exaggi rated, but 
it still makes a good . lory Until

I named some tune and, with
out ■ word, the piano player went 
into a short introduction — four 
bars or no. The drummer and bass 
player fell in with him. This time, 
although I was still plenty scared. 
I was on familiar ground.

See What He Means’
I played three or four choruses 

In a row, and by that time I guess 
I must have been going along 
pretty good, or anyway not too 
bad, for some of the men in the 
band, w ho were not playing, be
gan looking over at me with ap
proval. Cavallaro himself wa° 

etaring intently at Byers, as if 
to try to get his reactior. I went 
through most of my little home
made hag of tricks and, while it 
may not have been right up there 
with the best examples of le jazz 
hot being produced in that pre
Swing era. nevertheless, after I 
finished, I saw Byers give a slight 
rod in Cavallaro's direction. Yud
kin, too. seemed to be quite happy 
about the whole thing. He st Md 
there looking from me to Caval
laro. grinning all over his face 
as if to say, “See what I mean?”

When we were all through, the 
rest of the musicians got off the 
bandstand and began to wander 
off, stroking ',nd talking among 
themselves No one said anything 
to me. I got off the bandstand and 
started to pack my saxophone in 
its case. Out of the corner of my 
eye I could see Cavallaro talking 
to Yudkin, who seemed to be argu 
ing with him about something. I 
couldn’t teli what they were talk
ing about, for they were off at the 
other end of the bandstand. After 
a while, about the tune I had fin
ished putting my nstrument a way 
and closing the case, they both 
came over to where I waited ap- 
prehs’isively to hear what decision 
had b< er, made.

“Well, kid.” said Cavallero, “I 
think I could use you all right— 
but first you’ll have to learn to 
read. . . . Think you can do it?”

I could lardly believe what I 
was hearing. “You mean you’ll put 
me in your band if I learn to

“That’s right,” he nodded. 
“Boy, oh boy!” I bunt out.

Howto 
sing TOR 
money

tainly was barely aware of Joanne 
Gilbert, and that’s for certain, le 
cause when the rush started the 
studio’s publicity department was 
hard pressed to dig up a few pub
licity photos.

Opposite O'Connor
After Hartman ann >uncrd that 

Joanne, whose previous film ex
perience consisted of minor parts 
in two unreleased pictures, would 
be starred opposite Donald O’Con
nor in his first Paramount opus, 
The Big Song and Dance Man,

The Amazing Buddy Rich 
Likes The New Sound of

FEW CHAPTERS!
• Singing For Radio

Blend excellent
ly in the section. 
We consider

JoanneGilbert,Overnight 
Song Star, Wary Of Wax 

Sy HAL HOLLY
Hollywood—Ihe old pros among this town's tripewriter 

tribe, for whom the biggest, and mavbe the only, kick left in 
the business is watching a newcomer, particularly a youngster, 
come in front nowhere to rack up a smashing success, have

Shaws 
Cinderella

Tain't So!
“Joanne picked up most of what 

she knows by just being around 
my studio. I never tried to push 
her into this kind of career. 1 guess 
I had seen so many others go 
through the rough side of this 
business that I didn’t want her to 
be exposed to it. But when she 
wanted to make a try at it, I felt 
she should have the chance. She 
had, all told, about 14 hours of 
training for this appearance at the 
Mocambo. She had always been so 
shy and self-conscious around the 
house, I just didn’t think he was 
the type for this sort of thing. I 
was even more amazed than any
one else at what happened t< her 
when she got out there in front 
of the band with the spotlight on 
her. She’s just a different person. 
Then when the act is over— she’s 
herself again, rather shy and re
tiring, even a bit timid.”
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Don Cherry
The Second Star to the Right

(Trademark Registered I. S. Patent Office!

Record Reviews
Records in the popular and rhythm-and-blues sections 

are reviewed and rated in terms of broad general appeal. 
Records in the jazz section are reviewed and rated in 
terms of their musical merit.

Records in the popular and rhythm-and blues sections 
of interest from the musical standpoint are marked with 
a sharp (#), or, if exceptionally interesting, a double 
»harp (##).

Ratings
★★★★★ Excellent, ★★★★ v*ry Good, ★★★ Good,

Cherry is in good voice for a 
pair of ballads. Star is from Dis
ney Peter Pan score, is a pleasant 
song. Long is a solid Tin Pan 
Alley tune, a reasonably fetching 
ballad enriched by the Cherry 
vocal. (Decca 28477.)

Nat Cole
Strange 

kkkk How
Aided by Nelson Riddle’s oreh., 

Nat applies his tonsils effectively 
to a Latin-flavored ballad by John 
LaTouche, coupled with a new 
product of Irving (Be Anything) 
Gordon. (Capitol 2309.)

POPULAR
Record* in this section are re

viewed and rated in terms of 
broad general appeal. If they are 
of interest from the musical 
standpoint, they are marked with 
a sharp (x), or. if exception
ally interesting, a double sharp 
(##)•

Andrews Sisters
kk The Cockeyed Mayor of Kauna

kakai
kk King's Serenade

A pair of routine Hawaiian of
ferings from the girls—a novelty 
and a ballad. They’re joined on 
the latter by singer Alfred Apaka, 
get backing on both from Danny 
Stewart’s Islanders. (Decca 
282*15.)

intones Tony. If he’d watched his 
grammar and said “were I,” he’d 
have been in trouble: as it is, this 
looks like u ballad with hit possi
bilities. Take Me. a great Rube 
Bloom-Mack David opus of a dec
ade ago, was well worth reviving, 
though we feel both Bennett’s voice 
and Pere j’ Faith’s background 
could have produced more of a 
soulful mood from it. (Columbia 
39910.)

Joe Costa 
kk Please Don't Talk About Me 

U hen I'm Gone
kk Tonight You Belong to Me

Joe cut these quite some time 
ago; their belated release was 
forced by the slight noise he’s been 
stirring with his more recent Vic
tor cuttings. These two arrange
ments, in straight tempo, offer 
nothing to raise your blood pres
sure, though you may go for Joe’s
faintly Eckstinish sound. 
11389.)

(MGM

Dorothy Carless

## Fred Astaire 
kkkkk The Astaire Story 

In this issue you’ll read the
whole story of this unique collec
tion. You can get all the music in 
the pop edition of four LPs the 
only difference from the de luxe 
35C illustrated set being the elim
ination of most of Astaire’s spok
en introductions.

If you’re an Astaire fan, you’ll 
be touched by the nostalgia of the 
34 tunes, practically all great songs 
that have become standards; and 
you’ll be moved by the disarming 
simplicity both of the interpreta
tion and the accompaniment.

If you’re a jazz fan, you’ll be 
astonished by the quantity and 
quality of great jazz here—the 
exquisite muted trumpet obligatos 
of Shavers; Peterson’s piano at its 
Nat Colemost, and his celeste on 
such items as No Strings; the 
bowed bass melody with which Ray 
Brown launches Lady Be Good; the 
tasteful work of Barney Kessel and 
Flip Phillips throughout. And on 
the last disc you’ll hear a long 
stretch of unadulterated jazz, as 
Fred steps aside to let the boys 
conclude the series with a long and 
wonderful jam session on the blues. 
The band is prominent, too, in the 
three dance numbers, all featuring 
ad lib music at various tempos.

Not My Girl features Astaire 
himself playing some ragtime piano 
for the first chorus, and later, an 
amusingly Fats Wallerish piano 
chorus by Peterson.

If you want to carp, you might 
say that Fred’s vocal quality is 
weak, his intonation wobbly; in 
fact, there is nothing right with his 
voice except the way it sounds. 
And with the kind of songs he has 
to work with—two of his own, 
eight Gershwins, four Kerns, three 
Schwartz, plus Youmans, Con Con
rad, Berlin and Porter—he can’t 
go far wrong. Neither can you, for 
that matter, by investing $24 for 
all four LPs. (Mercury MGC 1001-

Last Night When We Were Young 
In the Shade of the New Apple

Tree
My Shining Hour 
My Ship 
This Is New 
It Never Was You 
Foolish Heart

Album Rating: **
Dorothy Carless Sings Informal

ly is the apt name of this LP, in 
which the tall blonde Englishwoman, 
whose pseudo-commercial efforts on 
Decca were a deserved flop, has a 
deserved success in some charm
ingly quiet performances of four 
Harold Arlen songs and four by 
Kurt Weill. The only accompani
ment is her own eloquent piano 
work. There are moments or Lee 
Wileyish charm and others that are 
purely personal to Dorothy. This 
music is too restrained and taste
ful to sell much in today’s market, 
but it should sell slowly and surely 
for quite a long while. (Commo
dore FL 20026.)

Bing Crosby 
kkk Open Up Your Heart 
kkk You Don't Know What Lone

some 1»
Open is a rousing little oater 

composed in part by Country 
Washburne on which Bing is re
laxed and in good voice. Could be 
another Good Friends and Gentle 
People for the Groaner with some 
push.

You Don’t Know What Lonesome 
Is sounds like the first line to a 
romantic lament. It’s followed, 
however, by “Till you get to herd
ing cows.” It’s an interesting side, 
though, marked by some out-of-
the-ordinary construction. The Cass 
County Boys and the King’s 
help out. (Decca 28470.)

Men

Winifred Atwell 
kk Taboo

Lady of Spain
Spain is coverage and Taboo 

makes this a standard coupling 
which should attract a certain 
amount of juke box attention. 
Miss Atwell delivers both in her 
not particularly extraordinary 
driving piano style. (London 
1278.)

Tony Bennett

'I wish that someone was me,'

Lily Ann Carol
★★★★ The Things I Might 

Been
kkk A Tear Can Fall

Hate

Lily Ann’s most convincing sing
ing job to date (since she started 
with Victor) is her feelingful 
reading of Things, a good and 
substantial ballad several notches 
above the average. There’s a 
matching amount of sincerity in 
her effort on the overleaf. (Victor 
20-5081.)

HERE’S THE GUY who «old 
all the record« during the Christ
ina» season—Jimmy Boyd, whose 
I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus, 
recorded last June, stole the whole 
»how. Sale« on the record went 
over a million in the month be
tween Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Damiron 
kkk Anabacoa 

kk 5 Vocals and I Mambo 
Anabacoa, a Son-Guaracha, has 

a vocal by Chapuseaux and Silvia 
De Grasse and is a superior per
formance of its type. The oddly 
titled flip side has a touch of vocal, 
some trumpet work by Millan; 
there is nothing in the music to 
explain the title, as far as we can 
hear. (Atlantic 983.)

Delta Rhythm Boys 
kkkk I’H Never Get Out of 

World Alive
Thi*

kkk I'm Used to You
The Deltas could have a big 

one in World. It’s another Hank 
Williams tune that looks like 
money in the bank for Hank. The 

, boys sing splendidly and spirit
edly, get swinging, uncredited 
backing from Henri Rene.

The reverse is another good 
effort, marked by some growl 
trumpet, fine group and solo sing
ing, and more excellent band work. 
But it’s World that will make the 
noise. (Victor 20-5094.)

Ricky Hale 
kkkk If You Love Me 
kkk Open Your Heart
Ricky, from the Don Cornell, 

Al Martino, et al, school, does a 
highly pleasing job on Love Me, 
a song with lots of potential. Side 
should get plenty of spins.

The flip, another heart song, 
was penned by Agustin Lara and 
Ben Carroll, is the weaker of the 
two. (Decca 28521.)

Les Helsdon-Lyn Avalon 
kk Mitt in’ Your Kissin* 
hk Why Did I Let You Slip

Through My Fingers?
On a bigger label, and with pro

motion behind the songs and art
ists, these might have a good 
chance. Both tunes, by Harry 
Siegel, are average pop fare; both 
singers are capable performers. 
The big band, credited to Dick 
Taylor on the second ride, enjoys 
good recording and arrangements. 
(Skylark 547.)

BETTY HITTON’S HAPPY as she contemplates the success of her 
recent movie based on the lives of the two persons with her here. 
Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields. Next flick for Betty is a biography 
of Sophie Tucker.

June Hutton-Axel Stordahl
kkk Keep It A Secret
kkk I Miss You So

Axel contributes wisely to wife

another effort to find a hit for her 
warm-toned, well phrased singing.
She’s modestly backed by cello, her 
own guitar, and rhythm. Trail is 
the more successful side; the other

Hutton’s effort by working her in 1S a nttle too gimmicked up for 
and out of a Pied Pipers-type vo- comfort, lacking a continuous mood, 
cal group. She’s a wonderful group -------- ---------- -
lead voice, is not quite as effective 
alone. Pleasant sides, good for
dancing. (Capitol 2268.)

*★**
Have 

Heard?

Joni James 
Have You Heard 
Wishing Ring

Youyou heard Have
If so (and the millions of

jukebox and disc jockey plays it’s 
had for the past month make it 
unlikely you haven’t) you must 
know by now whether or not you 
consider it a worthy successor to 
Why Don’t You Believe Me, which 
*old in such egregious quantities. 
It’s another ballad, with the Jack 
Halloran Choir and Lew Douglas’ 
oreh backing Joni well. Coupling is 
another ballad, with no choir but 
no essential difference in style. 
(MGM 11390.)

Roberta Lee-Jerry Gray 
kkkk Hold Me, Thrill Me. Kiss Me 

kkk Do You Know Why?
Roberta ducked away from Red 

Foley long enough to remind us 
that she is one of our better pop 
singers on a coverage of Hold Me. 
an extremely pleasing ballad stir
red by a Karen Chandler record. 
Reverse is a puffy Henrv Nemo 
ditty, delivered well by Miss Lee. 
Gray’s band gets very little to do 
and does it well. (Decca 28520.)

# Bobby Mar Trio
★★★ You Can Live with a Broken 

Heart

A pair of surprisingly effective 
ballad performances sung by Bobby 
a la Nat Cole, with a setting red
olent of the old Cole trio. So was 
penned by the writer of Cry, but 
we give a slight edge to the other 
side. Both make very agreeable 
listening. (Derby 815.)

Billy May
♦ Driftwood 

kkk A Cute Piece of Property
Larry Cramer’s instrumental is 

pretty routine stuff, with nothing 
memorable either in the arrange
ment or the performance. Reverse 
is a neat Guy Wood-Ben Raleigh 
novelty on which the Encores vocal 
group gets a warm blend. But 
maybe a song on which the word 
connoisseur is pronounced correctly 
won’t have a chance commercially. 
(Capitol 2297.)

Russ Morgan 
kk Till I Walts Again with You 
kk Must I Cry Again

A couple of harmless, innocuous 
bits of fluff from Russ. He sings 
both, also plays prettily on the 
former. Waltz, by the way, is in 
4/4 (Decca 28539.)

Alary Osborne 
kkk Twilight on the Trail

Mary moves to the MGM label in

(MGM 11387.)

Johnnie Ray 
★★★★ Pm Gonna Walk and Talk 

with My Lord 
kkkk The Touch of God's Hand

With the Buddy Cole quartet 
and the Four Lads, Mr. Weepers 
makes a quasi-revivalist meeting 
out of Walk. He’s in soberer mood, 
and stripped of the Lads, on Hand, 
a quiet side with Buddy at the or
gan. (Columbia 39908.)

Lita Roza
kkk t Woke Up Crying 
kkk Tears

The British poll-winning thrush 
sings quite ably a couple of aver
age pop ditties. (London 1281.)

Felicia Sanders
Please Be Good While Pm 
Gone

kk People in Love Can Be Lonely
Mitch Miller has every right to 

be excited about his new find, 
Felicia Sanders. She’s an impres
sive newcomer possessed of a rich 
quality and s< > itivity. Unfortu
nately the she has to do on 
her first coupling are no equal to 
her apparently sizeable talents. 
(Columbia 39900.)

Anne Shelton
A Ak* The Wallflower Walts 
kkk Title Drops of Water
Miss Shelton sings with straight

forward effectiveness on Waltz, a 
tune in the mode of the day. She 
does a multi-taped duet to close 
the side. Reverse is a good semi
folk piece, treated for mood and 
feeling. (London 1264.)

Fred W aring 
kkk Where in the World But in 

America
kkk God Bless America

Fred has a better and more will
ing group to sing Where in the 
World than he did at Eisenhower 
headquarters on election night, and 
the Pennsylvanians perform in 
their usual precise manner. Lots of 
stars and stripes and red and white 
and blue all neatly wrapped up in 
this package. (Decca 28512.)

★

Florian Zabach
Gypsy Fiddler 
Meditation

Florian swoops and dips and 
twitters and flutters all over the 
strings on Gypsy. It sounds like 
a powerful lot of work, we’ll ad
mit, but really doesn’t prove much.

As the title implies, Meditation 
is a bit more relaxed and less 
flagwaverish. We may be all wet, 
but it’s hard to see where there’s 
much of a market for this sort 
of stuff. After all, how many 
times can you make a noise like 
ii canary? (Decca 28507.)
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JAZZ
Record.« in th» »ection are 

reviewed and rated in term, of 
their miMical merit.

♦♦**

Charlie Barnet 
fur Trapper's Boogie 
Wone-Potte 
Let’» Blow the Bluet 
Durango

Dizzy Gillespie 
★ *4* Oh-Sho-Be-Do-Be 
★AAA Sunny Side of the Street

First side is an amusing bop 
novelty, since adopted and record
ed by Woody Herman. Joe Carroll 
sings it with help from the band. 
Street was previously issued in 
the LP. It has Stuff Smith’s violin 
and a hilarious vocal by the group 
(Dee Gee 3603.)

Charlie’s return to big bard 
cording provides plenty of kicks;

। ■ ly the first side, an Andy 
Gibs'” arrangement strongly rem
iniscent of the great Barnet band 
of 1940. Charlie’s tenor fits perfect - 
ly into this sort of atmosphere, and 
Charlie Shavers’ *rumpet solo pro
duces the excitement peak Wosie, 
also Gibson’s, is a very Ellington
ian affair, a cross between Pre Got 
A Feeling I’m Falling and Duke’s 
old Black Beauty, with Barnet’s 
sleek soprano sounds.

Blues, label-credited to “Paland," 
is actually a Gene Roland original, 
with some more fine Shavers. The 
piano solo is by Hank Jones, who. 
along with Don Lamord, sat in 
with the regular Barnet band for 
this date. It’s an unpretentious hut 
stimulating side. Durango, wrongly 
credited to Ed Safranski, was com
posed and arranged by Ken Hanna. 
Dick Kenny's trombone introduces
the theme on this Kentonish 
(Mercury 89016. 89015.)

side.

Beryl Booker 
4444 U hen a Wornan Loves 

Man 
kkkk Why Do I Lore You

ANOTHER ALBUM by George 
Wallington in reviewed on this 
page. Though it's one star short 
of the five-star fating the first one 
received, it still contains some 
mighty interesting moments. Shar
on Peace’s Pianistics column on 
page 19 is devoted to Wallington.

VI Grey
*** Over and I nder 
kk Trombone Interlude

McGhee, J. J John.-on, Brew 
Moore, und Kenny Drew have 
good solos on the first sx; last 
pair have the added luster of Fats 
Navarro in contest with Howard.
(Blue Note I J’ 5012.)

Next list is another Jazz Goes 
to the Battlefront LP, recorded in 
Guam. Guamania is the usual bop 
version of Lady Be Good; Weather 
is an interesting but inconclusive 
J. J. solo. Rag is a gag. How 
High and Savoy huve some good 
solos; Stardust is Howard in more 
melodic mood. Rady Williams’ 
tenor weakens the overall value 
he re (Hi-Lo LP 6002.)

Marian McPartland
It’s Only a Paper Moon 
Moonlight in Vermont 
Hallelujah
Lullaby of Birdland
A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley 

Square
Limehouse Blues

ilbuni Rating: kkk
Marian’s at her best in such 

relaxed surroundings as Berkeley 
Square and Vermont. She gets a 
nice medium beat on Papi r and in 
Birdland. The fast track is the 
last track, and the least track, on 
each side of this LP. Drummer 
Mousey Alexander and bassist 
Max Wayne are diligent assistants. 
(Savoy MG-15021.)

Paul Quinchette
★*★ Sarnie
kk Paul’s Runion
Although these i des were made 

on the same session as earlier re
leases with Count Basie on pian,- 
and organ, they lack the spark. 
Bunion is based on a clumsy, stale

Sonny Stitt 
kkk Symphony Hall Swing 

A Why Do I Love You
Swing uses a familiar and catchy 

riff, but both sides are cliche te’ or 
performances, a far cry from the 
day when Stitt was one of the 
brightest young altos around. 
(Roost 560.)

MUSICIANS!
PIANISTS

****
kkkk

One

Bills T ay lor
They Can't Take That Away 
From Me 
All loo Soon
Give Me the Simple Life 
Accent on Youth 
of the most satisfying trios

Both sides are labeled “Vocal by Over is one of those sides *hat 
Beryl Booker.” Neither side has a might just as well be reviewed un
vocal; they’re piano solos. And de- der Rhythm & Blues. It’s a catchy 
lightful ones. Beryl, coerced by 1 one note jump blues theme which 
Johnny Collins and Oscar Petti- builds will, has a go'>d jazs. trom- 
ford, gets s mighty beat on Love. ' >one solo by Grey with an odd two- 
a pretty mood on Man. Again there l>eat background. Interlude is a 
are > vertones of Garner but a per- \ slow trombone solo with Hammond 

(Mercury organ; not singularly stirring 
(Peacock 1609.)

sonality of her own. 
70041.)

Eddie Lockjaw Davis 
*** Bluet in My Heart

Woody Herman 
Stompin' at the Savoy

--- -- - —-— l Blues in Adtanee 
ke Plrast Don'l Talk About Me Terrissita

When Pm Gone
The old Benny Carter tune,

Perdido
The old Benny Carter tune, Early Autumn 

wrapped up in a simple but apt Jump in the Line 
routine, makes good fodder for Ed- Raby Clementineroutine, makes good fodder for Ed-
die’s unlocked jaw. Gone is fair, 
wit! Eddie’s tenor ind Bill Dog 
fett's organ sharing credit. (Roon

59.)

Lou Donaldson
Lou's Bluet
The Thing» We Did Last 
Summer

H race Si1 ver, Gene Ramey, and 
Arthur Taylor support Lou in a 
very s mple but infectious blues 
riff, well developed with solos by 
Lou and Horace. The pretty stand
ard overleaf has Lou hewing fairly 
dose to the melody line, to good ei
feet. (Bine Note 1599.)

Duke Ellington 
kkk Perdido
kk Take the ‘A’ Train
Th.« EP record (seven minutes 

to each side) has the same faults 
as the overlong, overarranged 
versions of Solitude, Mood Indigo 
and Sophisticated Lady last year 
in an LP on the same label. Train

i riff; the coupling is an uninvent
ive blues. Buck Clayton, too, has
played better. They are pleasantly 
listenable, not more. (Mercur.
70020.)

Celestial Blues
Album Rating: ****

tody’s first four single records 
on Mars, already reviewed in these 
pages, have now beer, combined in
to an LP. (MRLP-l.)

Mambo Jazz
Cuban Nightingale 
Donde
Joe Black Mambo
Serenata
Cool Mambo
Blue Mambo
Mambo Bounce 
Pina Colada

Album Rating: ♦ **

Johnny Smith 
***** Ghost of a Chance 
4*** W here or When 
Guitarist Smith, whose only pre

vious release (Moonlight in Ver
mont) won the #2 spot in readers’ 
estimates of Jazz Records of the 
Year, has done it again in Ghost, 
at least in this reviewer’s estimate. 
It’s a guitar solo all the way, 
beautifully relaxed, with a subdued 
mood that never lets the slow tem
po sound draggy. When is medium 
tempo with a beat, fine voicing of 
guitar with Stan Getz’ tenor, and 
an eight-bar solo by Stan Our re
spects, too, to the rest of this quin
tet: Lamond, Safranski, and San
ford Gold. (Room 558.)

in jazz (Earl May is the bassist, 
Charli* Smith thi drummer) gets 
a refreshing workout on four fine
ly-fitted tunes in its Prestige de
but. The slow sides, especially 
Ellington’s beautiful Soon tune, 
are especially effective. (Prestige 
796, 797.)

George Wallington
l ove Beat
Summer Rain 
Escalating 
Laura
Tenderly
When Your Old Wedding Ring Was

New
Red, n kite, mid Blue 
Arrivederci

Album Rating: ****
The unprecedented impact of 

Wallington’s first LP isn’t quite 
duplicated, though there are many 
interesting moments here. Love 
and Red (former featuring Chuck 
Wayne on mandola» were reviewed 
here as a single disc. Rain is a 
slow, pretty o rigirai; Escalating 
some frantic investigations of the 
Cheroket changes. Lauro, a clumsy 
perfonnance Ft added with deliber
ate dissonances, seems like a con
scious rejection of the tune’s 
beauty. Ttnderly suffers from too 
i-iuch competition on this tune. 
Ring swings. Arrivederci is a jump
ing original. George is excellently 
supported by Charlie Mingus and 
Max Roach on the firs* side, Pet
tiford and Roach on the second. 
(Prestige 136.)

Kai Winding
*** The Boy Next Door 

kk Speak Low
Kai, aided by Lou Stein, Ed 

Safranski and Tiny Kahn, should 
have done muri betfir with these 
two. Sounds like Bill Harris on 
an off day. Stein’s piano solo on 
flop is worth a spin, however, and 
Kai gets a slightly’ better mood 
here. (Savoy 969.)

44—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HAR
MONIZATIONS. The modern 
way of harmonising any melody 
note using unconventional chord 
formations .........................

43—PROGRESSIONS IN 13tb
CHORDS, Examples ano exer
cises showing all variations of 
13th chords as used in modern 
music ..........................................

*8—MODERN PARALLEL CHORD 
PROGRESSIONS. The ha mon
ic background lor modern 
piano styles. Ho* to create 
the New Sound ‘ in harmonix- 
iag basic scales

44—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES. 
This chert shows the basis fol 
¡152 unorthodox modern chord 
structures that can bo used in 
place of conventional chords

4»—PIANO BASS FAT11RNS. A 
variety of left-hand figures on 
all chords ..........................

M—PIANO ENDINGS. I«i and 
one measure endings in al* 
popular keys

7G-SOLO* OX COMBINATIONS. 
Chart of instrumental imitations 
for the Hammond Solovos

Of—MODERN PIANO I NT ROD UC' 
TIONS. in all popular keys I

10—MODERN PIANO BUNS, 180

.50

50
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.75

.50

.50

*1.00

professional runs on all chords 51.00 
11—MODULATIONS, 2 -nd 4 mea> 

ure bridges (coding from and 
to ell popular keys___  *1.00

17—HOW TO FLAY MAMBO 
PIANO SOLOS including au 
thentic solos as illustrations.. SI.00

IB—CHORD SYSTEM OF POPU 
LAR PIANO PLAYING. (2-4 
years of piano background re
quired ) A complete It lesson 
course teaching tow to impro
vise popular music, using only 
chord diagrams and melody. 
4u populai songs included 55.fi

GUITARISTS
41—GUITAR CHORDS, over 300 

chords in diagram as wall as 
musical notation. Also in
cludes correct fingering, guitar 
breaks and transposing instruc
tions .................................. '

73—ULTRA-MODERN BOOK FOR
THE GUITAR. Professional runs, 
breaks, fill-ins, endings, modu
lations. introductions and ac
companiments ....................... .1

ORGANIST*

*1.15

*2 00

BY—CHORI' SYSTEM OF POPULAR 
ORGAN PLAYING Explaining 
•h. principles of popular organ 
improvisation, using only mel
ody and chord diagrams

88—EFFECTIVE HAMMOM' OR
GAN COMBINATIONS, chart 
zt spe^.al sound offacfs and 
■oval tone combination«

38—HAMMOND NOVELTV EF
FECTS, a collectior of .mus
ing trick Imitations for ’ enter

taining" organists ...........
33—COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF 

HAMMOND STOPS, correct 
Interpretation of organ sounds

FOR AU INSTRUMENTS
*7—MODERN BREAKS. Up-to-date 

brooks in all popular ke>. (For 
all treble da* instruments)....

41—DICTIONARY OF 4-PART
HARMONY ...............................

.50

.50

7»

75

50

14—HOW TO PLAT * SOP. Full 
analysis, theory and many as 
amples ............. $1.50

I

Look, Ma, No Left Hands
“There’s a whole lot of kids around today who can play 

a whole lot of right hand piano but no left hand at all” says 
Art Tatum. $------------------------------------------

Art was reminiscing. ' Pianists
who influenced me? Well, there 
was James P. Johnson and Fats

There isn’t quite a? much __ 
thentic mambf as you’d expect in 
this LP; in fact, a dyed in-the-

au-

mambo Latin muse fan might not 
consider the title cricket. All four 
numbers in the first side arc by 
Joe Holiday. Overleaf two by Son
ny Stitt, next by Sorry Rollins, 
and the last by a British group, 
known in England as Kenny 
Graham’s Afro-Cubists. Ali four

- ---------- --------------------—leaders are tenor men and all eight 
has a long, quasi-bop vocal by sides feature tenor fairly exten-
Betty Rocíe, replete with trite
quotes; it also has a slow» move
ment with Gonsalves tenor fea
tured, and a frantic fast finish.

Perdido has solos by Ray Nance 
and Clark Terry (the later ap
parently trying to establish him- 
•elf as tht Rev Stewart of bop) 
and some “fours” with Nance, Cat 
An<'<>rson, Willie Cook, Terry, and 
Britt Woodman There’s too much 
affectation, and, despite some ex
cellent moments by the various 
trumpets, not enough genuine Ei
ling*>n—in fact Duke's opening pi
ano ch .<rui is about the only un
marred Dukish sound of the lot

Duke made his first versions of 
these tunes more than a decade 
ago, ard each was a five-star lulu, 
fitese two sides prove that you 
can^t gild the lulu. (Columbia B-

sively. The Holiday side is by far 
the more genuine and has a good, 

’ “ 135.)consistent mood. (Prestige

Howard McGhee
Meaendo
PH Remember 4pril
I o Flamt
Fuguetta
Fluid Drive
Donnellan Square
Boperation 
The Skunk

Album Ku ting: ★★*
Stardust
Guamanir,
How High the Moon
Stormy Weather
12th St Rag
Stompin' at the Savoy

Album Rating: **-*
First eight sides are leissues 

of singles made a few years ago.
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Tatum

Waller and Lee 
Sims, guess you 
d n’t remember 
him. Then of 
the pianists to
day, I like Oscar 
Peterson, Teddy 
W i 1 s > n — he’s 
really not a 
youngster, he’s 
from my time- ■ 
Mel Powell, und 
Billy Taylor. Of 

" course there are

I haven’t heard.
a lot of pianists 

Mostly I like
something about every pianist, 
too. But too many of today’s 
pianists don’t play enough left 
hand.”

The piano is a solo instrument 
to Art. he cays, and it's n full
time- job with both hands and all 
10 fingers. What t been his big
gest thrill of a lifetim* of play
ing the piano? “Well, that time 
we played nt the Metropolitan 
Opera House in New York with 
Ixiuw Armstrong I really got a 
kick out of that,” Art recalls.

“Which f my rccor’s do I like 
best? Well, 1 think I did a pretty 
good job on Humoresque on Decce 
and I like my Deep Purple, too.”

There were a couple of other 
pianists Tatum mentioned favor-

Granz Waxes 
At Top Speed

New York — During a recent 
week in town, Norman Granz 
spent several days in a flurry of 
recording activity.

Among the sessions cut was 
one featuring Ben 'Webster as 
guest star with the Johnny Hod
ges orchestra. Titles cut included 
Ellington's Come Sunday from 
Black. Brown, Beige, with Billy 
Strayhorn as guest conductor.

Al Kibbler teamed with the 
Count Basie band for a couple of 
blues sides; Ba ie made a small 
band date with horns and rhythm; 
Stan Getz cut his first eight titles 
under the G.anz-Mercury banner

Flip, Buddy Rich, and Hank 
Jones made u session under the 
tentative name of the JATP trio.

Ericson Joins Spivak
New York—Rolf Ericson, Swed

ish trumpeter, returned here from 
his job in. Urbana. Ill., and joined 
Charlie Spivak for the latter’s 
four-week stint at the Statler.
ably. Couple of guys named 
G.eseking and Rubinstein They 
play with both hands, like Tatum

—Ralph J. Gleason

PLAYING Hundreds u* Im- 
provisetion p.H.rm shown on 
•II chords A chord indax 
locates many pu phrasas for 
any chord enmbinations I 

84—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITU
TIONS, chart o< chords that may 
ba usad in placa u* eny 'egu- 
ter mejor, minor, end 7th 
chords ..........................  ............

B7—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC
A scientific method *ith eser- 
ches that develop end improve 
tha capacity for memorising 
music .................................. 

BB— BASS iMPBOVISING BT
CHORDS. How to find the cor
rect bass notes from popular 
■heat music diagrams ..  

85—TRANSPOSING ¿HART, cha-q-

51.00

.50

so

.50

Ing music to all keyi......... $1.00
01—CHART OF MODERN CHORDS.

204 practical Wh, I Ith and 13th 
chords ............................ $1.00

tt—HARMONIZATION CHART. 372 
ways to harmonize any melody 
note ....................... $1.00

01—CHORD CHART. >37 popular 
sheet music chords...........

40—TWO - PART HARMONIZING
.50

BY CHORDS. Thu diord system 
for findina harmony notes for 
any melody In any key .SO

43—CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND 
ANALYSIS. How to use chords 
as fill-ins, background for cor
rect improvising etc....... $1.80 

82—HOW TO HARMONIZE MEL
ODIES. The principles of im
provising correct harmonic pro
gressions for any melody $1.00 

SO—LATIN-AMERICAN RHYTHMS
Authentic versions of the 34 most 
popular rhythms end how to 
play Latin-American Instruments $1.25 

41—HOW TO TRANSPOSE MU
SIC. Including special ever- 
dses to practice transposing 
at sight $1.80

-Mooey-Bock Georaafea aa Everything
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER 

C.O.D. SERVICE

FREE CATALOG

WALTER STUART
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By GEORGE HOEFER

Jazz music, players of jazz, and the myriad followers of 
jazz, constitute an art pregnant with individual creation, 
non-conformity, and unusual occurrences of a startling na-
ture. Nothing in jazz, or for that matter in any art or pro- 
fe»sion, ha* happened to com-'!'
pare with the fantastic comeback 
of the late William Geary Johnson, 
a pioneer New Orleans trumpet 
player, in his middle 60s.

Johnson, lovingly known as Bunk, 
returned to the fast-paced jazz field 
full of its insecurity ana frantic 
living, to prove a point. Bunk’s 
premise was that jazz was dance 
music, a dance music that pro
gressed with the times. These two 
Bunkisms were diametrically op
posed to the ideas of those who 
sponsored his return. They felt 
that jazz was listening concert 
music and should be confined to 
recreating the musical era of 
Bunk’s youth.

Last Date
The proof that Bunk was right 

was made at a record date in 
December, 1947. This date was 
the last time Bunk played his 
horn for public consumption. The 
three days it took to make the 
12 sides were turned completely 
over to Bunk, who selected his 
band and picked the numbers they 
were to play. This December of 
1952, five years later, those rec
ords are available to all on the 
Columbia label due to the fine 
efforts of George Avakian. The 
set on 12-inch LP is aptly titled 
The Last Testament of a Great

¡2.00
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MODELS FOR TRUMPET 

AND TROMBONE

' STRAIGHT, DUEL-TONE, CUP, 
TRIPl-PLAY—3 mute* In 1, libre 

or metal cup. HUSH-CUP 
— for broadcatting, PLUNGER, 

SNUOTONE, DERBY

In Wte5
by the makers 
of the 
famous 
Harmon 
'Wow-Wow'*

11.00

HARMON
PRO-FIBE
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Harmon brings you a complete 
new line of smartly styled, vulcanized fibre 
mutes—new tonal effects, playing in absolute pitch in 
all registers, instantly responsive

A new feature, the Harmon Lifetime Resonator— 
recessed for protection and permanently sealed— 
adds tonal depth and color, gives a variety of 
expression unique in fibre mutes
Immediately acclaimed the New Number One Mute 
by Ihe biggest names in modem music

* UA. Patent Office

ATOilobls ot

-■“T HARMON MUTE CO.

New Orleans Jazzman.
Those who were fortunate

enough to know Bunk personally 
will always remember him as a 

leadershipman of great charm, ______ .
qualities, and a musical talent 
highlighted by a trumpet tone of 
rare beauty. He could be childish 
at times and possessed a good
share of the human failings that 
plague all artistic people with the 
ability to feel deeply.

There were many misunder
standings and mishandlings dur
ing Bunk’s revival. There was 
too much fanaticism involved from 
the time he was discovered in the 
rice fields of Louisiana without a 
horn to play or a set of teeth to 
play it with. The late Gene Wil
liams was astounded when Bunk 
wanted to play Deep in the Heart 
of Texas on his first recording 
date instead of numbers like High 
Society and Saints. Bunk liked 
Texas and would have played it 
in his own jazz style. It could 
possibly be an item today, more 
so, than the group of old numbers 
Bunk had forgotten and had to 
learn over to record.

Didn't Like Concerts
Then in a similar vein, there 

is the matter of formal concerts. 
Bunk sincerely believed jazz was 
music incomplete without dancers 

to enjoy and participate in it. 
John Schenck of Chicago helped 
to prove this point by booking 
Bunk for several dance dates 
after the famous Schenck fiasco 
at Orchestra Hall when at curtain 
time Bunk was in Cairo, Ill., on 
his way to Chicago. He wasn’t 
in any hurry because he didn’t 
particularly care for the band 
that had been selected to play 
with him. On the dance dates 
Bunk played creatively and at 
ease with the world. The music 
flowed with much more satisfaction 
to the listener than was possible at 
most of his more formal appear
ances.

It can’t be said that Bunk’s 
revival in San Francisco, New 
York and Chicago was all frustra
tion. He loved a good deal of the 
turmoil and the attendant lioniz
ing.

There were childish outbreaks 
from time to time caused by a 
lack of judgment on the part of 
those looking after Bunk. He was 
misplaced in Boston with Sidney 
Bechet, who as a child had fol
lowed Bunk in the early New 
Orleans days, but through the 
years became a leader and big 
jazz name in his own right. It 
was a case of two leaders vying 
for attention and the spotlight. 
It didn’t last a week, and fell 
apart when Bunk told Sidney, 
“stop playing that sewer pipe 
(Sidney’s soprano sax), and let 
me blow.”

Carnegie Waxing
Credit for the final discovery 

and understanding of Bunk John
son is due Harold Drop of New 
York and Robert Stendahl of 
Chicago. They were the boys who 
with the help of Bill Lough
borough and nis wife Pam were 
responsible for making Bunk’s 
last will and testament in music 
possible. They raised the neces
sary funds to let Bunk hire a 
band of his own choice and rent 
a studio in Carnegie Hall. They 
engineered a pickup that gave 
an authentic hall sound (one 
microphone and the recording 
equipment up in the balcony). 
Consequently you hear Bunk’s 
band on these records as though 
you were in a dance hall listening.

Bunk picked a good band. You’ll 
hear finer choruses from the mu
sicians accompanying Bunk, and 
in turn I think finer solos and

By NAT HENTOFF
“When I recorded with strings,” said Charlie Parker, 

“some of my friends said, ‘Oh, Bird is getting commercial.’ 
That wasn’t it at all. I was looking for new ways of saying 
things musically. New sound combinations.

“Why, I asked for strings as far back as 1941 and then, years 
later, when I went with Norman, he okayed it. I liked Joe Lipman’s 
■ fine arrangements on the second session and 

I think they didn’t turn out too badly.
“Now,” said the always far-ranging Bird, 

“I’d like to do a session with five or six wood
winds, a harp, a choral group, and full 
rhythm section. Something on the line of 
Hindemith’s Kleine Kammermusik. Not a 
copy or anything like that. I don’t want ever 
to copy. But that sort of thing.”

Charlie is really in love with the classics

and unlike a number of people who say they 
X***»» are> Charlie knows them intimately. “I first 

began listening seven or eight years ago. 
First I heard Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite. 
In the vernacular of the streets, I flipped. 
I guess Bartok has become my favorite. I 

’ dig all the moderns. And also the classical
barker men, Bach, Beethoven, etc.

“It’s a funny thing, listening to music, any kind,” Bird went thi. 
“What you hear depends on so many things in yourself. Like I heard 
Bartok’s Second Piano Concerto over here and later, I heard it again 
in France. I was more acclimated to life, then, and I heard things 
in it I never heard before. You never know what’s going to happen 
when you listen to music. All kinds of things can suddenly open up.” 

Charlie doesn’t feel, as some musicians do, that modern jazz and 
^classical music are becoming tooensembles from the man himself, 

on these sides than on any of 
the other Bunk recordings. His 
fine lyrical tone is well controlled
and more evident here. The men 
Bunk picked were Garvin, Bushell, 
clarinet; Ed Cuffee, trombone; 
Don Kirkpatrick, piano; Danny 
Barker, guitar; Wellman Braud, 
bass, and Alphonse Steele, drums.

The Tunes
He picked the following tunes 

to record, including standards and 
ragtime numbers that he was 
particularly fond of: The Enter
tainer, Chloe, The Minstrel Man, 
You’re Driving Me Crazy, Some
day, Till We Meet Again, That 
Teasin’ Rag, Out of Nowhere, 
Kinklets, Some of These Days, 
Hilarity Rag, and Marie Elena.

I believe the result is worthy 
of the attention of everyone in
terested in jazz and should be 
of worthwhile importance to all 
music students and fans.

HARRY 
JAMESj 

saps

KING trumpets 

are wonderful.
My preference is 
the new &Uper-20 
Symphony model 
dual-bore trumpet
with sterling silver 

bell - it has 
everything!" 

closely interrelated. “They’re dif
ferent ways of saying things 
musically, and don’t forget, clas
sical music has that long tra
dition. But in 50 or 75 years, the 
contributions of present-day jazz 
will be taken as seriously as clas
sical music. You wait and see.”

The Bird went on to talk about 
some of the men in contemporary 
jazz he especially admires. "As 
long as I live, I’ll appreciate the 
accomplishments of Thelonious 
Monk. And Bud Powell plays so 
much.

“As for Lennie Tristano, I’d 
like to go on record as saying I 
endorse his work in every par- 

he’s cold.ticular. They say
They’re wrong. *'
heart and it’s in his

He has a big 
hia music. Si>- 

viously, he also has tremen doua
technical ability and you know, 
he can play anywhere with any
body. He’s a tremendous musi
cian. I call him the great ac- 
climatizor.

“And I like Brubeck. He’s a 
perfectionist as I try to be. And 
I’m very moved by his altoist, 
Paul Desmond.”

Talk of perfectionism led Char
lie to ruminate about his records. 
“Every time I hear a record I’ve 
made, I hear all kinds of things 
I could improve on, things I 
should have done. There’s always 
so much more to be done in music. 
It’s so vast. And that’s why I’m 
always trying to develop, to find 
new and better ways of saying 
things musically."

And that is also why Charlie 
Parker has become so respected 
here and abroad as one of the 
focal figures in the evolutionary 
history of jazz.

Bobby Sherwood 
Gets Radio Show

New York — Bobby Sherwood, 
riding high since his addition to 
the regular cast of the Milton Berle 
TV show, has added a major daily 
radio show to his chores.

He’s now heard, both as a live 
performer and deejaying, over 
WJZ, local ABC outlet, every 
morning from 6:30 to 8:15 EST.

CONGA 
DRUMS 

30“ High 
Mate Ski» Head* 

to Red, Green, 
■lack ar Teltow 
USED BY MANY

HOLLYWOOD 
DRUMMERS

Lh« Price—S3*.00
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New Orleans Beginning To Challenge
rocking blues. (Okeh 6932.)

Î Chicago, Nashville As Waxing Center

sice

gen
The Diamond»

bni

tiOt
ingeniously combinedords

Down Beat' Predicts

the audience

JUKE'

LITTLE WALTER

“SAD HOURS”

(Backed With) MARIMBASSally Blair “MEAN OID WORLD”

INSTRUMENTS

CHECKER RECORD CO.

CHIMES

It’s well enough played and sung, 
but a little too hip for some cus-

yeUed for 
«witched to

Johnny Otis Find 
To Become A Hit

at Universal.
Cincinnati enjoyed a brief spell

tomrs 
798.)

this field. (Prestige

flabbergasted, 
— and Sally

at the organ accompany 
28509.)

in 
to i

GLOCKENSPIEL vibes

CHARLES BROWN may have 
another hit in the making with 
his nevi Aladdin slicing of Moon
rue and Evening Shadow». It’ll 
be reviewed in the next Beat.

Security
“I fee. more secure with the 

band; I’d like to stay with John-

Dixieland plus “Duchess" Betty- 
Owens and is due in for several 
sessions with the youngsters. An
other group the Basin Street Six, 
ha- been active for several years 
on Mercury.

Ideal Center

Joe Turner
A A A AS Still in Lore

♦ A* Baby. I Still W ant You
The dean of Kansas City blues 

shouters is still in form. He teams 
with Van (Pianc Man) Walls to 
make me of his strongest recent 
sides in Love, written by Brooklyn 
blues shouter Doc Pomus. The re
verse side, a 32-bar blues, is slight
ly less typical of Turner at his

GUARANTEED
CELESTETTE quauty

ny and the boys,” she says, "but 
I «.ant to study dramatics and 
get into musical comedy.”

There’s not a doubt in our mind 
that this former incubator baby, 
whose models are Grayson, Jane 
Powell, and Sarah Vaughan, will 
reach the heights she aspires to. 
Johnny Otis, who has an uncanny 
knack for spotting vocal talent, 
has really extended himself this 
time. Instead of picking up just 
another blues shouter, he's found 
himself a real winner, one for 
whom the sky should be the limit.

Later, in the dressing room, Sal
ly showed us that she ean sing the 
blues, too; and when she asked us 
to name any subject and ah< d sit 
at the piano and improvise lyrics 
and music on the topic suggested, 
we called her bluff and she ad 
libbed with amazing coherence.

st Saunders King
AAA* New SX. Blues (Pte. I & II)

Two-sided slow rocking blues, 
one side heavy on vocal and the 
reverse largely instrumental 
Kmgr little crew keeps a crisp 
beat, plays with more musicality 
than most r&b type bands. King’s 
voealiz.rg of familiar though com
mercially proven, lyrics is on the 
passable side. (RPM 375.)

B. B. King
AAAA* Story from My Heart and 

Soul
«A Boogie Woogie IT omen

King is one of the hottest r&b 
artists around, sh iuld rack up big 
aalee on Heart And Soul, a » iuI- 
fully shouted slow blues with a 
couple of good lyric punches 
Woman is fairly pedestrian race- 
bom* boogie. (RPM 374.)

By JOE DELANEY *
New Orleans, lung an important center for rhythm and 

blues recording activity, may develop as the next “Nash
ville,” with all companies, major or otherwise, cutting here. 
This conclusion is supported by the breaking down and

This group is nothing if not ver
satile. The first side is a lively 
jump vocal blues with a strong 
beat and a forceful tenor mar. 
The backing is an instrumental 
side in the mambo vein, somewhat 
weak on .ntonation. but you may 
still find it attractive. (Atlantic 
»79.)

Van (Piano Man) Walls 
AA-A-A After Midnight

♦ *» Blue Sender
Midnight is u slow busy piano 

blues in the Avery Parrish After 
Hour» tradition with the crisp me
tallic piano round that seems to 
go with this kind of performance. 
Tht other side is slightly faster, 
with a one-noie-typv tenor solo. 
(Atlantic 980.)

Poon 7 MS
Hi-Ye Stteer 
twins cover theme*Ives by

for the dates.
Red Foley and Eddy Arnold 

were prime factors in tne inevit
able movement to Nashville which 
followed. Both had many records 
which sold nearly as well in the 
predominantly pop record terri
tories as they did in the rural 
areai It should be a long time be
fore Nashville’s dominance in the 
country music field is challenged.

mt Sister Rosetta Tharpe- 
Marie Knight 

AAAA* Highway to Heeren
trirtra Pm Bound for Higher 

Ground

She’s still going to school—just 
took Thanksgiving week off to 
make the Apollo with Otis, who 
had known her since she was a 
kid, visiting backstage with her 
mother, when Johnny played the 
Royal in Baltimore. Raised in the 
latter city, she graduates from 
Douglass High School 'here Feb. 
1 and will join the band right

usual jump blues, shouting vocal, 
and wild alto by Don (Mount Ev
erest) Hill make this a strong aide 
for th< boys. Silver is a medium

Tiny Chick
There's very little about Sally 

that isn’t amazing. She’s a shape
ly and perfect picture of Lealth— 
yer when she was born (in New 
Orleans) she weighed 1 lb. 9 or. 
She has a sense of stage presence 
lacking in many veteran perform
ers; but this was her first appear
ance in a theater and she’s 18 
years o’d. She has the mixed ori
gin that her blonde hair anc love
ly features betoken. She talks her 
father’s language, Spanish, flaent-

Rudy Ferguson
*★ Baby, Baby, I Need You So 

AAAA Cool Goofin'
Teacho Wiltshire, who leads the 

combo, and Joel Turnero, who gets 
supervisor credit, provided Rudy 
with some odd material in which 
the titles of dozens of other rec-

New Orleans is the geographical 
center and ideal as a headquarters 
for recording activities. In fact, 
the Mardi Gras city is centrally 
located with respect to the entire 
country, accessible by plane easily 
from anywhere Top recording 
names are here regularly for one- 
niters as well as two to four-week 
stints at the Roosevelt, Jung, and 
Monteleoni hotels.

Most of the pop and some of the 
jazz has been cut at radio station 
WDSU, where engineer Louie 
Wachte: has developed to the point 
where he 13 king specifically re
quested. J & M Music, local retail 
outlet, is the scene for most r&b 
sessions, with a setup sufficient for 
+he less discriminating (technical
ly) tastes of the average r&b 
buyer.

Full scale recording activities 
would require the setting aside of 
one studio for just that purpose by 
WDSU or some other radio outlet; 
expansion and impro'.ement of the 
J & M facilities; and/or creation 
of a new stud. > designed for com- 
>m rcial recording purposes a la 
Putnam’s Chicago studios.

Twj swinging, contagious spirit
uals from Sister Tharpe and Miss 
Knight that start rocking from 
the first grooves and just don’t 
quit. High* ay gets the extra star 
because •'f better rapport between 
the girls, but they're both most in
fectious and convincing perform
smees. Listen to these.

— the recording spotlight when 
Decca’s Paul Cohen (and then 
practically everyone else) began 
making country records at the Her
zog studio. Tcp hillbilly names 
w-.uld trek from Nashville to Cincy

New York—When Johnny*' 
Otis introduced his new sing- I 
er, Sally Blair, to the Apollo I 
audience, everybody probably I 
expected another blues (teger. But I 
when Sally Blair leapt into a «emi- I 
operatic, full-blooded aoprano treat- I 
ment of Lore It Where You Find I 
It, done the way her favorite, Kath- I 
rm Grayson, might have done it, I

St Arnett Cobb
AA Linger Awhile 
A* LU Sonny

Still hovering between the Jazz 
and r&b fields, Irnett does Linger 
in the Lunceford tradition, with a 
half-whispered unison vocal. His 
pianist. George Rhodes, wrote the 
instrumental overleaf, a well- 
punched medium-rock blut.® with 
solos by baritone, drums and Ar
nett’s tenor. (Okeh 6928.)

Kelner Cried With Woody
MGM purchased and recently re

leased two rides by Woody Her
man accompanied by localité Leon 
Kelner and his Roosevelt Foun
tain lounge orchestra made for 
kicks while Woody was playing the 
Blue Room. Ont* side, Î Cried for 
You, has excited some favorable 
comment.

Dixieland music has long been 
the number one musical export of 
the Crescent city. Dave Dexter of 
Capitol was for a time the only 
active major rep, coming in several 
times a year to * ecord vet trum
peter Sharkey Bonano and his 
Kings of Dixieland. Last trip in, 
Dave signed term pacts and did 
four sides apiece i backed by Shar
key's crew) with Lizzie Miles, blues 
singer, coming back strongly as 
she approaches her 60th birthday, 
and Buglin’ Sam Dekemel, who 
plays a regulation army bugle 
when rot shouting his own lyric 
version of great jazz standards.

Okeh’s Danny Kessler signed a 
longterm agreement for Columbia 
subsid, Okeh. to record Frank and 
Fred Assunto and their Dukes of

WILLIE MASON’S 

“I DONT KNOW”

A«* (all, Baby, Call 
irir» A Beggar for Your Kusei

This vocal quartet, with vibes 
and rhythm, sr cuts the blues on 
Baby, a strangely fa&cmating jump 
aide. Beggar, although also listed 
as a quartet number, features a 
high solo male voice through r'ut 
in a ballad that you may find in
teresting. (Atlantic 981.)

The Tüter«
Ee-TU-Ye-Der 
La Cumbanehero

R & B To Morrow
Retail record sales and juke box 

activity today suggest that in 1953, 
pop artistr will be reco-ding more 
and more mateual which in previ
ous year would have beer confined 
olely to the rhythm and blues mar
ket. At present, RCA has had much 
succcs’ doing just that with the 
Buddy Morrow band. Buddy’s re - 
leased during 1952 covered many of 
the numbers which were top r&b 
sellers.

Eileen Barton, while hero at the 
Jung hotel Cotillion Room, covered 
two r&b tunes for the Coral label 
waxing Some Folk» Do and Easy, 
Easy Baby to the accompaniment 
of a mixed group of local musi-

ficial line which separated pop rec
ords from those slanted for the 
r&b field. Dissolution of the bar
rier between pop and country music 
has been an accomplished fact for 
several years now. The dual «ucceM 
enjoyed by Half At Much and Jam
balaya refutes any argument.

As early as 1949, visits to the 
N.O. dealers, operators, and disc 
jocks by record company reps con
stituted a postwar "first” in this 
respect.

Since then, each company has 
sent a national or territorial rep 
through the south at least three or 
four times a year. Music publish
ing house contact men have joined 
the parade and today, scarcely a 
week goes past without at least 
one music business figure of some 
import making the rounds.

Windy City Hit Men
During there four years, Chicago 

has developed as a recording cen
ter largely tljough the h it-produc- 
ing proclivities of one Bill Putnam, 
of Universal recording studios. 
Important figures who at times 
have worked with Bill include 
James Martin (manufacturer and 
distrib) and Dick (Bewitched) 
Bradley cf Tower records, now de
funct. Most recent effort ^f the 
Martin-Putnam combine is the cur
rent Nc. 1 best seller by Joni 
James, W>y Don’t You Believe 
Met In addition, most of the ma-

I Wuz Robbed,' 
Moans Moody

“I wish that whole thing had 
never happened!” James Moody 
said as he earn, off the itand 
after playing Moody Mcod for 
Love.

JeN-C*
AT ALL MUSIC STORES

RHYTHM & BLUES
Records in this section ore re

viewed and rated in terms of 
broad general appeal. If the* 
are of interest from the musical 
standpoint, they are marked 
with a sharp (#), or, if excep- 
tionallv interesting, a double 
•harp (##).

“Of course,” he continued, “it’s 
been great for us. Got the band 
a lot of publicity and everybody 
luiows us now. But it’s been * 
bug, too. You have to play it 
all the timt. And you know, I 
never got a dime out of that deal. 
When I made those records in 
Europe, I wasn’t making them 
for American distribution. Just 
for Europe. II • • • 1 i- •

H I
■' H I

small Gillespie
type band swung H
' ' ' * H I
" - ' ■ I

• • F" •! y’
I M- ' B B MF .
but he does th nk ¡R 
that it s a shame ,
he i-tai tod some • »oody 
thing which hat made money for 
everybody but him.

Although the tenor sax man 
has recently purchased a home in 
New Jersey and signed with Mer
cury, he -dans to return to Paris 
again. He has been very happy 
over there. “Yov can live like a 
man,” he says simply.

—Ralph J. Gleason
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By Annie Robs (to music by Wardell Gray) 
Reproduced by Permission of Prestige Music Co.
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Feather’s Nest
when the job has been done by a skilled creator and interpreter, com
bines the original ad lib excitement of the solo with the kick of hearing
it set to lyrics.

Disproves ■ Fallacy
Who Blows

By LEONARD FEATHER--------------------------
The Annie Ross record of Twisted on Prestige has caused 

more talk and tumult around Feather’s nest than any other 
performance since Dizzy Gillespie unleashed a provocative 
revelation aptly entitled Bebop some eight years ago.

This reflects considerable credit on Annie, for when you are a critic 
and have been listening for many years to every record of any im
portance that reaches the public, you find it increasingly hard to be 
impressed to this degree by anything. .

Twisted is worthy of examination from several points of view: mu- 
sicological, sociological, psychological. To make the examination clearer 
to you, and to show you how I knock myself out for this column, I’ve 
gone to the trouble of taking down the lyrics directly off the record. 
This was no cinch; Annie had to write so many long and complex lines, 
to follow the pattern of Wardell Gray’s original tenor solo, that even 
her excellent diction underwent a considerable strain.

Use» Moody Approach
As you probably know, Twisted uses the same technique originated 

by King Pleasure and employed by him for Moody Mood for Love, but 
it begins where the latter left off. As the first performance in this 
genre that is both expertly written and expertly performed, it shows 
that this new vocal offshoot of bop may be the most important new 
development in jazz since bop itself. For want of a better word let’s 
christen it Vocalese (from the French vocalise, a vocal exercise).

Vocalese is a direct descendant of bop singing (a la Oop Bop Sh’ 
Bam, Oo-Pa-Pa-Da, etc.), which in turn was a derivative of scat 
singing.

The story, probably apocryphal, about the origin of scat singing is 
that Louis Armstrong forgot the words while recording Heebie Jeebies 
in 1926 and lapsed into meaningless syllable-. Scat singing was brought 
to its highest peak by the late Leo Watson, who sang superbly witty 
solos as if his voice were a trombone. Unlike most of his contem
poraries, he mixed real words in the nonsense, and sometimes they 
had a crazy continuity in a James Joyceian way.

Scat singing, however, was completely ad lib. Thus it was possible 
to create with the human voice an equivalent of the ad lib jazz solo, 
but it was impossible, at the same time, to create continuous ad lib 
lyrical lines. In other words, you can’t make up a melody as you go 
along, and at the same time make up a story that rhymes, scans and 
make sense.

Vocalese has overcome this problem.
Vocalese takes a jazz solo already established through an improvisa

tion on records (in this instance, Wardell Gray’s record of Twisted, 
which was completely extemporaneous except for the opening and 
closing theme) and recreates this solo, adding lyrics to it. The result,

Among other accomplishments, Vocalese thus destroys the popular 
fallacy that jazz improvisation in general, and bop in particular have 
"no melody.” Far from having no melody, you can now point out, a bop 
solo has so much melody that it takes an exceptional talent to invent 
a word pattern that will follow its ingenious contours.

Annie Ross’ Twisted should make it clear to the most stubborn 
listener that whether they like it or not, it has infinitely more melody, 
say, than 1 Went to Your Wedding, even if your aunt can’t hum it. 
To perform it, you need more qualifications than most popular singers 
today possess: a range as broad as that of the tenor sax itself, a 
natural feeling for chord changes, surety of pitch, and a beat. Annie 
Ross has ’em all.

Lyrically, the story she unfolds here is a reflection of the neurotic 
times in which we live. To many, it will be offensive and depressing. 
The picture of the 3-year-old child swilling down the fifth of vodka, 
developing delusions of grandeur, rejecting double-decker busses be
cause there’s no driver on the top, and winding up on an analyst’s 
couch explaining that she has two heads, is not a pretty one, any more 
than a Miles Davis solo is "pretty” by any generally accepted standard. 
It is, however, a perfect lyrical parallel to the sordid subworld from 
which so much of bop derives.

A close relative of mine who listened to Twisted went through three 
phases with it. First she was indifferent; then morbidly fascinated; 
then, because I played it so much around the house and discussed it 
with every guest, she became bored. But she still finds herself humming 
it all day long.

A Valuable Work
Sure, Twisted is depressing if you become too subjective about it, 

if you start worrying whether Annie Ross is really that kind of a girl. 
But there have been great painters who lived in squalor and painted 
scenes of squalor; great writers like Henry Miller whose life, as de
picted in his writing, we would not dream of emulating, hut whose 
prose moves us with its starkness. Personally, I know nothing about 
Annie Ross, except that I have been told she helps old ladies across 
the street and believes in milk for babies; but whatever her personal 
standards, I think she has created a social and musical document of 
true value.

Will Vocalese be abused to death, just as the endless repetition of 
bop clichés did bop so much harm? I doubt it; for there are not many 
Annie Rosses around, and it takes so much time, patience and resource
fulness to create even one of these performances that it seems im
probable the market will be flooded with them.

I certainly hope not, for at the moment Twisted is a unique record, 
representing an idea too good to be driven into the ground through 
overwork. And I am deeply indebted to Miss Ross’ two attractive heads 
for providing me with food for so much honest contemplation.

There?

Buddy Freed, pia

GENE KRUPA'S ORK (Mereury, 12/9/52). 
Trumpet#— Bernie Glow, Steve Lipkina, ChHe 
Griffin, and Charlie Shavereg trombonoo11 ■ 
Bobby Byrne, Kal Winding, Jaek SattorSold» 
and Chuck Evans) roedo—Toots Mondello» 
Lonnio Hambro, Stew io MeKay, Stitt Frag*» 
son, Al Howard, and Bennie Rosai a string 
section । rhythm—Doe Goldborg and Goorgn

(13/10/52.)
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My analyst told me 
That I was right out of my head 
The way he described it 
He said I’d be better dead 
Than ’live
I never listened to his jive 
I knew all along that he was all wrong 
And I knew that he thought
I was crazy—but I'm not, oh no ...

My analyst told me
That I was right out of my head 
He said I need treatment 
But I’m not that easily led 
He said
I was the type that was most inclined 
When out of his sight to be out of my mind 
And he thought I was nuts 
No more ifs or and or buts, oh no ...

They say as a child 
I appeared a little bit wild 
With all my crazy ideas 
But I knew what was happening 
I knew I was a genius 
W hat’s so strange if you know 
That you're a wizard at three 
I knew that this was meant for me

I heard little children were supposed to sleep tight 
That's why I drank a fifth of vodka one night 
My parents got frantic, didn’t know what to do 
But I saw some crazy scenes before I came to 
Now do you think I was crazy?
I may have been only three but I was swingin’

They all laughed at A. Graham Bell 
They all laughed at Edison and also at Einstein 
So why should I be sorry 
If they just couldn’t understand 
The reasoning and the logic that went in my head 
I had a brain, it was insane, 
So it just let them laugh at me 
When I refused to ride 
On all those double decker busses 
Just because there was no driver on the top, 
(REPEAT FIRST VERSE; THEN AS FOLLOWS.) 
My analyst told me 
That I was right out of my head 
But I said “Dear Doctor, 
I think that it’s you instead 
’Cause I have got a brain that’s unique and new 
It proves that I’ll have the last laugh on you 
‘Cause instead of one head ... huh, huh, I got two 
And you know two heads are bettor than one!"

TAMARA HAYE9 and JACKIE FARM 
witb RALPH BURNS* ORK 
11/18/52). Bornie Glow and Stai

Li/oUm«

MACHITO'S ORK (Columbia, 11/13/8». 
■um pa to Marlo Baux a, Bobby Woodlla» 
luquita Davila, and Ed Medina « tro» 
>w Fred Zito, Yorn Frlley, and Ed*

> t Bob Redrinnea,

SAUTER-FINEGAN ORCH. featuring JOB

Nichole (aoloa), Joe Ferrai kt nn

REINHOLD SVENSSON QUINTET (Swad- 
* Metronome, tn be releaaed en Pi 
S.A.. 9/19/52). Reinbold Svmmo

BENGT II ALLBeRG HUO (SweMl M«.
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Fifteen Years On The Road, Or What 
I Know About Women, By Chubby
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the girl singer as almost their own 
little kid sister. They disallow pro
miscuity on her part—she never 
rediy gets a chance U> meet a 
fellow outside the band—she just 
can’t go out with any Tom, Dick 
cr Hymiel Can you imagine any 
pretty girl like that Bitting in a 
drugstore sipping a chocolate soda 
alone, or enduring tha entertain
ment of a phone call from a tired 
publisher looking for her to do his 
hit parade tune?

Ah! but let’s look further into 
this scene—comes the time when 
she can no longer endure this 
chastity and surveillance . . . She

Fanta 
who 1 
beck 
Gsrnt 
latter

artisti 
field, . 
at the

Holl} wood—Abb« Lane, singer 
with the Xavier Cugat band and 
Mrs. Cugat in private life, has 
been signed to a term contract by 
Universal-International Pictures 
She’ll make her screen debut in 
a non-musical role opposite Glenn 
Ford in Wings of the Hawk, start
ing in February.

Cugat, currently on tour, has 
not announced a replacement.

Imp« 
pria

calmly, but with deadly accuracy, 
looks the band over, and nine 
times out of ten comes up with a 
gem. We’ll say, for argument's 
rake, a little trumpet player who 
doesn’t know why he is in the 
band, or why he is on the road, 
or just why, period!

D. How 'bout the wife who 
tlunxs her husband is flirting with 
all the “Mollies” in the audience, 
and eats him out about it every 
five minutes. Most of this clan 
despis»* the poor girl singer! First
ly all of them think they can sing 
treater secondly they don’t like 
the hair-do, makeup, the attire or 
anything that goes 'vith the a tup 
because. frankly, they’re not the 
ones involved in that glamour de
partment.

The get-together of all these 
type wives is something to behold.

Of course, the mother influence 
is always the nicest! Seems like 
the word mother holds such a gi 
gantie tenderness and understand
ing for the boy musicians. Any
body’s mother represents their own 
home immediately!

And then we come to the poor 
girl singer two words describe her 
det per feelings—lonely and ftark! 
The unwritten law within bands 
brings forth a platform of conven
tion as far as tne gal is concerned.

Aha! Let’s turn now to the 
wives spelled with a small w. 
When these little chickens have 
faults, they roach into unsur- 
mountable limitless height» that

pleatun:. They can upset the struc
ture of a band in less time than 
it takes one to whisper “Good 
evening. Miss Fleischman, how 
an* you?” Permit me to list n few 
little cutie-pies that this particu
lar jezebel attempts to motivate.

A The chick whose best buddy 
in the band may become her next 
husband in another band. She 
screams, “I love my husband des
perately, but gosh, ain’t that other 
guy the cutest? Oh yeh, I did love 
my husband desperately, but that’s 
life”—Hee I Hee!

B. The little know-it-all who is 
always present romr wlin ly— 
the type who puts everybody down 
but her husband, and also makes 
inquiries or statements to the lead
er, things her own husband is 
afraid to say.

C. The 'lil darlin’ that casually 
sits in an improvised office on a 
one-night stand reading a news
paper or magazine, while the man
ager is paying the boys their week
ly salaries. In this way, she can 
find out what everybody makes.

More guys have quit bands be
cause their wives have told them 
that so-and-so in the brass section 
makes more money than you might 
believe.

THE PROMENADE: Versatile 
deejay Bob Watson of WSB, At
lanta, is coming into the hillbilly 
fold by airing a show t-ich Friday 
night programmed entirely with 
western and folk hits . . . Larry 
Gre»r,«, hillbilly record collector m 
Philadelphia, dropped me a note to 
say that he’s happy to kr.w that 
not all of Hank Williams’ songs 
are “lonesome sjur.ding.” I’d say 
judging from the theme of Jam 
balaya and the public’s enthusias
tic reception of it, Hank may find 
that there’s more gold in the glad 
songs than in the sad songs.

tonio’s The Barn, has had some 
topnotch talent there recently. 
Johnny and Jack and Ray Price to 
name a couple . . Pretty Kitty
Wells, who popularized It Wasn’t 
God Who Made Honky Tank An
gels sings in her own church choir

No wonder Carl Smith sings with 
such sincerity when hi sings Out 
Honeymoon Carl recently married 
talented June Carter ... Congratu
latici g to Arthur (Guitar) Smith 
and the Cracker Jacks on their 
new five-time a-week radio show 
for Proctor and Gamble . . . Reed 
Harper, Capitol records’ sacred 
artist, went to Holl} wood recently 
to record a h ng which will be a 
part of the Billy Graham album 
on his picture, Oil Town USA. 
RCA Victor is putting the album 
out.

Piano, TMchor’i Normal Coursa 
Piano, Student : Course 
Public irhoo: Mus—Beginner s 
Public Scheel Mus.—Supervisor i 
Advanced Composition 
Eer Treinlng A Sight Singing

defiantly, “Well! Some chicks like 
ball players and whatcha want 
from me?” like. They excite tha 
lads and incite the wives—ya* nev
er know what doe hnppr» to some 
of our married boys with these 
babies. The little c uties don’t mean 
any harm, and all ia fun in fun 
anyway!

Then there's also the femme that 
follows you from town to town, 
madly in love they avow! fighting 
like all get-out to join the sorority 
of the band. They hang out with 
the married girls and imitate the 
sureness that the ring-on-the-fin- 
ger one« possess.

Oh yeh! then there’s the Style 
that goes for the instrument, not 
the guy! Week after week they 
visit their favorite ballroom and 
just stare at the chap that's man
ipulating, let’s say, the bass vio-

Dlck
PIMI

Hollywood—Jimmv Wakely is 
launching a new CB1* show from 
here and using a different gim 
■nick. Along with playing rec
ords, he’s using disc jockeys as 
guests. A new twist.

Some of those “lickin’ good” eatin’ 
recipes he gives out with gourd 
mighty fine. And judging from the 
kind of food that Ernie T< ves well, 
I reckon he’s just as plain as you 
and me and the next door neighbor. 
Being a top western star doesn’t 
keep you from having a notion you

Type
Last and least, th«* type female 

that is usually terribly frowned 
upon by the more secure women in 
the bai d is the band chaser, who 
is positively hooked on band chas
ing.

One is the local pretty that 
usually has a steady musician boy
friend—some sax or piano player, 
but never misses when a name

Friendly
Everybody who has ewr worked 

with Tenr “ssre Ernie— Kay Starr, 
Helen O’Connell, all the big stars 
—say that just as soon as you 
abak< Ernie’s 1 -nd you like him 
He has recorded many hit songs 
with these gals, but he does all 
right by himself, too. Look at the 
hits he’s had when he sings alone— 
Mule Train. Cry of the Wild Goose, 
Shotgun Boogie, and Blackberry 
Boogie just to name a few.

Don’t have to tell you what state 
he comes from. But maybe you 
didn’t know that his real name is 
Ernie Ford and he was born in 
Bristol, Tenn., Feb. 13, 1919. Be
fore b»-oming a well-known folk 
■ing* r he was a leading disc jockey. 
He likes to collect records and his 
hobbies are horses, hunting, and 
fishing.

Personally the gals just say, 
Tennesse» Ernie is 6 feet tall, 
weighs 180 pounds, has brown 
ere* and black hair, and who cares 
if he can sing anyway, he looks 
awful party.”

In Secaucus N. J., Shorty War
ren has opened a new place called 
Shorty Warren’s Copa club . . . 
Charlie Walker, owner of San An-

By Chubby Jackson 1
Have you ever wondered what 

makes our little trumpet players 
or the wildman drummer boy 
tick? Well! it’s one of four things 
—all of them a woman. I’ll list 
them for you—the wife, the moth
er, the girl band vocalist, and the 
band chafer. There the} are- put 
together, they all s cell mother. 
Let’s back-track a little bit and 
take the scene apart. We will dwell 
on each character, but let’s begin 
with the band wife!

As in everything else, they ex
ert good and les» good influences. 
Let’s even break this down and 
list all the little niceties that the 
not-so-fair sex possesses.

The greatest thing, perhaps, of 
the wives’ presence in a band is 
that it establishes a real family 
thought. All the world loves lovers 
—more so musicians! Little chil
dren dashing hither and thither 
make each individual musician feel 
like he’s an uncle to something. 
At times he recognizes ir another’s 
wife a sister or a female relative 
t sort. Intuitive re spect, let’s call 

it—the guys completely watch 
themselves—less cuss words—less 
scene of negative natures! When 
a long trip could be terribly line- 
some, the right woman lends a 
much needed compatibility to the 
musician male animal I for one. 
prescribe it one thousand per cent!
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glue-like affinity.
They’ll go to all lengths to help 

one another < ut. These little meet
ings practically run the band. 
They seem to knou where the band 
is going before the boys do.

In the category of musicians’ 
wives, good or bad, we must men
tion the attitude of the leaders’ 
wife. Hers is an easy proposition 
—affix a charming amile for those 
her husband has told her to be 
charming to, and coolly naive oth
erwise. Always one thing to re
member—ever from a non-sober 
point of view: The musician can
not voice his opinion of the leader 
to the leader’s wife if he wishes 
to remain with that leader for any 
length of time.
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Tennessee Ernie and Helen O'Connell at a recent recording session 
foe Capitol.

Some folks are just crazy about cornbread and butterbeans. 
I’m like that. I always pass my plate for a second helping. 
But I tell you this, if I had to choose what I like best of all 
I’d say, “Believe I’ll just take Tennessee Ernie if you don’t 
mind!”

Like I said about cornbread and butterbeans, from what

Them That Has Cets!
In her own coy little manner she 

makes him go for her and that’s 
usually the 1 «’ginning of the fin
ish. She’s fired, he quits! He’s 
fired, she quits! Or she might 
cl nnge her luck and go for a 
stumping, honking tenor player, 
who holds his horn like Stan Getz! 
A usually modest bandleader takes 
iust so much of this routine, then 

r has to become n combination 
high school principal — worried 
daddy type. Everybody concerned 
hau a good cry-spell, then on to 
the next gig!

On the other hand, the gal may 
successfully get married to a rich 
man, the hoy next door, or the 
above-mentioned musician. Funny 
—they never really leave the music 
business. Seem-i like every now and 
then a married hen pops up like 
a good penny. Then again, she 
may be so talented, that she earns 
so much bread that she ia in a 
position to have anything she may 
want!

harmon Pro-Fibe

no. 1 mute with th 
no. 1 bands . . .
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Bassist Crotty 
I Rejoins Brubeck

San Francisco — Bassist Ron
Crotty, who has been in the army 
the last two years, has rejoined 
the Dave Brubeck quartet. Crotty, 
Brubeck’s original bassist, re- 
Sined the group Dec. 22 in Pitts- 

irgh, according to Soi Weiss of 
records. Bull Ruther,
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Ballroom News—Pianistici DOWN BEAT 19

Jennings Quits Davis
New York - - Guitarist Bill Jen

nings has left the Wild Bill Davis 
trio to fotm a group of his own. 
Floyd Smith, remembered for his 
work with Andy Kirk, took his 
place.

Wallington One Of Initial 
Pianists In BopMovement

By SHARON A. PEASE
George Wallington, accomplished pianist* composer, and 

arranger, has been closely associated with the progressive jazz 
movement since the mid-’ U)s when this new phase of American
music was being nurtured in New York’s Harlem and along 
52nd St. In fact, George was the«    ..--------- ;—r----------- .
pianist with Disay Gillespie'» first 
bop bend at the Onyx club in 
1944.

During that period, the pianists’ 
most important contributions to 
the new idiom were harmonic al
terations of basic sequential pat
terns and standard forma—that is, 
changing the usual harmonic struc
ture and chordal sequence so as to

The ink had hardly dried on the first Off the Floor column 
when Ray Pearl was on hand to set forth his ideas on how a 
revival of a dancing America could be accomplished. And Ray 
was speaking from his long experience as a bandleader, first 
while still a student, later as one of the few outspoken pro-
ponents of the idea that orchestras who specialized in playing
large hotel rooms and ballrooms>

cot concerts. .
Ray, who while still a high 

Khool student foimed his own 
band then talked his Johnstown, 
Pa., school principal into organ
izing dancing classes during the 
lunch hours, said he has found 
that promotion to get the public 
into ballrooms is only a small part 
of the overall job which must be 
done. Once the public i» inside the 
door, they must be entertained— 
that is, given the type of music 
they came to bear, and dance to.

The “Musical Gems” maestro 
practice* exactly what he preaches 
and is in constant demai.d through 
the midwest and south by ball
rooms and the larger hotels.

Chicago dancers will get a new 
type of dance temple next week 
when Bill Bailey, one of the major 
artists in the country and western 
field, starts his "Western Frolics” 
at the Ashland auditorium in that 
city.

Bailey hah set up an extensive 
promotion with local radio and 
television stations to publicize his 
dances, which will be a mixture of 
bam dancing and straight pop

Old American Barn Dance and 
other video heries, already has the 
standing room only sign out for 
his first promotion, which will get 
45-minutes of TV time for mid
western viewers.
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Wallington’-« impel taut contribu

tions have reflect«"! hib innate cre
ative ability and this inherent 
talent has since enabled him to 
establish himself as an outstand
ing composer in the progressive 
field. Lemon Drop and Godchild 
are among his best known works.

Wallington (whose real name is 
Figlia) was born in Palermo, on 
the island of Sicily, in 1924. A 
y«ar later he sailed, with his par
ents, to New York where his fa
ther, Peter Figlia, enjoyed a suc
cessful career as an opera singer. 
George’s father was his first tutor, 
started him on solfeggio and en
couraged his early musical train
ing which was devoted entirely to 
the classics.

George says, “I wasn’t too much 
impressed with jazz until I heard 
Lester Young. He was saying 
something musically that I really 
appreciated. From then on I be 
came un enthusiastic progressive.” 
George quit school when 15 and 
began working in Greenwich Vil-

lage clubs.
About this time he acquired the 

name Wallington. He ««plains, 
"The kids in the neighborhood 
hung that one on me. I liked to 
to wear flashy clothes and they 
kidded me with, ‘Hey, look at Wal
lington.* The name stuck so I de
cided to use it professionally.”

While working in the Village, 
Wallington met Dizzy Gillespie 
and sat in with his group. Diz 
liked his work and hired him 
for the previously-mentioned Onyx 
club engagement. After leaving 
Gillespie, eight months later, 
George worked with groups headed 
by Joe Marsala, Charlie Parker, 
Allen Eager, Georgie Auld, Red 
Rodney, and Kai Winding

Chubby Jackson was also in the 
Eager group and became familiar 
with George’s original Lemon 
Drop. Later when Jackson took 
a group to Sweden he recorded 
the number for the Cupol label. 
Eventually this rendition was re
leased in the States on Rainbow.

Then Woody Herman recorded 
it for Capitol and Gene Krupa 
for Columbia. Three recordings 
were also made of Godchild— Miles 
Davis (Capitol); Chubby Jackson 
(Columbia); Kai Winding (Roost).

Recently George has worked 
with his own trir at various New 
York niteries. He plans to con
tinue playing and writing and at 
the same time maintain an am
bitious study and practice schedule.

Wallington records regularly for 
the Progressive label and a recent 
release (Progressive LP 3001) fea
tures five of his original compo- 
-itions together with three stand
ards. The accompanying style ex-

ample is from one of the originals. 
Hyacinth. Section A is the four- 
measure introduction. Section BCE 
is the principal theme which, when 
rombined with section D (the 
bridge), forma a transcript of the 
final chonis, as recorded.

The introduction, even though 
only four measures in length, is 
a rhythmic model for the pur
posely disturbed pulsation that 
characterize« the chorus. Because 
the jumpy delayed contrasting ac
centuations of this idiom are be
yond the means of our standard 
notation system, it is certainly an 
advantage if not a necessity tn 
hear the recordings of medium and 
slow tempo bop in order to accu
rately copy the elusive beats and 
dynamic contrasts.

This advice is especially true <rf 
Wallington’s work because his eon- 
scious effort to create new sounds 
through harmonic melodic atonali- 
ty, dissonance, and chromatic voic
ing, seems to depend upon the 
pulse accent formula as the means 
f conveying his serie is but elu

sive moods. George and his fellow 
advocates of progressive music 
have earned the respect of all 
serious musicians.

Wallington is a capable well- 
trained performer who seriously 
believe« that this idiom satisfies 
an emotional need of our modern 
world. The impelling urge that 
drives this young artist through 
hard work and study is not fame 
and fortune but rather a desire 
to fulfill this need.

•hetdd be «ent le hi* stadi««, Sait«

George Wallington's Solo On 'Hyacinth'
® Medium Tempo

Tiny Hill, one of the dancers' 
favorite bands, will take time off 
from his regular tour next Spring 
in order to play a featured role 
in the Pine-Thomas Paramount 
picture, Sangaree. . . . Benny 
Strong apparently has hit the 
jackpot with his video shots from 
the Trianon in I «us Angeles, just 
as Lawrence Welk did from the 
neighboring Aragon . . . Ben Lec- 
jar, operator of the Melody Mill 
Ballroom in Willow Springs, Ill., 
was the first to recognize Ralph 
Marterie and his band as a poten
tial winner, and ba« been reaping 
the harvest ever since. Ben, be
cause of his faith in the orchestra, 
and because of the tremendous re
sponse to Marterie’s appearance 
from the public, asked for and got 
the band for the lush Christmas- 
New Year j<eriod just past.

©©©
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l Birdland) NYC, 1/22-2/15,Gaillurd, Slim
G ubs Musical Notes, Ralph (Lotus Club)

( Blue Note) Chicago

Combos Coni

Club)( Detroit Athletic

Barduhn, Art (The Grove) Seattle, Wash.

(Copacabana) NYC, nc McClure. Ill.(Colony Club)Ranch, Harry

(On Tour) GAC
Koh Quartet, Ronnie (On Tour)Reinolds Tommy lb «eland

(Statler) Washington. D. C-,Ka*e, Sammy
Garden) Lawrenceville,

(Palladium) Hollywood, 1/6-
( Hollanden ) Cleveland.

Spivak, Charlie (Stotler) NYC, Out 1/10,

(Shamrock) Houston.

(On Tour) MCA

Long. Johnny GAC(On Tour)
Thornhill Claude (On Tour) MCA Dixieland Ragpickers (Vagabond) Miami.

Dominoes (On Tour) ABC

Napoleon, Andy (Pastor’s) NYC, lie
Chi-

Leading
Disc Jockeys

agree

Down Beat

invaluable

McCoy, Clyde
McIntyre, Hal

(On Tour)
>On Tour)

Morgan, Ruse (On Tour) WA 
Morrow, 1'uddy (Statler) Buffalo, 1/20-2/2,

Carroll, Bart nr < Embers) NYC, nc 
Cawley. Bob (Town House) Tulsa. Okla.,

Wald, Jeny (On Tour) GAC
Waples Buddy (Saginaw Recreation 

ter) Saginaw, Mich., nc
Watkins (Statler' Cleveland b 
Weems Te (On Tour) MCA 
Williams. Griff (Edgewater Beach)

Greut Falls. Mont., nc 
Groner Trio, Duke (Pershing) Chicago, cl

Reed, Tommy 
1/28, h

Garber Jan ¡Roosevelt New Orleans, h
George Chuck (Stork Club) Shreveport, 

La.. 1'12-2/28, n-
Gillesc it D’sxy (Snookies! NYC, Out 1/25,

James, Harry (Aml_jsador) Los Angeles, 
Out 1/19, h

Jerome, Henry <Eoison) NYC. b
Johnson, Buddy (Savoy! NYC. In 1/17, b
Jones, Spike (On Tour) MCA

King. HenT 
Out 2/2, b 

King. Wayne

Dee Trio. Johnny (Hour Glass) Newark. 
N. J., ne 

De Paris Brothers (Jimmy Ryan’s) NYC,

(Mayflower) Washington.

Baker Band, Danny (Jimmy Ryan’s) 
NYC, nc

Betty & Jim Duo (Pere Marquette) Peoria.

Elliott. Don (Blue Note) Philadelphia. 
1/19-24 ne

Leighton. Johnny 
O. Out V30, h

(Trianon) South Gate.

Ink Spots (Don Carlos) Winnipeg. Can
ada, 1/19-24, nc

Izzo Chris (Ford Pla-a) St. Louis, Mo„ el

Spanier, Muggsy (Colonial Tavern) Tor
onto. 1/12-24. ne

Still. Jack (Champ Shorehouse) Bridge
port, Conn., r

(On Tour) GAC (Clar
s. In 1/28. b
(The Club) Birmingham

Dante Trio (Neptune Room) Washington. 
D. C.. Out 4/3

Da fis Trio. Bill 'Colonial) Toronto, 1/26-

MCA 
GAC

R'?h, Buddy (Capitol) Washington. D. C. 
Out 1/30, nc

Rudv, Ernie (On Tour) GAC

Adams. Jig (Dixieland) Corpus Christi,

Out 2/20, ec
La Salle. Dick (Plaza) NYC. h 
Lcw.s, Ted (Of Tour) MCA 
Lombardo, Guy (Rpf-veit) NYC, h

Birmingham, Ala., nt 
Gordon, Ro> roe <On Tour) SAC

Four Brothers (Phwa*ki Legion Post) 
Buffalo, N. Y„ ne

Clovers (On Tour) SAC
Colella Quintette, Stan (Green A tree) Au

burn, N. Y„ ne
< oleman Trio, Sy (Cafe Society) NYC, no
Conte, Al (Sheraton) St. Louis, Mo., h

Fields, Snep lOn Tour) MCA
Fifer. Jerry (Madura Danceland) Whiting 

Ind., b
Flia Jack (On Tour) MCA
FItspatriek, Eddie < Mapes) Reno, Nev., h
Flanigan, Ralpb (On Tour) GAC
F w*~ Chuck (Rice, Houston, Tex. Out 

2/3, h: (Arsg-n' Chicago, 2/10-4/5, b
Foster, Sidney (Elbow Beach Surf) Paget, 

Bermuda, h

Ind., Out 1/31

Ferguson, Danny (Commodore Perry) To
ledo, O Out 1/81/58. h

Fields, Herbie iSnookiee. NYC, 1'26-2/8.

Jncksnn, Bull Moose (Showboat) Philadel
phia, In 1/26, nc

Jackson, Dewey (Playdium Centerfield) 
East St louis III., cl

Jtckfin Quartette, Milt (Le Downbeat) 
NYC, Out 1/15, ne

Tamai, Ahmad (On Tour) ABC
Jame , George (Chez Ziti) NYC, ne

Kenton. Stan 
2/2. b

Kern, Jack

Beneke. Tex (On T ”'r) MCA 
Both'« Russ ¡Paradise) Chicago, k 
Braudwjnne, Nat (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC.

Ammons. Gene (Apollo) NYC, In 1/28, t 
Anthony Al (On Tour) MCA
Armstrong, louis (Seville! Montreal. 1/29 

2/4, t

Strung, Benny 
Calif., b

Sudy, Joseph 
D. C„ h

Sullivan, John 
Tex ne

Blue Note Trio (Leightons Half Way 
House I Elmsford, N. Y.

Brubeck, Dave (Blue Note) Chtcagt Out 
1/15 ne; (Birdland) NYC. 1/16-2/8. nc

Hines Trio, Freddie (Roee) Grand Rapids, 
Mich., h

Holiun« Joe (Apollo) NYC t
Hope, Lynn 'Glenron’s) Cleveland. LIB-24.

Dorsey Jimm»- 
idge) Mempb

Drake, Charles 
Ala.

Durso. Michael

M irterie Ralph (Casa Loma) St 
M o 1/18-19, b: • On Tour) GAC 

Masters Fránjele (Conrad Hilton) 
cago, h

Mr y, Billy (On Tour) GAC 
Monroe. Vaughn (On Tour) WA

Detroit. Out 2/14
Herman, Wood; (On Tour' GAC
Hill, Tiny (On Tour) ABC
Howard. Eddy (Aragon) Chicago, Out 

1/25 b
Hudson, Dean (Statler) Buffalo, Out 1/18

McGuire, Betty (Old Heidelberg) Chicago, 
Out 1/24: (Prince George) Toronto, In 
1/26 h

McPartland, Jimmy (Terrast’s) NYC ne 
McPartland, Marian (Hickory House) NYC,

Palmer, Jimmy (Peabody) Memphis, Tenn.
Out 2/6. b

Pastor, T ny (Stat'. ) NYC. 1/12-25, h
Prims Louis (Chubby’s) Camden N J.

2/2-8, nc- (Statler) NYC, 2/9-S/7, h

Hs-rison Cass (El lanama) Republic of
Panama, Out 4/1, h

Hawkins. Coleman-Roy Eldridge (Times
Square) Rochester. 1/18-24 nc 

nawkins Erskine (On Tour) MG 
Hayes, Carlton (Desert Inn) Irs Vegas,

Oabot, Chuck (On Tour) GAC
Caceres, Emilio (Mi Cafetal) San Antonio.

Tex, nc
Carie Frankie (Stotler) Loe Angeles, Out 

2/18. h
Cbeste’-. Bob (Van Cleve) Day ton O., h 
Clifford. Fill .Fairmont' San Fra’-ciseo, h 
Crest. Dick (Palomar Gardens) San Jose,

Calif.. 1/10-4/11, nc
Cugat. Xavier (Last Frontier) Ian Vegas.

Out 1/19. (Tan Pacific Aud.) Loe An
geles. 1/30-2'8

Cummins, Bernie (On Tour' GAC

O Neal, Bidie (Statler) Lor Angeles Out 
1/24, b

Overend, Al (The Flame) Phoenix, Aris.,

you 
com! 
basii

Harbin Trio, Lee (Walt's Rest) La Crosse 
Wis.

Harris. Aee (Malayan Lounge) Miami 
Biacb, 18-2/2, nr

Herman, Lenny Warwick) Philadelphia, b 
H -"i»nod Trio, Eddy (Embers) NYC, 1/5-

Neighbors, Pnul (Chase) St. Louie, Mo. 
1/16-29, h
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Masters Dn un-Alres, Viek (Flamingo) 
San Bernadino. Calif., nc

Melba, Stanley (Pierre) NYC. h
Meye’ Ricky (Famou- Tap) Chicago, ne
Mid-Knlghtors (Claryville Inn) Claryville. 

Md., nc
Morriü, Jov (Or Tour) SAC
Morrison, Charlie (Melody Inn) Harris

burg, Pa., nc
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The Blindfold Test By Leonard Feather
:-2/26
Club) Basie Kill Kilgallen

Anyone who has ever watched M hat's Mg 
Lint must know that Mrs. Richard Kollmar 
(Dorothy Kilgallen) has one of the sharpest 
minds in television. Having heard through 
mutual friends that her wit was no less acute 
when applied to music, I set up a blindfold 
interview.

The columnist-panelist didn’t disappoint. 
Confronted with a broad assortment of musi
cians, she responded with obviously keen in
terest to every item. As usual, no information 
whatever was given about the records played, 
either before or during the test.

Th* Records
I. Billy May. High Noon (Capitol).

I must say that's a great improvement. 
Did you happen to know that I loulhe 
thal song? Not hearing the lyrics wa« such 
an improvement and the band had a 
nice solid heat. I hate those corny lyrics 

much thal I wouldn't go to see the 
picture! Ind the score of High Noon was 
written by someone 1 really reaped— 
Dimitri Tiomkin.

I was told that they integrated it sell 
into the picture and it was fairly painless; 
but I just can't stand hillbilly and cowboy 
■ongs. If this record were the first time 
I'd heard this tune I’d like it very much, 
but I can't disassociate it from those ly
rics. So whoever this is, it’s not his fault 
that 1 can hear them in my head even 
while I listen to this instrumental version. 
I'll give it three.

2. Frankie Laine. I'm Just A Poor Bachelor 
(Columbia).
You’re just out to ruin me, Leonard! I told 

you I don’t like hillbilly songs—and now this 
combination of a drinking song, which is 
basically a silly form, and a hillbilly song, is 
incredible! This is so depressing, don't you 
think—well, I shouldn’t ask you because 
you’re not being interviewed; but to me that 
wail, that undercurrent—I just can’t bear 
listening to it. Who is it? It’s somebody I 
don’t like, but I can’t place the voice. Is it

lumbia).
Now that 1 liked More my type, shall 

we say? I like the way it was played, and 
it had n greal deal of mood; a lovely 
melodic quality . . . with that very excit
ing interruption. I would give it next lo 
the highest—four stars—and if it’s part 
of u longer work I'd like to hear the rest 
-ome time!

4. Dave Brubeck. How High The Moon (Fan
tasy).

Oh, that’s wonderful! Whoever that is, I’d 
like to get that record. He’s obviously a mod
ern pianist, but what he did there in his pro
gressions reminds me of a Scarlatti Toccata, 
especially toward the end; he became very 
17th or 18th Century. Could that be Dave 
Brubeck? Gee, I just love him! I heard him 
down at Birdland and thought he was great. 
You know, sometimes when a modern pianist 

pop tune and does a lot of departures 
, they seem forced and artificial. But 

he does it, you forget that isn’t the 
composer really wrote it. He elabor- 
the theme without destroying. Five

takes a ] 
from it, 
the way 
way the 
ates on 
stars!
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Next Blindfoldee: Illinois Jacquet
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“HE GIRL 
WITHOUT A NAME 

I From The Hit Broadway Show—

f
Dorothy Kilgallen

5. Mindy Carson. Barrels & Barrels Ot Roses 
(Columbia). Comp. Bob Merrill.

Where did you get that? Il might 
make a good football song for some »mull 
college. It lias a nice march tempo . . . 
but those lyrics! It’s not exactly io 
the lyrical standard to which I wish most 
composer* of popular songs would aspire. 
It's just not subtle or beautiful or pretty 
or i unity. it's just irritating to me. I'd 
give thill one star, grudgingly.

6. Count Basie. Paradise Squat (Mercury).
That’s foi me! If that isn’t Wild Bill Davis, 

then there are two of them! He was rocking 
—the only one who can make an organ sound 
like Count Basie. It’s wild, wonderful and 
exciting—this is the only way 1 like organ 
music except in church. I have an absolute 
phobia about orga" music on weekdays. It 
depresses me terribly—if I’m sitting at my 
typewriter and organ music conies on the 
radio, I have to turn it off—it’s like somebody 
walking over my grave. Even at the Para 
mount I can’t stand it, when the man plays 
the bouncing ball tunes. But this has such a 
wonderful beat—you wouldn’t think an organ 
capable of tha> kind of rhythm, and that 
bigness like the Count Basie band. Give it five.

Rodzinski-Columbia Symphony. Tchaikov
sky: Waltz (from Serenade For Strings, Op. 
48) (Columbia).

That'» bdh't type music. I like. It's 
lovely—pretty bul not corny ... I think 
especially people who like jazz too are 
inclined to forget that music cun be pretty 
and at the -aine time have quality. This 
could be Delibes, it could be Tchaikovsky 
—I can’t recall; but it sounds real pretty 
to me. ami I'd rate il four.

8- Buddy DeFranco. Street Scene (MGM).
I could sit and listen to that all day. Isn’t 

that the music from Street Scene? It’s one 
of the most beautiful things that have been 
written by modern composers. It compares 
with Dick Rodgers’ theme in Slaughter on 
Tenth Avenue. It has that same wonderful, 
haunting, passionate quality. And that band 
doesn’t hurt it any! Which one is it, Benny 

TWILIGHT BOOGIE 
A naw RCA Victor record

LAZY RIVER
THE MILLS BROTHERS

1419 Broadway 
New Tar* City. N.Y

or Artie Or somebody I don’t even know? 
I could put this right on the changer and let 
it keep repeating. I wish I could give that 
ten stars!
9. Vaughn Monroe-Sunny Gale. So-So (Vic

tor). Comp. Richard Adler-Jerry Ross.
You’re going to think I have very vio

lent opinion* ubout vocal record», md I 
have. 4 very so-so record, I would say. 
That ha* to be Vaughn Monroe. That's 
the kind of u *ong he would pick out. If 
il isn’t Vaughn Monroe he's got a cousin. 
He always ha* those stories in his lyrics 
in which people tell each other what they 
did last night, even though they were to
gether and both know perfectly well al
ready what they did. He says “I met you 
at ihe dunce'' and she says “You kissed 
me” anil “I thought you were so-so.” It’s 
so ridiculous! Ind that line about *1 
played the garni to be polite''—nobody 
but Noel Coward should ever write lines 
about I Played the Game. And thal rhyme 
—eanie the daun, my heart was yawn! Or 
real gawn! Oh, no—that has lo go. That's 
a baddie. Thal's no stars.

10. Benny Goodman. Clarinet Marmalade 
(Columbia).

That’s what I call nice, old fashioned jazz 
that anybody can understand. Loud and good, 
and everybody knows how to play their in
strument. Also rather nice clarinet coming 
through in spots—is that a Benny Goodman 
type clarinet? I’d call that a four star record 
—I’m not as mad for it, say, as I am for the 
Brubeck, but I loved it,

Afterthought* By Dorothy
I’ve been a fan, collecting records, for about 

15 years. When we moved recently I had an 
awful time trying to decide to get rid of some 
of my collection; Dick said where are you go
ing to put them all? and I said never mind, 
don’t heckle me, just don’t ask me to part 
with them. So the carpenter is now building 
shelves.

I have everything from old Casper Reardon 
harp records on Liberty. Teddy Lynch doing 
The Lady Is a Tramp, Ethe' Mei man doing 
Down in the Depths on the Ninetieth Floor; 
Mozart albums—old Bix Beiderbeckes—and 
Artie Shaw.

Did you know that Dick and I are married 
because of Artie Shaw? In January 1939 
Dick was in Knickerbocker Holiday. We had 
a mutual friend who thought that Dick would 
be just lovely for my sister. She was going 
to Juilliard—a longhair, which she still is. 
Half an hour at Birdland would drive her out 
of her mind. So my sister and I were supposed 
to have lunch with this friend and Dick.

The day of the luncheon my sister had to 
go to Washington. So the friend and I kept 
the date anyway. I met Dick; we got to talk
ing about music, and he said, “Say, I’ve heard 
the greatest band on the radio, from the 
Lincoln Blue Room.” I said “Artie Shaw? 
I’v< heard it too, and I think it’s just wonder
ful!” So he said “Well what are you doing 
tonight? Meet me after the show.”

Well, I’d promised my mother to be home 
early and get a long night’s sleep, but I 
couldn’t resist, I was so anxious to hear this 
band. So that night we went to the Blue Room, 
hung around the bandstand like all the other 
creeps; and that was our first date. Six dates 
later we were engaged.

So you see, we have Artie to thank for the 
whole thing; because if Dick had said “Would 
you like to go and heai Guy Lombardo?” I 
would have said “Thanks, but I promised 
mother I’d be home early . . ." and the whole 
thing would never have happened!

Hefti Re-Forms 
Soon; Frances 
To Do A Single

New York—Neal Hefti, his band 
temporarily broket up, left here 
shortly before Christmas to ioin 
his wife, Frances Wayne, and their 
daughter in Boston.

Coral will release an album of 
Hefti originals Jan. 20. Album is 
titled Swinging on a Coral Reef. 
after Neal’s tune of that name. A 
second album, featuring Frances, 
with Neal providing the band back
ing, will be recorded shortly. It 
will be called A Tributi to Ethel 
Waters and will feature Happiness 
Is Just a Thing Called Joe and 
others hits originally made famous 
by Miss Waters.

* Neal will then reorganize and go 
on the road again for MCA with 
a new vocalist, while Frances con
tinues working as a single, prob
ably in March.

Laine TV Shows 
Being Prepped

Hollywood—Scoring of Frankie 
Laine’s forthcoming series of tele
films, of which visual portions 
were photographed during the 
singer’s recent European tour, 
was scheduled to start here Jim 
2. Carl Fischer is handling the 
music d.rection.

The series, to «be distributed by 
the NBC television net in a tie-up 
with GAC, will be made as a string 
of 26 half-hour shorts, but each 
will be split so that they may be 
sold in 15-minute periods. Laine 
will introduce a large number of 
acts picked from the European 
music hall circuit, which he de
scribes as the “greatest poo1 of 
live entertainment in the world.”

His own numbers will consl». 
of reprises of many of his big 
recording hits, plus some 20 to 
25 new songs.

Daniels TVer Dropped
New York—Rybutol, sponsors of 

Billy Daniel’s Sunday evening tele
vision show, dropped the pi -gram 
after the first 13 weeks. Reason 
was allegedly the difficulty of leas
ing coaxial cables. Last program 
was aired Dec. 28.

CHRISTENSEN PIANO METHOD
Successful through th* years for Swing, 

Jexs Rvgtime, Boogie, Blues, Breaks key 
board harm-m» etc At your dealer or 
sent postpaid for $2.50.

Send 20c for current monthly bulletin 
of breaks and fill-ins ‘or hit songs, or $2 
for 12 months. Mention if teachar

Tha Axel Christensen Method 
Stadia D—P.O. Boa 427, Ojai California

Nt W! firebriie
UMINOUSCOLORS

OATS BOOK AND SIICI Utt

CENTRAL SHOW PRINTING CO.
------------------------MASON CITV. IOWA______________

A CUTE PIECE 
OF PROPERTY"

"MIDNIGHT 
Red Foley
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A new table model, high fidelity phonograph with a full 
wide-range sound system that will retail for $139.50 (in
cluding tax) has been designed by Columbia and will go on 
sale nationwide on Jan. 20. The player, called the “360" 
has tonal range extending cleanly some two octaves beyond that of 
most open-backed, floor-model radio-phono combinations, yet has its 
sound system- in an enclosure the size of a hat box.

The “360” was designed by Dr. Peter Goldmark, electronics authority 
who also developed the long playing microgroove record. It measures 
16 7/8 inches by 124 inches by 10 inches, is constructed of wood 
twice as thick as that used in conventional instruments to prevent

SEMPER 
HI-FIDELIS

----- By Rob Darrell -----
WHAT EVERY YOUNG HI- 

Fl FAN SHOULD KNOW (1). 
Most of the basic facts of au
dio. like those of life itself, 
are ho obvious once you're familiar 
with them that you marvel how you 
ever failed to catch on earlier. In
deed, they’re so simple that they’re 
generally less important in them
selves (¡ike the mere existence of 
two sexes) than in their eternally 
surprising and complicated conse
quences ...

Anyway, both our listening 
pleasure and the progress of our 
education in sound qualities are 
vitally affected by. one basic fact: 
every sound we hear from records 
or -broadcasts is not produced by 
Beethoven or any other composer, 
Toscanini’s or any other orchestra 
—but solely and directly by our 
own loudspeaker!

No matter how fine the perfor
mance or its recording or broad- 

. . Tk r t k- “XAn" casting ... or even how good the
seven, 10, and 12-inch records. ,ne rest of our phono-radio equipment

The “360” will be available in walnut, mahogany, and limed oak. may be . . . how the nfusic sounds 
* * * to us is primarily determined by

resonant vibration.
Other features include:
A dual speaker system, an am

plifier with negligible distortion, 
and a metal tone arm with cer
amic cartridge and a new type 
of needle.

The two speakers are at the 
sides rather than the front of the 
cabinet; the amplifier reproduces 
the entire recording hearing range 
from 50 to 12,000 cycles with min 
imum distortion; the cartridge is 
specially designed for the “360” 
tone arm, using a sapphire needle 
and a flip-over lever which easily 
eonverts from 78 to 33 1/3 speeds, 
and the three-speed changer plays

r

our ears . . . The second is getting 
a bigger, better speaker, mounting 
it in a properly designed enclosure, 
and locating it as far away as 
possible (preferably in u corner) 
from where we usually sit in our 
listening-living room.

Nothing you can do or spend in 
the way of achieving better sound 
ever can bring in more immediate 
or greater returns than speaker 
improvements. Even if you can’t 
yet find dough or space enough for 
one of the-big two- or multiple-way 
speaker systems (demanded for 
really good, wide-range sound re
production), you still can make 
remarkable progress simply -by 
hitching up your present radio 
or phonograph to any kind of ex
ternal speaker . . . And if that 
external speaker’s considerably
better and bigger 
peewee you have 
amazing listening

Take a
Small wonder,

than the feeble 
now, it’ll work 
miracles . . .
look
then, that the

Reiner To Baton 
ChicagoSymphony

Chicago—Dr. Erich Oldberg, 
prexy of the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestral association, has -an
nounced the signing of Fritz 
Reiner as conductor of the Chi
cago Symphony, starting with the 
1953 fall season.

Reiner, a conductor of the Met
ropolitan Opertf since 1948, and 
director of the Met’s historic 
closed-circuit theater telecast of 
Carmen last month, has conducted 
the Cincinnati, Philadelphia Cur
tis Institute, Pittsburgh, and other 
symphony orchestras during the 
30 years since he came to this 
country.

T
Remit 
(Com

A test record which will enable hi-fans to adjust their phonographs 
so that they can take fullest advantage of “New Orthophonic Sound” 
has been made available on both 45 and 33 1/3 rpm .by RCA Victor. 
Priced at $1.50, the records are packaged with instructions which advise 
the hi-fi enthusiast how to check his phono equipment with the record.

White Sound, Inc., of Chicago announces the production of a new 
line of cabinet speakers based upon development of an exponential 
horn, compactly folded within an enclosure. These horns are said to 
be within 2 percent of ■ true exponential formula. The cabinets are 
complete with speakers to give a complete sound unit ready for con 
nection to amplifiers.

A free booklet on high fidelity and how to best enjoy it is available 
from Hallicrafters, Dept. DB, 4400 W. Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

The DeMambo Radio Supply Co. of Boston is distributing a new 
220-page catalog that contains a complete listing of sound equipment. 
Write to Electronic Publishing Co., One N. LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois.

The Hi-Fidelity Manufacturing Corp, is establishing a new plant 
in West Palm Beach, Fla., to manufacture tuners and amplifiers for 
the Radio Craftsmen Co.

the kind, quality, and condition of 
the speaker we have. I don’t think
I’m exaggerating in claiming that 
up to 90 percent of any sound-re
producing gear’s overall effective
ness, at least insofar as our ears 
are concerned, must be ascribed

center of attention at every audio 
fair and every audio-components 
shop is the loudspeaker line. Take 
a good look—and an even closer 
listen — to what’s available now- 
a days . . . then turn around or 
open up your present set and skep
tically size-up whatever miserable 
excuse for a speaker you’ve been 
stuck with up to now. Measure it. 
Four or six inches? . . . maybe 
eight or 10, if you’ve been lucky? 
.. . Yet you expect to filter »whole 
symphony orchestra through that 
splintery knothole?

How come we let our ears be 
gypped so crudely, while we in-

— -------------  ------ variably insist the biggest and
to the loudspeaker and to where best buys for our eyes? Why, even 
and how it is located, mounted, a village videot can’t be happy 
and enclosed. nowadays with anything less than

Teddy Wilson Cuts; 
Trio Includes Rich

New York—Teddy Wilson, one 
of the most prolific recording art
ists of the 1930s but almost in
active on discs in the past few 
years, has returned via Norman 
Granz and Mercury records.

The famed pianist signed a con
tract with Granz shortly before 
Christmas and recorded his first 
slides immediately. They were 
trio numbers with Buddy Rich 
and John Simmons completing the 
th reesome.

Teddy, who recently became a 
Down Beat columnist, is now 
teaching and freelancing in New 
York.
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Audio, Video 
Exhibit Set

Chicago — The first Interna
tional Sight and Sound exposition 
will- be held at the Palmer House, 
Chicago, from Sept. 1-3.

The exposition will have ex
hibits of all types of high fidelity 
audio equipment, along with tele 
vision and radio displays. If will 
be open to the public and plans 
are already being made for dem
onstration rooms where persons 
may examine all types of sound 
equipment.

It’s sponsored by manufacturers 
and distributors of audio and 
video equipment.

Webster, Emerson 
Firms To Merge

Chicago—The presidents of the 
Emerson Corp, and the Webster- 
Chicago Corp, have announced 
that they have taken action rec
ommending that the two firms be 
merged.

The surviving corporation will 
be called the Emerson Radio and 
Phonograph Corp. The merger 
must still be approved by stock
holders.

,*8|l SIMMS 
$2.25 Pair

Bieck

Clear or 
Tinted Lenses 

(Man E Ladies) 
Frames

sarroN sales co... b 
1144 B. 14* St. Breektye M. 

C.OJ>.'s eccepfed

Camaina erifiaal naterial. 
Monalocaaa. Parodias, Band 
Noaoltieo. SMta, DialofMa.

Bud Powell 
To Bird land

New York — Bud Powell, 
showed in this year’s Down ____  
poll despite an almost complete 
absence from the public during the 
past year, was due to return last

who
Beat

week.
After a preliminary one-night 

appearance at Birdland, the piano 
wizard was expected to »be released 
permanently from the yearlong 
institutionalization that ' followed 
his nervous breakdown. Report
edly cured and playing better than 
ever, Powell was due to play an 
extended run at Birdland starting 
next month.

PIANIST ... MODERNIZE! 
1* Block Chord Exercise, to develop 

style n played by all top BBrs 
Seed S3 postal or money order 

only to 

SAM SAXE 
4513 DaLoagpra Ave. 
Hollywood 28 Calif.

Cheap Speakers
Y’et in most old-fashioned, one- 

piece “sets” the s|>eaker is one of 
the cheapest and most neglected 
components . . . undersize to be
gin with, and then stuck away 
wherever’s most convenient, with
out regard for the fact that it 
should be entirely separate from 
the rest of the equipment . . . and 
given its own solid and roomy 
housing for any kind of real acous
tical efficiency. Getting the speaker 
out of the unit-set box and off by 
itself is the essential first step 
in obtaining sounds better fit for

nowadays with anything less than 
a 21-inch viewing screen!

Dll) YOl KNOW that Hugo 
M inlerhalter wrote Kerry Como's 
arrangement of Temptation in 
1944 for 835?

MICROPHONES FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

Asothe
The i

Styl

with
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FINEST QUALITY HARD RUBBER
Most careful workmanship. Accuracy 
of intonation. Great variety of facings 
and chambers, add up to

UND0o^^
VUME

THE WORLD'S FIREST

Ask your dealer to show you these fine 
mouthpieces for clarinet and saxo
phone.

For free circulars write to:

BOX US QUEENS VILLAGE. N.Y.

LOUIE "SATCHMO” ARMSTRONG 
AND THE ALL STARS

Celebrity Club, Providence, R. I.
Week of Jen. 5
Rendezvous Room, Philadelphia, P*. 
2 weeks starting Jan. 14 

Seville The. »er, Montreal, Can.
Week of Jan. 29 

Casino Theater, Toronto, Can. 
Week of Feb. 5

Exclusive Management 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres 

New York I Chicago I Hollywood
745 5th ive Pl 9-4600 I 703 No Wabash I 861 9 Sunset Bl .d
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CLASSIFIED
Twenty-five Cents per Word Minimum 10 Words

Remittance Must Accompany Copy 
(Count Name. Address, City and State)

Classified Deadline—Five Weeks 
Prior to Date of Publication

Astaire Story
(Jumped from Page 1)

me, out of all those thousands of

ARRANGEMENTS PHONO RECORDS
«Meut.*

WING DRUMMING BY EAR Fast, Solid 
beginners Booklet. $1.00 Rick Shorey, 
Tamiami Trailer Pk.. Sarasota. Fla.

MANY RECORDS, jazz. sweet. Free list.
R. K inkle. 636 South Rotherwood. 
Evansville. Indiana.

NEW NUMBERS
CHARLEE- A son to Mr. and

DIXIELAND ARRANGEMENTS 75c per ar
rangement. Zep Meissner, 5015 Biloxi. 
North Hollywood, Calif.

OMBO SPECIALS!! Written to order for 
any 2, 3 or 4-front line. Reasonable. 
Arranging Service, 334 Monroe Ave., 
Rochester, New York.

RAY AVERY'S RARE RECORDS for Modern 
Jazz, Dixieland and old records. 6631 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Mrs.
Calif.Milton Charles, Dec. 9 in Burbank.

Dad is organist on the Dr* Christian 
radio show.

COMPLETE PIANOSCORE arranged. $6.00.
Malcolm Lee, 344 Primrose. Syracuse,

WANTED: TRANSCRIPTIONS, Armed 
forces Radio Service recordings by "Sam
my Kaye” & “Ink Spots”, money no 
object. Paul Adams, JO Vienna Ave.. 
Niles, Ohio.

AZZ—4 choruses $1.00—20 straight mel
ody, $3.00. 20 jazz breaks, $1.00—
Combo "specials” $1.00 per instrument. 
Your tunes. Rick Shorey, Tamiami 
Trailer Park, Sarasota. Florida.

HELP WANTED
MUSICIANS for traveling orchestra. Guar

anteed Salary. Gordon Dooley Orchestra. 
5069 Leavenworth, Omaha, Nebraska.

COLEMAN A daughter, Teresa Ann, 
recently in Tulsa, Okla., to Mr. and Mrs. 
Davie Coleman. Father is drummer with 
Leon McAuliffe.

D'ONOFRIO A son 6 lbs. 6 oz.. Dino 
Jay, on Dec. 10 in Rochester, Minn., to 
Tony and Ardelle D’Onofrio. Pop is 
drummer with Stewart Scott's ork at 
the President hotel in Kansas City.

HABER—A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. 
Burt Haber, Dec. 17 in New York. Dad 
is contact man with Jack Gold Music

people, were Astaire and his son.
He Thawed

“Fred Jr. was around 16; when 
I introduced myself as the guy 
who’d talked to Fred Sr. on the 
phone that day, the kid said ‘I’ve 
got all your JATP albums!’ So 
Fred thawed right away, and he 
started to talk about the concert— 
turned out he’d been a big jazz 
fan for years—and he remember
ed my stuff from hearing his son 
play it at home.

“Later, at his house, I showed 
him The Jazz Scene and my lay
out, and he was sold.

“I practically lived with him 
for weeks after that, doing re-

JORDANNA son to Mr. and Mrs

MISCELLANEOUS
4RITE SONGS? Read "Songwriter’s Re

view” Magazine, 1650-DB Broadway, 
New York 19. 25c copy ; $2 year-

GIRL MUSICIANS, VOCALISTS, for organ
ized traveling dance band. State ex
perience: enclose recent photo, recording 
if possible. Box A-678, Down Beat, 
Chicago.

Blackie Jordann, Dec. 17 in New York 
Dad is singer.

LANZA A son to Mr. and Mrs. Mario
Lanza, Dec. 
singer.

in Hollywood. Dad i>

JCf FREE LIST band instrument closeouts. 
Berg Larson Mouthpieces. Loma Coop- 

er, 63 E. Grand Ave., Chicago.______ 
K COMEDY SONG TITLES $1. Marv’s 
Humor House. 387 29th Ave., San Fran- 
eisco, Calif.

AT LIBERTY

JftCHESTRA STATIONERY: Cards. Ad- 
eards, Samples. W. J. Katerbach, P.O. 
Box 664, Pottstown. Pa.

DRUMMER—Free to go anywhere. Sober. 
Age 23. Road experience. Strictly Fake. 
Terrific. Prefers Combo work. Write 
or phone Bill Lowes. Phone 5940. 1616 
East Clinton. Frankfort, Indiana.

McCormick a son to Mr. and Mrs. 
Eddie McCormick, Dec. 6 in Pittsburgh. 
Dad is with Bobby Dale orchestra.

RICHARDS—A daughter. Robin Leslie 
(8 lbs. 4% oz.) to Mr. and Mrs. Kenny 
Richards, Dec. 9 in Longview, Wash. 
Dad is bass man with Billy Tipton trio, 
currently at the Monkey Room, Spokane,

Band Routes
(Jumped from Page 20)

Napoleon, Trio, Teddy (Hickory Hous«) 
NYC. nc

Napoleon’s Memphis Five, Phil (Nick’s) 
NYC. nc

Noctures (Statler) NYC, h

TAILOR MADE SCORES
Another First 1
The new STAN KENTON TIE.

Styled by Stan, tailored by

FOX BROS.

Symphoalc Bands, Concert Orchnstra* 
Dane* Bands, Combos, Choirs 
Choral Groups, Vocal Groups 
WRITE FOR RARTfCULARS 

Adirondack Arranging Servie«

A narrow 
with cresi

.only $1.50
“Try one on my say so. Send $i .SO and 

name your color.**—Hal

IHtTRUCTIOHS 
SAXOPHOME 
CLARIMET

FOX BROS. TAILORS
CL ABIMETechni^u.

Chirago 7, 111.
s

'/'II/h. 48 n.uM.pk/HM

JAZZ RECORD CORNER 44« W. 50TH ST.
NEW YORK IT. N. Y.

(4$) mean, available 

YHELONIOUS MONK

J Four in One/Stroight No Chaser 
J Criu Crow/Eronel ................
J Monk', Mood/Who Know, 
J Bluenote LP', Vol,. I I i u.

BILLY TAYLOR
□ Give Mo Simple Life/Accent On 

Youth (45)

SONNY ROLLINS

B Shadrack—Song In My Heart
PRES LP 137

MILES DAVIS
□ Dig (Pte. I * 3) ..................
□ Chance It—Yejtorday, ..........
□ Wouldy'n You—Door Old 

Stockholm ................

3.3$

n They Can't Take That Away 
Me/AII Too Soon (45)

Cu-Blu/Squeeta Mo 
Cuban Nightingale/Makin'

Whoopee
8 
D
8

□

From ZOOT SIMS
□ It Had To Ba You/I Wonder 

Who ....................

3.35

Atlantic Lt
GEORGI WALLINGTON 

Love Beat/Red, White $ Blue

gSwingii 
Fr.stig 
Simi-C

3.35

JOI HOLIDAY
Donde/Joo Bieck Mambo (45).. 
Serenata/Cuban Nightingale (4$)

Wash.
ROBINSON- A son to Mr. and 

Peter Robinson, Dec. 16 in Chicago, 
is disc jockey at WMAQ.

TUROFF—A daughter to Mr. and 
Mel Turoff, Dec. 18 in New York.

Mrs.
Dad

Mrs. 
Dad

is with Music Publishers Holding' Corp.

FINAL BAR
BRIDLE—Augustus Bridle, 83, drama, 

art and music critic of the Toronto Daily 
Star, Dec. 21 in Toronto.

ELMORE—William E. (Billy) Elmore, 
52, bandleader, Dec. 20 in New York.

JEAN—William Jean, 61, musician. Dec. 
7 in Dayton. Ohio. He was a member 
of the John Lytle and Don Bassett orches
tras and the Dayton Philharmonic.

LUKS—William D. Luks, 84, former 
vaude singing comedian. Dec. 15 in New 
York.

OCHS—Peter Ochs 58. founder and 
owner-operator of the Ochs House of 
Music, instrument and phonograph record 
shop, Dec. 3 in Milwaukee. Wis.

VALEN—Karstein Valen, 65, Norwegian 
composer. Nov. 14 in Oslo.

VITALE—Angelo Vitale, 56, bandleader, 
Dec. 14 in Cleveland.

TIED NOTES
MARTIN-THOMFSON Dude Martin, 

bandleader, and Sue Thompson, vocalist. 
Dec. 16 in Las Vegas.

Goldberg Joins WOR
New York—Doc Goldberg, for

mer bassist with Glenn Miller, 
Will Bradley, and others, has been 
added to the staff of WOR, WOR- 
TV here, also plans to open teach
ing studios shortly.

on
YOUR INCOME TAX 
Federal A State Tax Returns 

Low Coit Service
25% Discount to Members:

Orioles (Trocaveria) Columbus 1/15-18

Palmer, Jack (88 Club) NYC, nc
Parker, Charlie (Times Square) Rochester, 

N. Y., In 1/27, nc
Patterson Quartet, Pat (Air Force Club) 

Moncton, Canada, pc
Pavone, Tommy (Rock Garden) Williman

tic, Conn., r
Peterson Trio, Oscar (Hi Hat) Boston, 

1/19-25, nc; (Celebrity) Providence, R. I.,
1/26-2/1, nc

Powers, Pete
Scotia, nc :
Scotia, nc

(Melvilla) Halifax. Nova 
(Tona) Hubbards, Nova

Rico Serenaders (Green’s Crystal Terrace) 
Duluth, Minn., cl

Rocco Trio, Buddy (Kentucky) Louisville, 
Ky., h

Ronalds Bros. Trio (Cairo) Chicago, nc
Roth Trio, Don (Maxwell Field) Mont

gomery, Ala., pc
Royal Hussars (Toomey’s Bar) Galesburg, 

Mich., cl

Schenk, Frankie 
nc

Scotts, Stewart 
Mo., h

Funhouse Mullonium (45) 
Ido', Sido/Roundhouse (45). 
Kapor/Bwaobida Bobbid* (45) 
Bernie's Tune/Lullaby of 

Leaves (45) .....................
Mulligan-Eager LP

LEE KONITZ
Palo Alfo/You Go To My Hoad 
Tautology/Sound lee 
Marshmallow/Fishin' Around . 
Rebecca/lco Cream Konih . 
Odjenar/lndian Summer (45) 
Yesterdays/Duet (45) .......
En-thetic/Hiback (45) 
Subconscious lae/Judy ..........  
Rotrospoctlon/Progresslon 
Precognition (w/Mingus) 
Extrasensory Perception 

jw/Mingus) .................
Tristano-Konih LP ..................... 
Konitx-G.fi LP ..............

3.3$

M

□ Mambo Jan LP 135
MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS

SBa,ia—Paradise Squat (45) .... 
Brubeck—Look For Silver

Lining (45)
□ Jacquet—Port of Rico (45) ..
□ Kenton—Taboo (45) ...................
□ Kenton—Beehive (45) ..............
□ Kenton—Cool Eye, (45) ............  
n Kenton—City of Gla„ LP .........

Krupa—Perdido (45) 
Krupa—Drumboogie (new) 
Krupa—St. Loui, Blue, (45) 
Shelly Manne—All of Me (45) 
Manne—Pooch McGooch (45)

«5)

3.35

1410 Broadway (a* $1,4 St.) N. V. 
JUdtoe 4-7414

BKoniti-Davi, LP ......................  
Free Form, LP ...........
, SONNY SYITT

—S'wond.rful (tenor) ..........  
□ Stitt', lt/Confe,>in' (45) .
□ Proitige IP 124

_ WARDELL GRAY
I Farmer', Merket (45) .........

Jan on Sunset Pts. I a 2 
Jan on Sunset Pts. 3 3 4

□ Kiddo Ph. I a 2
□ Kiddo Pts. 3 a 4 .........
□ Prestige LP IIS
P Prestige Concert LP 12»
□ Twisted/Easy Living
„ _ ANNIE ROSS
□ Twistod/Anne's Lament (45) 

LARS GULLIN
□ Coolin' on the S.S. Cool
□ That's It/AII Yours ...................
O New Sounds Sweden LP 121....
_ , ARNE DOMNERUS 
n Clarinet <olos LP 134
□ New Sounds Sweden LP 133
□ Now Sounds Sweden LP IIV
_ BENNIE GREEN
□ Sertnada To Love (Strings) (4$) 
L Trombone LP 123

3.«$

3.3$

3.35
3.35

3.3$

3.35
3.3$

□
□
8

McGhee—How Hi the Moon . 
McGhee—Stardust 
McGhee—12th St.
McGhee—Korea Jan LP Vol.

I. 2 Ea.
Marian McPartland—Gypsy In 

My Soul
McPartland—Love Is Here To 

Stay
Stan Geh—Indian Summer (4$)
Geh—Too Marvelous For 

Words (45)
Goh—Small Hotel (45) 
Geh—Lady in Red (45) 
Goh—Five Brothers (45) .
James Moody—Foolish

3.15

.»»

Things (45) ...................  
Cl Moody—Pennies From Heaven 

(strings) (45) ................ 
□ Moody—Body * Soul (45) 
f Moody—Mood For Love (4$) 

□ Moody—Lester Leaps In ........  
I Chico O'Farrill—Carioce (45) 

O'Farrill—Guess What (45) 
O'Farrill—JATP Mambo (45) 
Bird—Temptation (45) 

Bird—Lover (45) ..................  
Bird—Tico Tico (45) ...........  

Bird—Mama Inoi (45) 
Bird—La Cucuracha (45) ....  

Bird—Begin the Beguine (45) 
Bird—South of the Border LP 
Peterson—Blue Moon (45) 
Peterson—East of the Sun (4$)

ACTION PHOTOS
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STAN KENTON 
uri MIS MEV "ARTISTtY IN INYTRM"

ACYION SHOTS OF
STAN KENTON, LEE KONITZ. MAYNARD 
FERGUSON, KAY BROWN, FRANK RO
SOLINO, STAN LEVEY, DON BAGLEY, 
SAI SALVADOR, CONTE CANDOLI, 
DICK KAMUCA, BILL RUSSO. BOB 
CIOGA, ate.

9 dHfaraat photo,—SI.00
30 dWoroat—$2.00 poitpoid
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3734 Aylotboro Avoaoo

Cincinnati B. Ohio
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search on every song he’d ever 
done.

“First I thought of flying in Joe 
Lipman to do certain tunes as 
big band numbers; but the more 
I dug Astaire the more I realized 
that the small group format was 
for him. I flew in Oscar, Ray and 
Flip; Shavers was in town with 
Dorsey; Kessel and Stoller were 
working in L.A.

In a Month
“Fred went along with practi

cally all my suggestions, except 
for a couple of tunes (Let’s Face 
the Music and The Piccolino) that 
I felt should have been included. 
We made the entire series of 
about 16 sessions over a period 
of a month, all at Radio Record
ers, and all without any written 
arrangements.

“I never had any intention of 
releasing the records commercial
ly; I just wanted to make a small 
limited edition for friends, for 
kicks. It was just something I 
loved doing. But as the thing 
kept growing and kept getting 
more expensive, I thought of the 
idea we wound up with—the al
bum and the pop edition.”

The dancing was a slight prob
lem, Granz recalls; he didn’t want 
it to sound corny, so they just let 
the fellows jam and had Fred 
come in as if he were an instru
ment, and ad lib along with them. 
Gjon Mili did his shooting while 
they recorded, and David Stone 
Martin his sketching, for the 20 
pages of wonderful candids and 
the portfolio of sketches that are 
included in the deluxe edition.

The Astaire spoken introduc
tions to some of the tunes were 
written and recorded later. “We 
didn’t arrange the tunes chrono
logically because the high points 
didn’t come chronologically,” says

5 
(Paramount) Albany, Ga.,

(President) Kansas City.

Shackelford, Lester (Anchorage) Old Town. 
Me.. Out 2/28. h

Shearing. George (Blue Note) Chicago. 
1/16-29, nc

Simmons, Del (Village Barn) NYC, nc 
Sirtoli, Al (El Patio) Orlando, Fla., nc 
Sparks Duo. Dick (Uptown Bar) Marsh

field, Win.
Startones (Wheel) Oceanside, Calif., nc
Stitt. Sonny (Showboat) Philadelphia, 1/19- 

24. nc
Stylists (Eddie’s Bistro) San Diego, Calif.

Thompson Trio, Bill (Colonial) Hagers
town, Md., h

Two Macks (Louis Joliet) Joliet, III., h

Victor, Bob (Post Time) Chicago, ne

Williams Trio. Clarence (Vanguard) NYC, 
nc

Windy City Six (Pin-Up Room) St. Louis, 
Mo., cl

Wood Trio, Mary (Marie Antoinette) Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla., h

•Yaged, Sol (Somerset) NYC, r
Young, Cecil (Comedy Club) Baltimore, 

Md., 1/19-2/1, nc
Young, Lester (Birdland) NYC, Out 1/21, 

nc; (Hi-Hat) Boston, In 1/26, nc
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Norman, 
almost as

T routined each LP
________ a deejay would, so that 
you hear a logical sequence for
contrast.”

High Praise
Granz played the records for 

Cole Porter, who has four songs 
in the album, and Astaire played 
them for Irving Berlin, who has 
10. Both reacted glowingly.

“It knocked me out," Norman 
smiled, because, as skeptical as I 
am of the music business—well, 
these are big cats.

And now it remains to be seen 
whether the reaction of the big 
cats like Berlin and Porter will 
be multiplied by those of the les
ser kittens who will be exposed 
to the The Astaire Story as it 
reaches across the country. It’s 
my guess that this great Granz 
gamble will justify itself very am
ply in the returns, and will long 
be remembered as a milestone in 
the history of recorded music 
right along with Jazz at the Phil
harmonic Volume I.

Sidemen 
Switches

Tex Beneke — Bitty Mullins, 
trumpet, for Dick Hoffman, and 
Lou Pagani, piano, for Al Haig . . . 
Charlie Spivak—Bolf Ericson, trum
pet, for Flea Campbell (to Tommy 
Dorsey); Joe Bennett, trombone, 
for Vince Forschelli (to Bay An
thony): Hal McCormick, bass, for 
Bill Anthony: Ernie DiFalco, trum
pet, for Buddy Yannon, and Dick 
Johnson, alto, for Vicky Powell . . . 
Raymond Scott (Hit Parade show) 
—Al Porcino, trumpet, added.

Hal McIntyre — Mike Berrens, 
trombone, for Fred Angst (to 
army), and Dean Hinkle, trumpet, 
for Toby Taubinson (to Paul 
Neighbors) . . . Tommy Tucker— 
Jim McArdle, drums, for Jimmy 
Campbell . . . Balph Flanagan— 
Bob Kaerscher, tenor, for Ray 
Migacz.

Q STOP 'N' READ!
A MANU$. PAPER —40-50% uvingl 
'n'», Durable. 12 long (ov.r I1/.) 

staves. DOUBLE sheets 44/$l.00.
• 4c postage/44.

HOTEL-RESYAURANY-Guide-A-Logl Ac- 
curete work finder. Tells type entertein- 
ment used. Covers state. $.25.
TRANSPOSICHART-speedily shows stort
ing tone, chord: ANY key, ANY iMtru-
men). $.35.

SHELDON 301 Altete* 
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bidv a Selmer (Pari-) Trumpet will do so much for your playing. In 
LhisfMTs of pure clear music it res|M>nds to your merest breath. Blown 
Lormallv. it speaks out in glowing tones. Hit it with everything you’ve 
ot and it blazes with brilliant tonal color. And those wonderful quick- 

let ion Selmer valves...instantl) responsive through the fastest, trickiest 
•laving vou can give them!

No other trumpet can do so much for your tone, your technique... 
'our talent and musical reputation: (Ian you to play anything less 

I han a Selmer? Try one, today, at your local Selmer dealer.

A sur
(WITH SURE STROKE)

so lightly, <>r hammer it full force? Or how many hammer

reel” (o his knowing hand and sensitive ear. With their 

hceless talent for doing a certain thing, in a ceriain way, 

stir, Selmer craftsmen in Pari- have made a

Miner Trumpet for you that will

reomc your most prized pi»«M>»imi

.the key to superb musicianship.

> blueprint ever drawn could delineate the sure stroke of the gifted 

nftsman whose inspired touch gives each Selmer Trumpet a per*<>nality 

1 its own...ami pin t H \<nn lingcrlips a wonderful new world ol 

usical adventure ami achievement. In rough-forming ihe bell, lor 

stance: what blueprint could specify how the peening hammer should

With q peening hammer of peculiar shape, this man is 
roughing out a Selmer trumpet bell. His work surface is a 
giant log cut from a tree felled in the forest of Fontoinbleu. 
What blueprint could tell why a Selmer Trumpet must be 
mode this way to sound as it does?

Awe ywr talent and reputation an tontemed , -

Fou Can’t Afford Less Than a SFiRI PC

/henr\ 
SELMER 
aw

This man is smoothing and graduating a trumpet bell. Hera 
and there he actually removes metal. What blueprint could 
tell a mon how to blend these infinite variations cf thickness 
and thinness, hardness and softness into o bell for a trumpet 
that seems to come alive when you blow it?

I FREE BROCHURE
■ d.imbtnq he many ouWtondmg features of 
I the new Selmer (Panj) Trumpet which will help 
| your playing at no other con. Moil the coupcn 
। now for your copy.

I H. * A. SELMER INC.
Elkhart, Indiana—Dapt C-11

■ Hk» send fttE folder descrrbing new Selmer itor-
I
| Mrrm.

Addre< ■

| -----------Stole.
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